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Respectfu lly submitted,

The Honorable Tim Valentine
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PREFACE

The Blue Ribbon Study Commission on Agricultural Waste was authorizedby Part IV of
Chapter 542 of the 1995 Session Laws. The relevant portions of chapter 542 are included

in Appendix A. The Commission Notebook Containing the Commission minutes and all

information presented to the Commission in filed in the Legislative Library. The

Commission was Chaired by the Honorable Tim Valentine and Dr. Ernest A. Carl. The

Full membership of the Commission is filed in Appendix B of this report'
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Blue Ribbon Study Commission on Agricultural Waste was created by the 1995

General Assembly to study "the effect of agriculture waste on groundwater, drinking
water, and air quality". The driving force behind its formation was the rapid growth

of swine-farming in the State, particularly in Eastern North Carolina. The expansion

of these farms has brought tremendous economic growth to areas of the State that
have long suffered from stagnant economies and marginal job opportunities. As the

numbers of intensive livestock operations have increased, however, so have concerns

about their impact on water quality and on the quality of life for those living in close

proximity to the farms. The Commission looked long and hard at these

environmental and socioeconomic issues. To appreciate the context of the

Commission's analysis, it is useful to consider several trends that have brought North
Carolina agriculture to its present state.

Trends in Agriculture. The major trends evident in recent decades can be summed in

three words: depopulation, capitalization, and consolidation. Since 1945 the

population engaged in farming has continuously diminished, falling to less than two

peicent of the population. As the number of farms has fallen, acres of cultivated
croptand also have declined. During this same period, farm operations have become

1noi" capital intensive, and productivity has increased dramatically. Average farm

size has tontinued to grow, reaching 160 acres in 1995. By 1992, seventy-five percent

of the value of North Carolina agricultural products were coming from ten percent of
the farms. But many states have participated in these background trends. What

distinguishes North Carolina's experience are the simultaneous changes in the

composition of its agriculture. During the mid 1980s, animal agriculture surged past

crop production to reverse the historic relationship of these two sectors. The growth
in animal agriculture is owed to two subsectors: swine and poultry'

In contrast, dairy's share of agricultural production has continued a long-term

decline, while beef has been a relativqly stable performer in recent years. North
Carolina broiler production, which has Climbed steadily since the late 1950s, reached

644 million in 1994, when it surpassed tobacco sales to become the State's number

one agricultural commodity.

Hog production expanded rapidly between 1991 and lggs,when the swine inventory
rose irom 2.7 million head to 7.5 million head: an average annual growth rate of
nearly thirty percent. This record propelled North Carolina from a rank of sixth

among the states to a number two ranking behind only Iowa. Production growth has

been concentrated, both in the sense that a limited number of counties have been

affected and in the sense that a limited number of producers have accounted for a

lion's share of the increased production. During this period, the number of hog

farms actually declined, while large, intensive operations raising thousands of animals

in confined areas expanded, The economic effect in impacted areas was tremendous.



Sampson County raised its per capita income level from eighty-three percent of the

State average to one hundred two percent (1,02Vo) of the State average in just the five
years between 1988 and 1992. Duplin County went from seventy-eight percent to
ninety-two percent over the same interval. The economic performance of the

livestock and poultry sectors is cause for enthusiasm among beneficiaries. Hou-ever,

the increased animal inventory has been accompanied by a concomitant increase in
animal waste. Complaints about the effects of increasing numbers of swine farms

triggered the introduction of legislation in both the 1993 and 1995 Sessions of the

General Assembly. A lagoon failure in June 1995 focused the public's attention on
the attendant water quality issues.

Water Quality Regulations. Until recently, animal waste was a topic that occupied
only a few paragraphs from the thousands of pages of State and federal
environmental regulation. Federal rules specifically define large "concentrated
animal feedlots" (inventories greater than 1,000 cattle; 2,500 swine; 10,000 sheep) as

point sources, implying that they should be regulated under the same National
Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) that issues permits for industrial
and rnunicipal wastewater discharges.

Beyond that specific mention, farms at a lesser scale are presumably prohibited along
with all other enterprises from introducing pollutants. to navigable waters through

"discrete conveyances" that is, point sources, except under color of a permit.
However, the environmental impact of farming is generally believed to be from
runoff from pastures, fields, and feedlots, rather than from the point source discharge

of pollutants.

Federal law largely leaves the regulation of these nonpoint sources to the states.

Agriculture's potential impact was only recognized when states began to look
seriously at "nonpoint source" pollution as a cause of persistent water quality
problems.

Historically, animal waste management systems in North Carolina were "deemed
permitted" so long as they were operating without discharging pollutants to surface

waters. However, rapid expansion of the swine industry in Eastern North Carolina,
together with water quality problems attributed to the dairy industry in the Piedmont
and mountain areas, pointed to the need for additional regulatory control. In the

early 1990s, North Carolina regulators deftly bypassed practical arguments about
whether animal agriculture should be regulated as a point source or a nonpo-int
source or both, and legal arguments about the limits of federal law by including
animal waste management as a category of activity requiring a "nondischarge permit".

The nondischarge program is a State government innovation. It requires State

permission to handle or dispose of waste that cannot legally be discharged into a

waterway on grounds that, if a discharge did occur, it would be injurious to water



quality. Farms raising livestock were made subject to State nondischarge rules (see

iSA NCAC ZlH. 0200, popularly known as the .0200 rules). Animal farming

operations that have fewer than 100 head of cattle, 75 horses, 250 swine, 1,000 sheep,

or 30,000 birds using wet waste management systems are simply deemed to be

permitted without meeting any new requirements. Those operations w-ith stocks

above those thresholds are also deemed permitted, but only if they develop and

follow approved waste management plans that incorporate best management practices

promulgaied by the North Carolina Soil and Water Conservation Commission or the

United States Department of Agriculture.

To retain deemed permitted status after December 31, 1997, farmers must have

supplied the Division of Environmental Management (DEM), a State agency, with a

foim assuring that their plan has been reviewed and certified. New or expanding

livestock facilities must obtain certified animal waste management plans prior to
stocking animals. Animal operations that were functioning prior to February 1,1993,
referred to as "existing operations", are treated differently than those that came on

line after that date. Existing animal waste management systems must meet operating

and maintenance standards. They are not required, however, to meet facilities design

and construction standards.

Obviously, the animal waste management plan is the keystone in this regulatory
system. The animal waste management plan includes four basic elements that are

prepared on a site-specific basis. The elements are: (1) waste collection, (2) waste

storage, (3) waste treatment, and (4) waste application. Each element of the plan
requires the implementation of one or more agricultural "Best Management

Practices" or "BMPS".

BMPs a1e a set of measures believed on the basis of field experience and scientific

measurement to reduce nonpoint pollution. BMPs include such items as grassed

waterways, filter strips, and terracing: traditional conservation techniques that have

been subsidized by the State through some form of cost-sharing. Agricultural BMPs

are not generally defined; however, the Soil and Water Conservation'Commission has

been charged with developing a list of acceptable BMPs that may be used in
developing certifiable plans und.er the .0200 rules. It is worth noting that North
Carolina has funded BMPs aggressively since 1984, when the Agriculture Cost Share

Program for Nonpoint Source Pollution Control was created with a $2.0 million
appropriation to encourage soil loss prevention and minimize sedimentation. By

f-g!S zunOing had grown to $8.2 million, and more than 2,000 farmers were receiving

reimbursement of up to seventy-five percent of the cost of practi'bes designed to

protect soil and water, including improved animal waste management.

Qualified technical specialists designated by the Soil and Water Conservation

Commission must certify that each element of the animal waste management plan

meets standards set forth in the Technical Guide published by the Natural Resource



Conservation Service, United States Department of Agriculture. BMPs approved for
use in the Agriculture Cost Share Program for Nonpoint Source Pollution Control
are also approved for use. The standards cover both the design of facilities, like
lagoons or storage pits, and the operating specifications, such as "agronomic" waste

application rates that avoid overloading the absorptive capacity of spray fields'

Buffers must separate both the spray fields and storage of treatment facilities from
perennial streams.

The preparation and certification of animal waste management plans to meet the

nondischarge rules has been a troublesome exercise. Technical specialists include

representatives from the Soil and Water Conservation District Offices, Cooperative

Extension agents, staff of the Natural Resources Conservation Service, and

professional engineers. Interpretations of the rules and rule requirements vary among

ihe agetr.y representatives. The result has been confusion among the regulated

community and delays, both by farmers in seeking assistance to obtain certification of
animal waste management systems and by local technical specialists who are reluct:lnt
to certify that plans meet the no discharge standards.

Other Laws and Regulations. In addition to water quality regulations, there are other

requirements scattered throughout the North Carolina General Statutes that impact

on the operation of livestock facilities. During the 1995 Session, Senate Bill 974 was

ratified, adding a new Part to Article 21 of Chapter t43 of. the General Statutes.

Senate Bill 974 requires the Division of Environmental Management, in cooperation
with the Cooperative Extension Service, to develop and administer a training and

certification program for animal waste management operators on swine farms' Each

applicant is required to complete at least six hours training and pass an examination.
As of January L,1998, only a certified operator may apply animal waste to the land.
As is indicated by the descriptions above, the livestock industry is regulated largely at

the State level. Resources available to local governments to control the burgeoning

livestock industry are limited. County public health departments may enact

ordinances affecting the operation of livestock farms; however, $uch ordinances must

have a public health basis. A few counties have imposed "moratoriums on the

construciion of new swine farms. These moratoriums are grounded in the general

police power delegated to the counties by the General Assembly.

One of the primary tools a county may use to plan for orderly growth within its limits
is zoning. Bona fide farms, however, are exempt from county ioning authority. The
General Assembly has attempted to deal with the issues spawned by the proliferation
of swine farms by enacting legislation during the 1995 Session that provides statewide

minimum setbacks for swine farms. The General Statutes now provide that swine

houses and lagoons on farrns sited after October 1,, 1,995, must.be situated at least

1,500 feet from any residence, 2,500 feet from any church, school, or hospital, and

100 feet from any residential property line. The statutes further require a minimum



50-foot buffer for land application of wastes from the boundaries of residential

property and perennial streams.

The North Carolina General Statutes also contain "right to farm" provisions. These

statutes were enacted in recognition of the conflicts that arise when nonfarm uses

extend into agricultural areas. Their intent is to reduce the loss of agricultural
resources by limiting the circumstances under which they can be declared a nuisance.

No agriculture or forestry operation that was not a nuisance at the time it was,begun,

*uy b".ome a private or public nuisance by virtue of changed conditions in the area

after it has been in operation for one year. The exception does not apply where

nuisance results from the negligent operation of the facility.

Issues Addressed By the Commission. The Commission spent several months

identifying and sorting issues that appeared most central to its charge. Generally,

those issues fel} into four categories. The first area of concern was the adequacy of
program management. For example: Is there coordination and consistency among

the several State and federal agencies that have roles in the regulation of animal

agriculture? Are agencies dedicating sufficient manpower and other resources? Do

they have realistic plans for completion of the certification process by the 1997

deadline?

The second broad issue was the adequacy of the standards that are being applied

through the nondischarge program. For example: Do the specifications for lagoon

design realistically address the potential for emergencies? Should land or buffer

requirements be explicitly based on risk of environmental damage? Are there

satisfactory safeguards against groundwater contamination from seeping storage pits?

Should animal operations be subjected to local zoning control as well as State

environmental regulations?

The third general category was the adequacy of enforcement and compliance. For

example: Should the "deemed permitted" approach be replaced with a more

aggressive regulatory design? Should animal waste management systems be

inspected? If so, how often?

The last area of concern was the necessity for future research initiatives. As has been

noted above, there is a serious lack of data on the impact of intensive livestock

operations on groundwater supplies. Further information is also needed to identily
nonpoint sources of nitrates and to direct regulatory efforts toward nutrient control in
a cost-effective manner. Finally, it is clear that vigorous efforts need to be

undertaken to develop new animal waste management technologies to protect the

environment and improve the quality of life for those living in close proximity to
livestock farms.



The findings and recommendations adopted by the Commission do not exhaust all of
the issues that were taken up under the cited categories. In some cases, members felt
that they had insufficient information to reach conclusions. In other cases, members

became well informed but could not reach agreement. Responding to public opinion,
members focused upon animal waste as opposed to the more general topic of
agricultural waste, and discussion naturally gravitated toward swine farming because

of the controversy attending their rapid growth during recent yeals.
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II. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As noted in the introduction, the Commission made ertensive findings and

recommendations in four areas: The adequacy of program management, the

adequacy of standards, the adequacy of compliance and enforcement, and future
reseirch initiatives. The following contains a narrative of the findings made by the

Commission on each issue, followed by the recommendations based upon those

findings.

A. ADEQUACY OF PROGRAM NIANAGEMENT

Through testimony received in public hearings and evidence presented by State and

federal personnel, the Commission learned that issues of program management

continue to plague government agencies involved in regulation of intensive livestock

operations. Many of the problems are routine travails of bureaucracy that would be

overlooked in other circumstances, however, the urgency and scale of public concern

about agricultural waste policy magnifies administrative weaknesses. Unless steps are

taken to address these weaknesses, confidence will erode both among interested

citizens and among members of the regulated community.

Agencies from all three levels of government have some hand in the regulatory

system. From the federal level, the Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS)

within the Department of Agriculture (USDA) has a direct role as a provider of
technical assistance to farmers, while the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
has an indirect role as administrator of federal environmental programs. At the State

level, the Division of Environmental Managem€nt (DEM) and the Division of Soil
and Water Conservation (DSWC), both agencies within the Department of
Environment, Health, and Natural Resources (DEHNR), have direct roles: the first as

an environmental regulatory agency and the second as a provider of both technical
and financial assistance to farmers.

The North Carolina Department of Agriculture (NCDA) and the North Carolina

State University Cooperative Extension Service (CES) are State-level agencies that

provide technical assistance, training, and laboratory services to farmers. At the local

level, Soil and Water Conservation Districts (SWCDs) allocate cost-sharing resources

and provide technical assistance to farmers.

At present there is no single deliberative or authoritative body that represents the

combined efforts of these agencies. Attempts to harmonize policy information being
distributed to farmers have been partially successful, however, contradictions remain'
Obvious confusion and disagreement over the meaning of such key concepts as "no
discharge of pollutants" gives the regulations a tentative quality not encouraging to



farm operators, for whom compliance may mean a long-term investment in
equipment or land.

A-1. ''ZERO DISCHARGE" STANDARD

The interpretation of the zero discharge requirement under the .0200 rules is

significant and has important implications. "No discharge of pollutants" is often
confused with and used interchangeably with "no discharge of water". "Animal
waste management system" is defined under the .0200 rules as "a combination of
structural and nonstructural practices which will properly collect, treat, store, or
apply animal waste to the land such that no discharge of pollutants occurs to surface

waters of the State by any means except as a result of a storm event more severe than

the 25-year, 24-hour storm".l This language is interpreted by some technical
specialists as establishing a performance standard rather than a technology standard.
Technical specialists justifiably are reluctant to sign the certification statement for an

animal waste management plan because of the lack of clarity regarding the

interpretation of the zero discharge requirement and their concern regarding

potential legal liability. The current slow pace of certification of animal waste

management plans is in part caused by the confusion surrounding the meaning of "no
discharge".

Recommendations

1. The "no dischargb" requirement under the .0200 rules should be clarified by the
Environmental Management Commission as to whether it is a performance
standard or a technology standard so that technical specialists can determine
what discharge limitation the animal waste management plans they certify must

satisfy.

2. The Environmental Management Commission should amend the definition of
animal waste management system under the .0200 rules as necessary to give "no
discharge" a meaning that is economically practical and technologically
achievable.

A-2. REGULATORY CONSISTENCY

An animal waste management plan must be certified by a technical specialist. Some

technical specialists are employees of the Soil and Water Conservation Districts
(SWCD), some are employees of the Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS), some are employees of the Agronomic Division of the North Carolina

I

1s NCAC 2H.0203(3).



Department of Agriculture (AgrD). and others work for the North Carolina State

Cooperative Extension Services (CES). (Private professional engineers also can serve

as tichnical specialists.) AgrD also provides technical assistance to farmers in
developing waste utilization plans.

Involvement by these various agencies can easily lead to uncertainty and confusion

within the regulated community. Currently, personnel from NRCS, DSWC, AgrD,
and CES do not provide uniform interpretation of the .0200 requirements for
certification of animal waste management plans. A single reliable source of
information and assistance is vital. Operators and technical specialists need to be

kept informed of new interpretations and revised procedures that affect the

certification process. Interagency training is needed in some instances.

Further, interagency teams are needed to provide uniform strategies for operators to

meed the certification deadline. Communication among operators, technical

specialists, NRCS, DSWC, CES, AgrD, and DEM is often inadequate to facilitate the

clrtification process. Industry can and should assist the education and

communication processes.

Recommendations

1. This Commission endorses the interagency group formed in February 1996,

which consists of two representatives from each of four agencies: NRCS, DEM,
DSWC, and CES. Two representatives from the North Carolina Department of
Agriculture should be added to that group. The interagency group should

address questions from technical specialists, publish its decision on a regular

basis, and remain in existence until such time after December 31, 1997, that the

Secretary of Environment, Health, and Natural Resources determines the

interagency group is no longer needed to resolve issues related to certification of
animal waste management Plans.

)
each Soil and Water Conservatibn District (SWCD).

of a technical specialist from each of three agencies:

3. Establish regional anirnal waste teams that include representatives from the

following agencies: NRCS, DSWC, CES, and NCDA. 'The regional teams

should analyze county needs and coordinate whatever assistance regarding the

.0200 rules is needed.

4. The Natural Resource Conservation Service, the Division of Environmental
Management, the Division of Soil and Water Conservation, the Agronomic
Division, NCDA, and the Cooperative Extension Service should update the

Guidance Document. a memorandum from NRCS, DEM, DSWC, and CES, and

2. Establish a county team in
Each team should consist
NRCS, DSWC, and CES.
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circulate the updated version to all technical specialists, including private and

industry technical sPecialists.

5. Before June 1, 1996, NRCS, DSWC, CES, and the NCDA should conduct joint
on-site animal waste training for all technical specialists to ensure consistent,

quality work. Leadership for NRCS, DEM, DSWC, CES, and NCDA should be

present to explain what is expected of the technical specialists and to empower

them to use their best judgment in designing animal waste management systems

. without fear of being second guessed or overruled.

A-3. .O2OO CERTIFICATION DEADLINE

Many operators subject to the .0200 rules are unsure that the December 31, L997,

deadline to have an approved animal waste management plan will be enforced. A
perception exists among operators that public pressure will force more changes that

witt renaer today's certification invalid. If a large number of operators wait until
shortly before the December 31, 7997 deadline to initiate the certification process,

Natural Resources Conservation Service, Division of Soil and Water Conservation,

and Cooperative Extension Service will be unable to provide adequate or timely

technical assistance. Lack of engineering assistance is a particular concern of

operators. There is little incentive to encourage operators to initiate the certification

process well before the deadline.

Current funding for technical support for design, inspection of construction, and

testing of animal waste management systems is adequate'

Current funding for the Agriculture Cost Share Program for Nonpoint Source

Pollution Control is inadequate to accomplish the certification of animal waste

management plans by December 31, t997. The current limitation on the

disbuisement of agriculture cost-share funds is not justified and hinders the

certification process.

Recommendations

1. Do not relax the .0200 rules by postponing the December 31,7997 certification
deadline. Communicate this position to all operators of intensive livestock
operations.

2. All operators should be advised to contact their SWCD by September l, 1996,

and initiate the certification process. Those who meet this deadline should be

given high priority to receive technical assistance; those who do not should not

be assured technical assistance by the December 31, 1997 deadline. The

Environmental Management Commission should be authorized to enter into

10
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special agreements or special orders so that operators who register by the

S"pt"roU"-t 1, 1996 deadline and make a good faith effort to meet the

ceitification requirements by December 3I, 1997 will not be held in violation of

the .0200 rules. The special agreement should set forth an enforceable schedule

that would bring the operator into compliance. The Environmental

Management Commission should strictly enforce the penalties available against

those operators who fail to sign up or otherwise fail to make a good faith effort

to be certified by the deadline.

The assigned technical specialist should present the operator with a timetable to

"..o*plirh 
the steps of certification. This timetable should be specific to the

circumstances of eich operator. The timetable should include a deadline for the

technical specialists to arrive at design alternatives for that operation and a

deadline for the operator to make a design decision. The same process should

follow until implementation is complete.

Appropriate funds to the Division of Soil and Water Conservation for technical

r"ppoit to producers. These funds should be used for design, inspection of

cOnstruction, or testing of animal waste management systems that are needed for

certification under the .0200 rules'

The animal agriculture industry should be more aggressive in education and

coordination efforts on certification under the .0200 rules.

Appropriate $3,800,000 to DEHNR for the Agriculture Cost Share Program for

No"poi"t Source Pollution Control and remove the current $15,000 annual cap

and substitute a $75,000 total cap for funds received by a recipient under this

program. Consider other incentives, including tax incentives, that will
Lo.o,r.age farmers to adopt environmentally sound animal waste management

practices. Funds for animal waste management should be allocated to projects

in _ river basins in order that the funds will have the greatest impact on

improving water qualitY.

The Natural Resources Conservation Service and Cooperative Extension Service

should allocate resources such that tasks related to the certification process

under the .0200 rules are given priority.

A.4. LOCAL ZONING/PUBLIC NOTICE

5.

6.

7.

Counties may enact
authority to regulate

ordinances that affect swine operations under the counties'

conditions detrimental to the health, safety, or welfare of its

1.1



citizens.2 Also, local boards of health may adopt rules necessary to protect the

public health.3 However, counties are prevented from enacting zoning ordinances

ihat affect bona fide farms.4

Senate Bill 1080,5 enacted in the 1995 Session, placed restrictions on the siting of
intensive livestock operations. Intensive analysis of data from Pitt County, which is
representative of a swine-prod.ucing area of North Carolina with respect to its

population, population density, land area, and geography, shows that the impact of
Senut" Bill i080 is substantial. Senate Bill 1080 essentially operates as a statewide

land-use planning law. It is in the best interest of the State that siting limitations be

uniform throughout the State and that siting limitations be established by the General
Assembly rather than by local governments.

Adjoining property owners should be informed of plans to construct a new swine

farm, or expansion of an existing swine farm beyond the capacity of its current
animal waste management system, before a permit is issued by the Division of
Environmental Management. Adjoining prop".iy owners should not be able to block
the siting of a swine operation that otherwise complies with all applicable laws and

rules. Neighbors should have an opportunity to bring to the Division's attention any

reasons known to the neighbors that the proposed operation would violate an

applicable law or rule. The intent of the notice requirement is to establish a dialogue
between swine farmers and their neighbors and to assure that neighbors will have an

opportunity to have written input to the permit process.

Recommendation:

1. Do not extend the authority of counties to adopt zoning ordinances that affect

intensive livestock operations.

2. After completing the site evaluation and before the farm site is modified, a

person who intends to construct a swine operation.shall attempt to notify all
adjoining property owners and all property owners who own property located

across a public road, street, or highway from the swine farm that the person

intends to construct the operation. . This notification shall be by certified letter

sent to the addresses on record at the property tax office. The letter shall

include:

7534-121

130A-39

G.S. 153A-340

Article 67, Chapter 106 of NC General Statutes

2

4J

4
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(1)

(2)

The name and address of the person intending to site the swine

operation.

The type of swine operation and the design capacity of the animal 'waste

management system.

(3) The name and address of the technical specialist preparing the animal
waste management plan.

(4) The address of the local Soil and Water Conservation District Office.

(5) Information informing the adjoining property owners and all property
owners who own property located across a public road, street, or highway
from the swine farm that they may submit written comments to the
Division of Environmental Management.

This recommendation applies to new swine operations and to those operations

expanded beyond the design capacity of the existing animal waste management

svstem.

A-5. SITING LIMITATIONS FOR SWINE FARMS

The interpretation of the language in Senate Bill 10806 is not consistent with the

original intent of the legislation due to the use of ambiguous language. Senate Bill
1080 was intended to apply to the siting of swine houses or lagoons that are located

only on new swine farms, that is, farms for which a site evaluation is completed on or
after October 1, 1995. It was intended to affect new swine operations and certain
expansions of swine farms that had swine houses or lagoons constructed before

October 1, 1995. Senate Bill 1080 was not inten{ed to apply to expansions that were

anticipated before October 1, 1995. The registration or the approved waste

management plan indicated whether the expansion was anticipated before October 1,

1995. Further, Senate Bill 1080 was not intended to apply to expansions that are

necessary for compliance with the animal waste management rules but are not for the
purpose of increasing the animal population 

.

As the agency that issues permits for intensive'livestock operations, DEM is the

appropriate agency to enforce Senate bill 1080.' The enforcement mechanism for
Senate 8il1 1080 should be explicitly stated in the legislation.

13
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Recommendation

Amend the Swine Farm Siting Act to clarify ambiguous language and to add an

enforcement mechanism as provided in the Commission's legislative proposal.

A.6. BASINWIDE PLANNING

Basinwide planning is a systems approach to planning. Basinwide plans consider all
point sources and nonpoint sources of pollutants in surface water and groundwater.

The extent of the contribution of animal waste to nonpoint sources of pollution, if
any, cannot be calculated at this time. The Department of Environment, Health, and

Natural Resources already has the authority to develop basinwide management plans

for the 17 river basins in the State. The basinwide management approach to
protecting the waters of the State is a desirable approach.

Recommendation

The Commission endorses the basinw-ide approach to water quality protection and

encourages the accelerated development of basinwide management plans.
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B. THE ADEQUACY OF STANDARDS

A second broad group of concerns heard by the Commission revolves around the

standards and requirements being applied to intensive livestock operations through

the regulatory processes. The Commission concluded that requirements being

imposed through the .0200 rules are adequate to protect the environment. The

Commission was apprized that the current standards in the NRCS Technical Guide
were in the process of being revised by a group consisting of three subcommittees,

charged to revise the technical standards related to animal waste. Problems may exist

tto*, testimony suggested, but they will disappear as the rules are implemented' This

opinion was offer"a Uy both the Department of Environment, Health, and Natural

Resources and by representatives of the swine industry. The set of recommendations

that follows r"ptetent what the Commission considered to be improvements to the

.0200 rules.

B-1. POULTRY DRY WASTE

Although poultry farms are currently subjected to the nondischarge rules, they are

also requiied by those rules to prepare waste management plans only in those rare

cases where the flock exceeds 30,000 birds and wet litter disposal systems are

employed. Dry litter poultry operators retain a deemed permitted status that

continues so long as three conditions are satisfied. These conditions include: (1)

spreading dry litter on the land at no greater than agronomic rates, (2) retaining litter
d-isposal iecords for one year, and (3) siting litter stockpiles more than 100 feet from
perennial streams.

Poultry litter is particularly high in such conservative elements as copper and zinc,

and the cumulative effect of many years of land application may be soil toxicity. The
Commission observed that the current level of regulation does not acknowledge the

potential long-term d4mage to the environment that may occur due to metals

6uildup. Thl only ptactical way to avoid this result is application at carefully

computed agronomic rates, coupled with regular analysis of soil and litter samples to

monitor soils concentrations.

Recommendations
.l

1. No sooner than December 3L, Igg7, and no later than December 31, 1999, all
poultry operationsrutilizing dry litter should have an animal waste management

plan that includes a soil test to be performed at least annually and a waste

inalysis as close to the time of application as possible and at least within 60 days

of the date of the waste's application. These records should be maintained for
no less than three vears.
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2. Effective as soon as possible, extend the dry litter application records retention
period from one year to three years.

8.2. ODOR CONTROL

Odor control is a legitimate public policy issue, even though uncertainty about health

effects, the variability observed with odor measurement techniques, and the

unpredictable nature of odor causation make reasonable regulation difficult.
Commission members reviewed the Swine Odor Task Force report and heard further
public testimony confirming the significance of odor as a nuisance factor associated

with intensive swine operations. Farmers argue that some odor is a natural and

inevitable by-product of animal-raising activity. However, odor can be minimized by

using a variety of recognized best management practices that range from air scrubbing

systems to simple housekeeping. These practices are not now required as an element

of waste management planning nor are they eligible for reimbursement under the

State's Agriculture Cost Share Program for Nonpoint Source Pollution Control.

Recommendations

1. Animal waste management plans submitted under the .0200 rules should include

a checklist of potential odor sources and a choice of site-specific, cost-effective
practices that will minimize those sources. The Soil and Water Conservation
Commission should adopt odor control best management practices. These

practices should be an enforceable element of the approved plan.

2. Odor management practices should be made eligible for agriculture cost-share

funds.

3. Research into economically feasible odor control technology should be

accelerated, anticipating that new methods will be developed and that these new
rne(hods may be considered for inclusion as a regulatory requirement as they are

proven effective. This research should be jointly funded through private and

public sources.

4. Odor Best Management Practices requirements should become effective

September 1,1996 and apply to animal waste management systems for which an

apfroved animal waste management plan is obtained on or after that date. The
requirements should apply to all other animal waste management systems as of
January 1, 1998.

B-3. DEAD ANIMAL DISPOSAL

Representative poultry mortality rates are !\Vo for turkeys and 5Vo f.or chickens. At
these rates, given current North Carolina production, operators must dispose of some
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45 million poultry carcasses annually. Annual swine mortality, based on similar
calculations, is approximately 3.6 million. Although mortality can be regarded as

part of the waste stream generated by livestock farrns, carcass disposal is not covered

in the animal waste management planning requirements of the .0200 rules. Instead,

disposal of dead animals is governed by law and regulation aimed at preventing the

spread of livestock diseases. North Carolina statutes require that animals be buried at

three feet beneath the ground or otherwise disposed of in a manner approved by the

State Veterinarian.T The Veterinary Division of the Department of Agriculture has

issued rules accepting as alternative methods incineration, rendering at a rendering
plant, and, in the case of poultry only, composting or placement in a disposal pit.

The problems associated with improper carcass disposal include threats to human

health, spread of animal disease, odor, and water contamination. The latter risk is
addressed to a degree in the statute allowing burial, inasmuch as that option is not
allowed within 300 feet of a flowing stream or public water body. The Commission

concluded that the potential for harm has weight sufficient to merit regulatory action.

Recommendation

Provisions for dead animal disposal, setting forth legally acceptable methods whereby

mortality will be addressed, should be required as a component of an approved
animal waste management plan. These provisions should become effective
September t, 1996 and apply to animal waste management systems for which an

approved animal waste management plan is obtained on or after that date and to all
other animal waste management systems as of January 1, 1998.

8.4. RIPARIAN BUFFERS

Riparian buffers are cost-effective measures that protect State waters frorn animal
waste runoff. They are thought to reduce nitrogen levels in such runoff by as much
as seventy percent. Buffers are one of a few available means to effectively control
runoff for dairies.

The width and type of riparian buffer needed varies according to the particular
conditions presented. Therefore, buffer requirements should apply site specific

standards. The interagency group recommended in A-2 above includes persons with
sufficient expertise to determine an appropriate and reasonable standard for
mandatory buffers and to decide whether to make this standard site specific, uniform
for each river basin. or uniform statewide.

Recommendations

G.S. 106-403; see also G.S. n6-549.74
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1. Direct the interagency group to develop a standard for the use of riparian
buffers or equivalent controls as a best management practice, particularly along

streams designated as "perennial streams" on the United States Geological

Survey quadrangle sheets. The interagency group must decide whether a

uniform State standard, a basinwide standard, or a site specific standard would
best protect water qualitY.

2. Requirements for riparian buffer best management practices or equivalent

controls should become effective September I, 1996 and apply to animal waste

rnanagement systems that are constructed or expanded beyond their design

capacity on or after that date. Other systems should implement these practices

or equivalent controls to the extent that land is available.

8.5. EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

The .0200 rules consider a 25-year,24-hour storm event the only emergency sufficient

to suspend the no discharge requirement. Frequent heavy rains for an extended

period of time, or chronic rainfall as was experienced in eastern North Carolina the

iu**"r of 1995 preceding the lagoon spill at Oceanview Farms, can lead to
emergency conditions that threaten the environment as much as those created by the

25-ye:ar, 24-hoar storm event. The environment cannot be protected adequately

without requiring the development of emergency procedures that must be followed
during emirgency conditions, including emergencies caused by chronic rainfall.
Likewise, animal waste management plans do not adequately address the potential for
emergency conditions nor explicitly set forth stlps to minimize environmental
damage under such conditions.

Recommendations

L. Require emergency spillways for all new aqd expanding lagoon facilities. Allow
existing facilities to use agriculture cost share funds to add optional spillways.

2. Include site-specific emergency management elements in all animal waste

management plans, detailing operating procedures that must be followed in
times of emergency situations in order to minimtze the environmental damage

of catastrophic events. '

3. Amend the definition of "animal waste minagement system", which currently
appears in the .0200 rules, so that chronic rainfall is treated the same as the 25-

year,24-hour storm event.
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4. Emergency spitlway requirements should become effective September l, 1996

and apply to animal waste management systems that are constructed or
expanded beyond their design capacity on or after that date'

8.6. WASTE UTILIZATION PLANS/RECORD KEEPING

Balancing nitrogen produced by intensive livestock operations with the nitrogen
utilized by the crops to which the waste is applied is critical to avoiding runoff of
nutrients. A waste utilization plan that is site specific and based on actual nutrient
uptake is the best way to assure nitrogen balance. Waste utilization plans are critical
for the protection of water quality. Current agronomic rates for application of wastes

onto land are based on nitrogen as the limiting factor. Monitoring waste products

and soils for heavy metals and phosphorous in addition to nitrogen is advisable.

Currently, testing of waste products and testing of soils are not required under the
.0200 rules.

Record keeping plays an essential role both in best management praciices and in
compliance monitoring. Although the existing .0200 rules provide that animal waste

be applied to the land at agronbmic rates,8 no records are required to be kept to
demonstrate adherence to the rule. While the NRCS and DSWC have forms to guide

farmers in preparation of waste utilization plans, a standard set of forms would
provide certainty as to what is required and assist DEM inspectors with their work.

Recommendations

1. Require record keeping as a component of animal waste management plans

under the .0200 rules.

2. Record-keeping requirements should be established by the Environmental
Management Commission, Natural Resource Conservation Service, and the Soil
and Water Conservation Commission, with technical assistance lrom the

Cooperative Extension Service.

3. For both wet and dry systems, require periodic testing of soils at crop sites and

of waste products that will be used as nutrient sources. Soils should be tested

annually. Lime should be applied to maintain pH in the optimum range for
crop production. Waste products should be tested as close to the: time of
application as possible and at least within 60 days before or after the'date of
**t" application. Nitrogen should be used as the rate determining element, but
buildup of zinc and copper in the soils should be monitored and alternative sites

used when these elements approach excessive levels.

lsA NCAC 2H.0217 (a)(1)(H)(iv).
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3.

A+.

Require waste utilization plans to assure a balance of nitrogen application rates

u.,d .top requirements for nitrogen. Yield data and plant analysis should serve

as the mechanism for maintaining this balance of nitrogen.

Testing and recordkeeping requirements should become effective September 1,

1996 ind apply to animal waste management systems for which an approved

animal waste management plan is obtained on or after that date. The

requirements should apply to all other animal waste management systems as of

January 1,, 1998..

8.7. INSECT CONTROL

The Commission considered complaints from the public related to the impact of

intensive animal farming on insect populations in the local area, and observed that a
potential for nuisance conditions does exist. Like odor, fly infestation can be

decreased b.v recognized site management practices. Many of these can be applied at

minimal cost.

Recommendations

L. A list of insect control best management practices should be adopted by the Soil

and Water Conservation Commission.

2. Insect control best management practices should be made eligible for agriculture

cost share funds.

Animal waste management plans should include a checklist of potential insect

sources and a choice of site-specific, cost-effective practices that will minimize
the sources. These practices should be an enforceable element of an approved

animal waste management Plan.

Insect control best management practices should become effective September 1,

1996 and apply to animal waste management systems for an approved animal

wasre management plan is obtained on or after that date and to all other animal

waste management systems as of January 1, 1998.

8.8. A.PPLICATOR TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

During the 1995 Session, the General Assembly enacted legislation requiring all
p"rro* operating animal waste management systems for swine farms to be certified

Ly DEU.9 To be certified, each operator must take six hours of instruction and pass

Part 9A, Article 2I of. Chapter 143 of the General
Statutes.
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a test. DEM and CES were directed to develop the program of instruction. The law

requires each operator to pay an initial fee of $10 and an annual renewal fee of $10

for certification.

During its review of the applicator training program, DEM brought to the

Commission's attention the fact that the Water Pollution Control Systems Operators

Certification Commission, established pursuant to Chapter 90A of the General
Statutes, might be a more appropriate commission under which to place the

certification program. The Certification Commission is charged with the training and

certification of operators of systems that collect, treat, or dispose of waste for which a

permit is required under rules adopted by the Environmental Management
-Commission 

or the Commission for Health Services.l0 AII other livestock waste

management operators would be certified under this Commission if they were to be

regulated. The new law makes swine an exception to the existing statutory scheme.

DEM also indicated that six hours instruction was insufficient to adequately cover the

rnaterials that needed to be presented. Moreover, in addition to classroom

instruetion, some hands-on-training in the field is advisable. To arbitrarily limit the

amount of time for training to less than required would likely thwart the overall goal

of enhanced water quality protection through use of properly trained waste system

operators.

Questions about the potential impact of requiring each producer to pass a test as a

certified operator were raised by several Commission members. The Commission

concluded that farmers should have the option to hire a certified operator to overse€

the farmer's waste management operations and that alternative testin! procedures be

available to farmers with learning difficulties.

Recommendations

1. Part 9A, Article 2I of, Chapter 143 of the General Statutes should be repealed.

2. The program of certification of swine waste management system operators

should be placed under the Water Pollution Control Systems Operators
Certification Commission.

3. Two persons representing the animal agriculture industry should be added to
the Certification Commission.

4. Farmers should have the option to hire a certified operator to manage their
waste systems.

10 c.s.90A-39
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5. The number of hours of required training for certification should be limited to
eight hours of classroom instruction and four hours of field training.

6. Upon request, alternate methods of instruction shall be provided for persons

with reading or learning difficulties.

7. Make all operator training materials user friendly, taking into account the

educational level of the applicant.
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C. ADEQUACY OF ENFORCEMENT AND COMPLIANCE

One of the questions placed squarely before the Commission by those seeking

enhanced restiaints upon the growth of the livestock industry was "Why should

agriculture be treated differently from other waste-generating industries?" To address

thir qo.rtion, the Commission reviewed the existing exemptions for agriculture or

animil operations in the water quality statutes and the basis for granting each

exemption. The Commission learned that changes in production techniques and farm

size, ioupled with the advent of corporate and contract farming, have chdnged the

nature of agriculture. Nowhere is this more clear than in intensive livestock

production. The bucolic picture of pastured livestock has given way to a technically

idvanced system of raising thousands of animals in confined facilities. Typically,
millions of gallons of waste produced by each intensive livestock operation are

treated and stored in lagoons and disposed of by tand application of the waste. Such

methods of agriculture are proving extremely efficient and profitable, but they also

have created an increased potential for serious water quality problems. It is worth

noting that lagoon and land application of waste is a preferred method of waste

treatment. The State's nondischarge program has been in effect for at least 20 years.

Nondischarge systems, however, must obtain permits under the nondischarge rules

and their operators must be certified by the Water Pollution Control System

Operators Certification Commission. Not until t992, however, were the waste

management systems for animal agriculture operations formally addressed in the rules

and they currently hold a deemed permitted status.

In the past two decades environmental efforts have focused primarily on eliminating
point .o,rra. pollution. Recently, however, there has been an increasing awareness of
ihe role of nonpoint source pollution in the State's water quality problems. Animal
waste management systems utilized by intensive livestock operations are both

potential point sources of pollution as well as contributors of nonpoint sQurce

pollution. Failure to properly construct and manage lagoons and related storage. an!
treatment structures cin result in point source pollution as was seen by the failufe of

several lagoons in eastern North Carolina during the summer of 1995. Failure to

properly manage the land application of wastes may result in excess nutrients

reaching surface water through means such as runoff.

Based upon the recognition of the increased potential for environmental harm-'and

the increasing industrialization of animal agriculture, the Commission found that

many of agriiulture's exemptions from the operations of the environmental statutes

are no longer warranted. The Commission recommends that differential treatment

for agricuiture be eliminated where it cannot be justified. The specific

recommendations, set forth below, cover a wide range of issues and include'replacing
the "deemed permitted" status of intensive livestock facilities with a standardized, or

"general" permit, setting penalties for errant farming operations equivalent to those
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for other environmental violators, requiring annual inspection of intensive livestock
facilities and their waste handling operations and the payment of fees for general

permit applications.

C.1. PERMITS AND PERMITTING

Under the existing rules, animal waste management systems that meet the appropriate
criteria are "deemed permitted" and it is not necessary that owners of these systems

apply for and obtain an individual permit.11 At the suggestion of the Division of
Environmental Management, the Commission considered replacing the "deemed
permitted" approach to regulation with a general permit model.

The current "deemed permitted" system is based upon each facility obtaining a

certified site specific animal waste management plan that incorporates best

management practices for waste collection, treatment, storage, and disposal. Other
criteria a facility must meet include maintaining minimum riparian buffers and

setbacks, and providing adequate land to accommodate the application of animal
waste at agronomic rates. The Commission found that the concept of using site

specific waste management planning incorporating best management practices is an

efficient and effective method of providing protection for the State's surface waters.

There have been difficulties, however, in implementing the current system under the

.0200 rules. Under the current rules, all facilities subject to the rules must have

obtained an approved animal waste management plan that is certified by a technical
specialist by December 31, L997. As has been noted in detail in A-3 above, many of
the producers have not initiated efforts to obtain plan approval. This has been due in
part to the confusion among the agencies charged with providing technical assistance

and certification. Varying interpretations abound as to what is necessary for
certification as well as to what standards apply.

DEM does not participate in the creation of the animal waste n\anagement plans but
only receives notification that a certified plan has been obtairted. Its role in the

current certification process is reactive, limited to enforcing the waste management
plans. DEM does not review an animal] waste management plan except when
investigating in response to a complaint.

A shift in regulatory approach to a gen ral permit model would have several

significant advantages to the current systpm. Notably, it would centralize the
authority for the permitting, inspection, brd enforcement process within DEM.
Interpretation of the requirements of the fules would come from a single source.

Further, DEM would have a greater level' of scrutiny over the waste management

11 15A NCAC 2H .0217
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plans being submitted. DEM would receive the permit application and either

approve or disapprove its conformance with the general permit.

As envisioned by the Commission, the general permit model would retain the

positive features of the deemed permitted rule. It would ailow DEM to issue a

permit to a class of activity, here an animal waste management system, based upon

compliance with u g"tt"tul set of requirements. The core of the general permit

,"qrr1."-"nt would be the site specific animal waste management plan based upon

best management practices determined to be most suitable for that operation. Thus

the implementation of a general permit could be accomplished without disturbing the

ongoing process of certifiiation. Finally, the issuance of a general permit would have

the advantage of placing in the producer's hands a document that spelled out clearly

the regulatory requirements applicable to that facility'

Recommendations

1. The deemed permitted approach should remain in place for livestock operations

beneath the .0200 thresholds: less than 100 cattle, 250 swine, 75 horses, 1,000

sheep, and 30,000 birds with a liquid waste system.

Z. General permits, one for each species of livestock, should replace the deemed

permitted status for all animal waste operations equal to or above the .0200

thresholds. (Sample general permits may be found in the appendices to this

report.)

3. The animal waste management plans now required under the .0200 rules should

be a central component of the general permit.

4. Individual permits may be required for noncompliant facilities and for facilities

proposing to use alternative animal waste treatment systems.

C.2. SPECIAL ORDERS

North Carolina's water quality statutes provide the Environmental Management

Commission authority to issue special orders compelling persons found to be causing

or contributing to water pollution to take'or refrain from taking action to eliminate

the pollut ron.l2 This statute also provides the Commission the authority to enter

into special consent orders and assurances of voluntary compliance with persons

t"rpor,iible for causing water pollution. This particular compliance "tool" provides

r,""d"d flexibility in fostering compliance with environmental rules. It allows DEM
to provide vioiators with a schedule of actions to bring their activjties into

72 G.S. 143-21s.2
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compliance within a specified time frame, with specific stipulated fines for
nonperformance. Except in extreme cases, the public interest is served when those in
violation of environmental standards are required to correct deficiencies in
compliance with a reasonable schedule. Agricultural operations, however, currently
are excluded from the operation of these statutes.

As has been noted throughout this report, agriculture has come under increasing

regulatory scrutiny and control due to its potential contribution to both point and

nonpoint source pollution. As the regulatory burden has grown, the costs of
acquiring pollution control technology and implementing environmentally sound

management practices have placed an economic burden on agriculture that cannot be

shifted to consumers as can be done in other industries. The Commission believes

that the use of special orders and special consent orders would benefit the
agricultural community by allowing DEM, where necessary, to set a reasonable

schedule to obtain compliance with the water quality rules. The Commission also

found that the inability to use special orders has hampered the certification process

under the .0200 rules, particularly in the case of the dairy industry, by limiting the

Department's ability to work with farmers who are attempting to implement best

management practices but are limited by time and financial constraints and weather.

Recornmendation

Amend the statutes to give the Environmental Management Commission authority to
enter into special orders and special consent orders with agricultural operations in
violation of the water quality st3tutes.

C.3. PENALTIES

Current law provides that fines and penalties for the construction of conveyances,

such as pipes or ditches, on livestock or poultry farms for the willful discharge of
wastes to the waters of the State may not exceed $5,000 for the first offense'rr
Other environmental violations, howeve{, may carry civil penalties of up to

$10,000.14 The Commission could find no compelling reason for limiting the
penalties that may be imposed upon livestock and poultry producers for willful
violation of the water quality statutes.

Recommendation

G.5.743-21s(e)

G.S. 143-215.6A

73
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Penalties for constructing conveyances on livestock and poultry farms for the purpose

of willfully discharging pollutants to the waters of the State should be set at $10,000,

consistent with the civil penalties imposed for other environmental violations.

C.4. INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

lnspections are a part of the everyday compliance monitoring done by the Division of
Environmental Management and a fact of everyday life for the regulated community.

Major permitted facilities are usually subject to annual inspection, while smaller

operations may be inspected as infrequently as every five years. Animal waste

management systems, however, have never been subject to routine inspections.

Histoiically, the Division of Environmental Management has inspected such facilities

only in response to complaints.

Recommendations

I. A systemic monitoring and inspection program should be applied to intensive

livestock operations. The program should involve technical assistance from the

Division of Soil and Water Conservation, the Natural Resources Conservation

Service, the Agronomic Division of NCDA, and the Cooperative Extension

Service. Regulatory inspections should be conducted by the Division of
Environmental Management.

Each intensive livestock operation may be subjected to an annual operations
review to assure full compliance with applicable laws and regulations. This
review may be carried out by qualified staff from Soil and Water Conservation
Districts. Operators should be advised of minor deficiencies found during the

review and should be given reasonable opportunity to correct those deficiencies

before enforcernent action is taken. In the event of major deficiencies posing an

immediate threat to the environment or in cases of operator intransigence,

Division of Environmental Management enforcement personnel should be

directly and immediately involved.

Each intensive livestock operation and its animal waste management system that

is required to obtain an approved animal s/aste management plan should be

inspeited annually. Additional inspections should be scheduled for facilities

found to be noncompliant.

c-5. FEES FOR PERMITTING AND INSPECTION OF
ANIMAL WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The collection of fees from regulated industries to offset the costs of implementing
environmental programs is established policy in North Carolina. As agriculture
becomes increasingly subject to environmental regulation, the question arises whether

2.

-J.
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agriculture should also pay a like share for the programs required to ensure their
compliance with water quality statutes and rules. After considerable debate, the

Commission agreed that the animal agricuiture industry should contribute to the cost

of implementing the permitting and inspection program recommended in this report.
The fee would be imposed upon each swine, cattle, and poultry operations required
to obtain a permit for its animal waste management system from DEM. As
recommended by the Commission, this fee would be tiered and assessed on a live
weight basis. No fee would be assessed on those facilities that operate on a deemed
permitted basis. The total amount of the fees collected by DEM should not exceed

40Vo of the total cost of the regulatory program. This is consistent with the

limitations on fees that may be assessed other industries that are required to obtain
water quality permits.

Recommendations

1. DEM should be authorized to collect an annual fee to cover up to 40Vo of the
cost of its permitting and inspection program for animal waste management
systems.

2. The fees shall be structured on a tiered basis as follows:
a. For each animal waste management system with a design capacity

of at least 38,500 pounds steady state live weight and less than
100,000 pounds steady state live weight, the annual fee shall be

$so.
b. For each animal waste management system with a design capacity

of at least 100,000 pounds steady state live weight and less than
800,000 pounds steady state live weight, the annual fee shall be

$100.
c. For each animal waste management system with a design capacity

of 800,000 pounds or greater steady state live weight, the annual
fee shall be $200.

3. The fees recommended in this section should be assessed on swine, cattle, and
poultry facilities meeting the size thresholds for obtaining a general or
individual permit. No fee should be assessed on animal agricultural operations
that fall within the "deemed permitted" category.
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D. FUTURE RESEARCH INITIATIVES

From the evidence presented to the Commission, it was obvious that additional

research is needed in several critical areas in order to develop a regulatory approach

based upon scientific fact. The impacts of older lagoons on groundwater quality is

not yet ktronlt.. Sources of nonpoint nitrate pollution in our surface waters have not

been specifically identified. Alternate innovative technologies must be pursued and

made available to the livestock industry to supplement lagoon and sprayfield

technology as part of the overall effort to ensure that their impact upon the

environment is minimized.

D.1. ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT METHODS

In the intermediate to long run, exclusive reliance upon lagoon technology as the

permitted method of animal waste disposal is not prudent. New and innovative v/aste

management technologies that are proven to be viable should be encouraged. When

adequate data exists to indicate the reliability of the technology, backup waste

management systems should not be required'

At present, State government does not appear to be actively encouraging the

development and use of alternative technologies. A major reason for the failure to

accept alternative technologies is the absence of a satisfactory institutional

arrangement for testing such technologies.

Recommendations

1. As a matter of State policy, encourage the development of alternative treatment

and disposal technologies. Provide incentives to producers to participate in the

evaluation of new and innovative animal waste management technologies.

Direct the Division of Environmental Management to ensure that the regulatory

process is not limiting the use of innovative technologies and that the evaluation

of technologies is made in a timely manner.

2. Appropriate funds to the North Carolina Agricultural Research Service for a

collaborative venture between the Service and DEHNR, that would serve as a

focal point for experimentation with and testing of alternative animal waste

disposal technologies for use in agriculture.

3. Encourage the N.C. State University Animal and Poultry Waste Management

Center to increase their current efforts to establish and monitor farms for
demonstrating alternative technologies.

D-2. GROUNDWATER QUALITY
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Some lagoons constructed prior to February 1, 1993, were not required to satisfy

Natural Resources Conservation Service design and construction criteria that went

into effect February 1,1993, for all lagoons pursuant to the .0200 rules.

Seepage of wastewater beyond 200 feet of the lagoon as occurred in some instances,

in moit cases for "old lagoons". According to testing conducted by the Fayetteville

Regional Office of Division of Environmental Management pursuant to the

Governor's free drinking water well testing program for persons who reside in close

proximity to hog farms, of tOg wells sampled, 30 have had nitrate levels in excess of

10 purtr per million and 29 have had nitrate levels between 1 and 10 parts per

million. To date, it is the opinion of the Division of Environmental Management that

at least one hog farm is the cause of the contamination of nearby drinking water

wells. The results of the drinking water wells tests to date are a reason for concern

and warrant close monitoring.

Groundwater studies currently being conducted include only lagoons constructed

according to current Natural Resource Conservation Service standards. More data

concerning groundwater quality in the area surrounding hog farms is needed.

Additional data regarding the quality of groundwater is needed. A groundwater

study should be carefully designed to assure that the best scientific approach is taken

in order to provide reliable results.

Recommendations

1. Direct a research institution to design and implement a scientifically based study

for the purpose of determining the extent to which lagoons pose a threat, if any,

to the groundwater of this State. Select for study lagoons that are representative

of soil types and hydrologic conditions in North Carolina'

Z. For purposes of this study, a lagoon is posing a threat to groundwater if nitrate

levels exceed 10 parts per million outside the compliance boundary of 250 feet.

3. An environmental interest group, a regulatory agency, and a commodity group

representing the pork industry should participate in the study. 
-

D-3. WATER QUALITY

Water quality can be degraded by a number of point sources and nonpoint sources of
contaminants. Nonpoint sources of nitrates are diverse and potentially include

municipal wastewater treatment systems, industrial systems, golf courseS, commercial

residenlial lawns, fertilizers, pesticides, animal waste and the natural ecosystem. The

nonpoint sources of nitrates should be identified so that operators of intensive

Hvesjock operations know the contribution their industry makes to the degradation of
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water quality. The technology exists to determine the nonpoint sources of nitrates in

the waters of the State.

Recommendation

Fund research designed to identify sources of nitrogen in the surface and

groundwaters of the State.
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III. PROCEqDINGS

The Blue Ribbon Study Commission on Agricultural Waste met 14 times on the

following dates: October 1L, 1995; October 25, t995; November 8 and 9, 1995;

November 30 and December 1, 1995; December 13 and 14, 1995; January 10, 1996;

January 24,1996; February 7 and 8 1996; February 20,1996; March 6,1996; April 10,

1996; April 24, L996; May L, 1996; and May 8, 1996. For a complete record of the

Commisiion proceedings, including minutes for each meeting, refer to the

Commission notebooks on file in the Legislative Library in the Legislative Building.

A brief summary of the Commission meetings follows:

October 11. 1996

After opening remarks by the Cochairmen Dr. Ernest Carl and The Honorable Tim
Valentine and introductory remarks by each on the Commission members, Kelly
Zering, Ph.D. Department of Agriculture and Resource Economics, College of
Agricutture and Life Sciences, North Carolina State University, provided the.

Commission with information regarding the historical and economic background of
agriculture in North Carolina, emphasizing the poultry and swine industries.

Fiistorically, the main North Carolina crop was tobacco, a high value crop that

requires relatively small acreage. According to one report, twenty-eight percent of
the economy in North Carolina is dependent on agribusiness. In the last seven years'

the number of farms in North Carolina that sell at least $1,000,000 in agricultural
commodities has dropped from 70,000 to 58,000. In the 1980s the average size'farm

in this State grew significantly to approximately 150 acres by 1987 and to 160 acres by

1994. Now the average size farm in North Carolina is abourt one-quarter the average

size farm in the Midwest. Like tobacco farms, poultry and hog farms do not require

large amounts of acreage. Production contracts are unique to North Carolina and

provide a small farmer with a low-risk way to become profitable. On the one hand,

pouttry production and swine production have provided Some small farmers with an

".ooorni.ally 
viable alternative to raising tobacco and a way to stay on the farm and

earn a livelihood. On the other hand, increased farm size and increased

specialization lower production costs and increase efficiency. Accordingly, the

n-umber of hog farms in North Carolina has decreased since 1988, while the number

of hogs produced has increased over the same period. 
,

Dr. Zering estimated the total economic impact of the' swine industry in North

Carolina, including the multiplier effect, at more than $3 biltion dollars, over $1

billion dollars of which stays in the pockets of North Carolinians. At present, Iowa is

the largest pork producing state with approximately 14,000;000 hogs. North Carolina
is second with approximately 8,100,000 hogs. Packing capacity timits the growth of
the industry.
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Dewey Botts, Director, Division of Soil and Water Conservation, DEHNR, informed

the Commission of the Division's roie with respect to the regulation of intensive

livestock operations and the role of the federal Natural Resources and Conservation

Service 6hCS1 in both implementing the .0200 rules and providing technical

assistance to operators. The N.C. State Cooperative Extension Service and the North

Carolina Depirtment of Agriculture (NCDA) also provide technical assistance.

Through the Agriculture Cost Share Program for Nonpoint Source Pollution Control,

u, proi,ided in Part 9 of Article 2t of Chapter I43 of the General Statutes, funding

*"y U" provided to assist farmers in implementing certain best management practices

or for certain other expenditures that liad to the reduction of agricultural nonpoint

source pollution in the waters of the State. The State contributes seventy-five percent

of these funds; the farmer is required to provide twenty-five percent. Between now

and December 31., !gg7, 2,4AA to 2,600 intensive livestock operations have to be

brought into compliance with the .0200 rules. The dairy operations in the western

part 
-of 

the State have the greatest and most costly problems to address before they

ir. in compliance. It is anticipated that one-fourth to one-third of the dairy

operation. ritt have to go out of business due to their inability to afford the cost of

coming into compliance.

Mr. Steve Tedder, Chief, Water Quality Section, Division of Environmental

Management (DEM), DEHNR and David Harding, staff for the Water Quality

Section, spoke of the division's role in enforcing the animal waste rnanagement plans

required under the .0200 rules and the requirement that operators register with DEM

by December 31, 1993. Because intensive livestock operations are deemed permitted

pursuant to the .0200 rules, the Division finds itself in a reactive position with respect

to enforcement. It responds to complaints brought to its attention. Following the

various lagoon spills ttr-at occurred beginning in June 1995, the Governor issued an

Executive Order that required, in part, that DEM inspect all of the approximately 4,

600 animal waste lagoons in the Stut". When the final report of the inspections is

complete, it will be presented to the Commission. 
i

Susan Iddings, Commission Counsel, informed the Commission of legislation enacted

by the 1995 
-General 

Assembly regarding intensive livestock operations.

October 25. 1995

This meeting provided an opportunity for various interest groups to express their
positions t"gitaing the receni iapid growth of intensive livestock operations in North

Carolina. Ttre fottowing persons spoke before the Commission: Waltir Cherry,

Director, North Carolina Pork Producers' Association (he noted that the major hog

counties are in the eastern part of the State, Duplin County is the number'one hog-

producing county in the nuiion and the number one turkey-producing county in the

nation, uttA Su*pson county is the number two hog-producing county in the nation);

Kristin Rowles, Executive Director, Pamlico-Tar River Foundation (she expressed the
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Foundation's concern of the adverse environmental impacts of large-scale hog
production and recommended a moratorium on the I.B.P. processing plant being
considered in the Pamlico-Tar River Basin); Bill Moser, P.E., Law Engineering and

Environmental Services (he stated that his firm had submitted a proposal to the

North Carolina Pork Producers' Association to produce a report containing their
recornmendations for any changes to current regulations of the industry); Rick Dove,
Neuse Riverkeeper, Neuse River Foundation) he gave a slide presentation to illustrate
his assertion that the Neuse Rive is one of the twenty most threatened rivers in all of
North America); Roger Bone, Lobbyist, North Carolina Pork Producers' Association
(he appeared in lieu of Marion Howard, who was scheduled to speak at this place in
the agenda); Bill Holman, Lobbyist, North Carolina Conservation Council and the
North Carolina Chapter of the Sierra Club (he acknowledged the contribution of
other sources of water pollution in addition to the swine and poultry industries and
presented a number of recommendations to the Commission); Jimmy Vincent,
Environmental Resources Manager, Browns of Carolina (he assured the Cornmission
that producers are eager to protect the environment and willing to comply with the
.0200 rules); Don Webb, President, Alliance For A Responsible Swine Industry (he

stated that his citizens' organization seeks to stop the odor associated with swine
operations and to stop the pollution of air and water resources).

Michael Williams, Ph.D., Commission member, spoke in his capacity as Director of
the Animal and Poultry Waste Management Center, North Carolina State University.
The Center is conducting research to determine a means by which animal waste can

be used as a valuable resource. Members of the public made remarks from the floor.

November 8 and 9. 1995

The Commission traveled to Duplin County for its next meeting. On November 8,

guided by Michael Suggs, District Conservationist, NRCS, the Commission toured the
following facilities: Oceanview Farms, the site of the June 21, 1995,lagoon failure;
the Joey Carter Farm, site of an experimental waste treatment system that is designed
to eliminate the need for a typical waste treatment lagoon; the Gerald Knowles Farm,
site of a constructed wetland used to treat animal waste; the David Summerlin Farm,
site of a turkey mortality composting facility; and the Circle Q Farms, site of a well-
managed, conventional waste treatment lagoon and spray irrigation system for a 4,000

sow farrow to wean facility. At 7:00 p.m. the evening of November 8, the
Commission conducted a public hearing at the James C. Sprunt Community College
in Kenansville, North Carolina. Approximately 400 people attended this hearing.

On November 9, 1.995, the Commission held a meeting in the Board Room of the
James C. Sprunt Community College Administration Building. The meeting
consisted of discussion among the members of the Commission. No formal
presentations were given; members of the public made remarks from the floor.
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November 30and Qgcember 1. 1995

This two-day meeting in Raleigh was devoted to water quality issues and focused on
the receipt of scientific evidence presented by scientists recognized as experts in their
respective fields of study. First, Steve Tedder, Chief, Water Quality Section, DEM,
DEHNR, explained the complex issues associated with animal waste management for
the swine industry and reported the results of the inspections of animal waste lagoons

that were ordered by the Governor after the June 2L lagoon spill at Oceanview
Farms. The .0200 rules were adopted by the Environmental Management
Commission on December I0,1992, and became effective February 1,L993. Pursuant

to these rules, all animal operations having equal to or more than the threshold
numbers of animals are required to have an approved animal waste management plan
by December 31, 1997. At this time, only eight to ten percent of the operations
affected by this requirement have an approved plan in place. Mr. Tedder
characterized current record-keeping requirements as "woefully inadequate" to
protect water quality. Agriculture cost share funds are available to farmers for
certain costs associated with coming into compliance with the .0200 rules (G.S. 143-

2I5.74(b)(5) provides that funding may be provided to assist certain practices and for
grade control structures, water control structures, and animal waste management

iystems and application to farmers who volunteer to participate in the program). Mr.
Tedder is concerned that farmers who wait will find these funds no longer available.

By November 28, 1.995, 4,619 intensive livestock operations had been inspected by
DEM staff. Most are located east of Raleigh. Of the total inspected: fifteen percent
had inadequate freeboard, four percent exhibited seepage from lagoons, six percent
had inadequate cover crops, twenty-six percent kept inadequate records, three
percent had inadequate acreage set aside for irrigation with wastewater. Mr. Tedder
concluded that the inspections had been extremely informative; previously DEM staff
had not been available to conduct inspections. He expressed concern regarding
operations that had gone out of business. Closure plans are needed. As a result of
the inspections, DEM had initiated a number of enforcement actions. Enforcement
options are: the imposition of civil penalties, injunctions filed by the Attorney
General's Office, loss of an operator's deemed permit status, or a criminal action.
Mr. Tedder made a number of recommendations to the Commission. Dewey Botts,
Director, Division of Soil and Water conservation, DEHNR, added that the .0200

rules are inadequate with respect to resources, recordkeeping, and training
requirements for applicators of wastewater.

Dr. J. Wendell Gilliam, Professor of Soil Science, NCSU, explained how nutrients
leave the soil and get into water. Run off from an individual's house, garden, or
from agricultural land contains some nutrients, mainly nitrogen (N) and phosphorus
(P). Those nutrients are necessary for life in the water; however, excess nutrients
cause problems. If harvested, coastal Burmuda grass removes N from the farm site,
but if the grass is used for grazing by livestock, high concentrations of N will be left
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at the farm as waste deposited by the grazing animals, and the N eventually gets into
shallow groundwater. Phosphorous reacts with soil; therefore, phosphorous stays in
surface soil. When used correctly and according to recommendations, animal waste is
just as good a fertilizer as inorganic fertilizer. However, it is more difficult to
correctly use animal waste as inorganic fertilizer. However, it is more difficult to
correctly use animal waste as a fertilizer than it is to correctly use commercial,
inorganic fertilizer. The arnount of N and.P can be adjusted in commercial fertilizer.
More P has been added to Coastal Plain soils over the years. Coastal Plain soils are

generally higher in P than Piedmont soils. But, when Piedmont soils do become high
in P, there is potentially a larger problem with regard to water quality. More N is
lost to surface waters from Coastal Plain soils than from Piedmont soils.

Senator Albertson urged the increased use of riparian buffers. Dr. Gilliam stated that
at the coast, buffers of 30-50 feet are sufficient; 100 foot buffers consisting of I grass

and $ trees are ideal.

Dr. Frank J. Humenik, Professor and Associate Head and Departmental Extension
Leader, Biological and Agricultural Engineering, NCSU, assessed animal waste

treatment systems. He has been working with these systems in North Carolina since

L969. Dr. Humenik stated that lagoons with land irrigation systems provide cost-

effective treatment. The key to that is that they must be properly designed,
constructed, operated, and maintained. There are many cost-effective lagoon

irrigation systems in North Carolina. The .0200 rules need to address chronic
rainfalls in addition to the catastrophic rainfalls that are currently recognized as being
outside the "zero discharge" requirement. Dr. Humenik said that he would like to
see the Commission direct its attention to how to best handle discharges resulting
from catastrophic and chronic rainfall beyond the .0200 rules, either through an

emergency spillway or by irrigating onto land, depending upon the site.

Dr. Hans W. Paerl, Kenan Professor of Marine and Environmental Sciences, Institute
of Marine Scignce, Morehead City, UNC-Chapel Hill, gave a detailed slide
presentation on 'issues and problems of waste generated and treated by land
application, specifically the atmospheric deposition of N in estuaries and coastal

waters. Animal waste contains a variety of N compounds which can be used by
algae. Nitrogen is very mobile and can move in a variety of ways to end up in our
estuaries and coastal zones. Obvious sources of discharge to surface waters are via
pipelines, runoff, and groundwater, but the atmospheric deposition of nitrogen is still
another way N gets into estuaries. The atmospheric deposition of N has been the

focus of Dr. Paerlis research. The atmospheric deposition of N constitutes about f, to

1/3 of N loading.

Dr. Paerl said that a certain amount of N is needed to sustain a healthy food chain,
but the problem with excessive N loading is that too many algae are grown for the
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rest of the food chain to be able to use. Algae blooms take up oxygen in the water

that fish need, leading to fish kills.

Dr. Bill Showers, Associate Professor of Marine, Earth, and Atmospheric Sciences,

NCSU, provided a slide presentation regarding a scientific technology that is

available now in the State. This technology is able to determine the source of N
nutrients found in water. Dr. Showers and Dr. Paerl did a study of the Neuse River
in 1980 using a mass spectrometer. This study concluded that there is a difference
over time in the source of nitrates. Based on data frcjm ttre Neuse from L986-1989,

during years of excessive rain, nonpoint sources dominate as the source of nitrates.

In dry years, point sources dominate as the source of nitrates. The sources can be

discriminated, because the isotopes can be discriminated. Then the isotopic signals

for cattle, poultry, and swine waste are determined, the contribution of each of these

sources to the N in the surface waters of our State can be determined. This
technology, for the first time, provides a means of allocating each sector's

contribution to the nutrient loading of our waters.

Dr. Joe Zublena, Assistant State Program Leader, Agriculture, Natural Resources,

and Community and Rural Development at NCSU, began the second day. His

activities at NCSU have been primarily in the Soil Science Department, with
responsibilities in agronomy and waste management. To properly manage nutrients,

we must find the balance between nutrients generated from the animal waste and

nutrients taken up by the plants being grown in the soil where the waste is applied.

A positive balance indicates there are more nutrients used by crops than nutrients
generated from manure. A potential problem is indicated by a surplus of nutrients

lenerated by animal waste. Fifty-s.oen percent of the manure generated in the State

can be collected and utilized by the crops that receive the manure. Too much N in
the soil can get into wellwater and cause "blue baby" syndrome. Excess N can result

in algae blooms, which in turn leads to fish kills. Phosphorous build up is a long-

term problem. Other concerns. arise when copper or zinc reach unacceptable levels

in the soils. Crop needs for thqse heavy metals are very low; excess levels can cause

long-term plant toxicity. A potential solution to avoiding excess nutrients in the

future is diet manipulation, involving enzymes that can be fed to the animals. A
longer term solution is the export of manure.

Dr. R. Wayne Skaggs, Witliam Neal Reynolds Professor and Distinguished University
Professor, and Dr. Robert O. Evans, Jr., Extension Assistant Professor, Biological and

Agricultural Engineering at NCSU, provided a slide presentation on the hydrology of
the land application of wastewater, specifically swine wastewater. The application of
wastewater to land is a final treatment process of many different kinds of wastewaters:

municipal wastewater, industrial wastewater, as well as agricultural wastewater.

Using iomputer simulated modeling methods, the amount of N lost in runoff was

followed. The properties and disposition of the soil affects the ability of the

wastewater to be treated by application to that soil.
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Dr. R. L. Huffman, Associate Professor, Biological and Agricultural Engineering at

NCSU. Dr. Huffman's field of study is wastewater seepage from animal waste

lagoons. For the past six years he had been involved in site investigations at lagoons.

If lagoons are constructed according NRCS standards, there should be little or no

seepage. Some to the approximately 4,600 lagoons were not constructed according to

these standards. It is documented that a drinking well in Robeson County contains

excess nitrates caused by an old lagoon nearby. Dr. Hufftnan said that old lagoons

need to be assessed, but that monitoring wells do not provide the most direct or cost-

effective assessment. He advocated the use of emergency spillways to avoid lagoon

failures, such as the one at Oceanview Farms in June 1995.

Dr. Patrick G. Hunt. Research Leader with the Coastal Plain, Soil, Water, and Plant

Center, Agricultural Research Service of the USDA, spoke about the multiagency
water quality demonstration project in Duplin County that was initiated as part of the

Presidential Water Quality Initiative. The purpose of the project was to demonstrate

improvements in water quality that could be made through the voluntary actions of
the landowners, such as the use of nutrient management plans, fencing, and riparian
borders. Approximately 100 monitoring wells were installed in one subwatershed on

farms that were willing to participate. Seventy-seven percent of 'the wells did not

contain excessive nitrates. One project used a constructed wetland to treat

wastewater.

Mr. M. Carl Bailey, Assistant Chief for Planning, Groundwater Section, DEM,
DEHNR, spoke about a study that the Groundwater'section is performing related to
potential groundwater contamination around animal waste lagoons. Data is not

available at this time.

Dr. Kenneth H. Reckhow, Assistant professor, School of the Environrnent,
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Institute of Statistics and

Decision Science, Duke University, urged the Commission to use a meth,odology
called decision analysis in trying to solve complex environment manAgement

problems. Decision analysis is a method that is historically used more in the private

iector than in the public sector. Decision analysis provides a logical structure for
study and analysis, beginning with the complete identification of management

objectives and attributes.

Members of the public made remarks from the floor.

December 13 and 14. 1995

The Commission members met in Statesville, North Carolina on December 13 to tour
dairy facilities in lredell County. Mr. Kenneth Vaughn, Agricultural Extension Agent

in Iredell County, and Representative Frank Mitche[ guided the tour of the following
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facilities: the Jeff Maness Farm, a dairy farm that employs a lagoon waste

management system; the Holland farm, a land-locked farm in need of extensive

renovation due to its location and the presence of streams and valleys surrounding
the property; the Robertson Farm, which employs a lagoon for waste treatment and,

after the waste has formed a crust on the lagoon, the waste is piled to dry and

subsequently used as a dry f.ertihzer; the Hitl Farm, which was in the process of
constructing a waste lagoon; and the Leamon Farm, a dairy farm that is using the

"dry stack'i method of treating its animal waste. That evening at 7:00 p.m., the

Commission held its second public hearing at the Iredell County Agricultural Center

in Statesville. Approximate|y 250 persons attended and 28 spoke of the problems

particular to the dairy industry.

On Decemb er 14 at 9:00 a.m. at the Holiday Inn in Statesville, the Commission held

a meeting. The Commission discussed the tour of the previous day. The
Commission voted to create a working group consisting of Commission members:

Dick Gallo, Dr. Wohlegant, Dr. Barker, Dennis Loflin, and David Harris to consider

the current slow pace of certification of animal waste management systems under the

.0200 rules and to report its recommendations for corrective action to the fulI
Commission. Steve Levitas, Deputy Secretary, DEHNR submitted a letter containing

a list of Department recommendations to the Commission fQr its consideration.

.Iangarv 10. 1996

The Commission reviewed and adopted a report prepared by Commission staff

summarizing and categorizing issues to be considered by the Commission. This list
was based upon the lists of issues that each member of the Commission had prepared

and submitted to staff at the Statesville meeting in December. Discussion during the

rnorning session centered on these issues. The Commission recognized the

importance of the operators expediting certification of intensive livestock operations
puisuant to the .0200 rules. To send a clear message on this point, the Commission,

by motion, concluded that the basic thrust of the .0200 rules is to establish an

appropriate set of requirements for animal waste management systems, and this
Commission will recommend that the December 31, 1997, deadline for compliance
with these rules not be extended.

Steve Levitas, Deputy Secretary, DEHNR, reviewed Department recommendations

on animal waste issues that are in addition to those recommendations submitted to
the Commission at the Statesville meeting. He made the following statements:

DEHNR supports addressing water quality problems with a site-specific basin wide
systems approach; good scientific evidence supports the conclusion that there is thirty
percent more nitrogen in the Neuse river than the river can assimilate. The excess

nitrogetr comes from all sources, but a substantial portion comes from nonpoint
sources of which a large portion is animal waste; other sources of nitrogen include
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municipal viastewater treatment plants, industrial wastewater, gold courses, residential

lawns, and agriculture fertilizers.

Dr. Barker stated that farms in existence at the time the.0200 rules went into effect

February 7, Igg3, have to comply with the operation and maintenance requirements

of those rules, but not the design and construction requirements, so long as DEM has

not found these operations discharging pollutants to the waters of the State. The

agronomic rates that had to be followed before 1-992 were based on the amount of
nutrients associated with maximum yield capacity for certain crops. The soil capacity

and the soil type of the soil at a particular site were not taken into account to

establish these earlier agronomic rates. If an operation is fond in violation of the

.0200 rules, the operator is required to upgrade his waste management plan to one

that is based on the agronomic rates that do take soil capacity and soil type into

account.

Dr. Wohlegant pointed out that the animal agriculture industries are price takers, that

is, industries whose products cannot be priced higher and passed on to consumers in

order to absorb any increased costs of doing business. Mr. Bodley added that animal

products, such as pork and dairy products, are commodity products whose prices are

set at the national and international levels. Mr. Weaver pointed out that producers'

profits go down when the cost of seed grains increases. The cost of feed corn in
April 1495 was $2.67lbushel; today it is $4.06/bushel. Mr. Gallo said that the special

economics of the agriculture industry is the justification for the voluntary Agriculture
Cost Share Program, whereby the public provides seventy-five percent of the cost of
certain expenses incurred by the farmer, who must provide the remaining twenty-five
percent of the costs.

Members of the public made remarks from the floor.

Lanuarv-24. 1996

Th; Commission voted to establish four subcommittees and to assign each

subcommittee a set of issues to address during today's Session and again in February

and to report back to the full Commission on the second day of the next meeting,

February 8, 1996. The Cochairman assigned issues to each subcommittee based on
the,list of issues adopted by the Commission at its meeting January I0, 7996. The

mernbership of the four subcommittees is as follows: Subcommittee I: Sen. Charlie

Albertson (Chair), Jeff Turner, Dr. Robert Cook, and Dr. Michael Williams;

Subcommittee II: Dr. James Barker (Chair), David Harris, Nick Weaver, Dr. Michael

Wohlgenant; Subcommittee [II: Dick Gallo (Chair), John Adams, Rep. John Brown,
and Loyd Godley; Subcommittee IV: Robert Ivey (Chair), Cleveland Simpson,

Dennis Loflin, and Dr. William Caviness. The Commission discussed the benefits of
requiring general permits for intensive livestock operations. The Commission

reached a consensus on the desirability of a general permit regulatory structure as
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preferable to the current regulatory structure whereby operations are deemed

permitted until found to be in serious violation of the .0200 rules. Before breaking

"p for subcommittee meetings, the Commission discussed the desirability of

uuthoririttg local governments to regulate intensive livestock operations and the

desirability of imposing a moratorium on new swine operations. Both discussions

were lively, but risult"a n no formal action by the Commission. The Commission

appeared io be in agreement that a moratorium was not justified at this time.

The afternoon session was devoted to presentations by the following: Dr. Steve

Hoard, Edgecombe County Commissioner, and Jim Bayless, Edgecombe County

Health Director, both of whom spoke in favor of local governments having the

authority to regulate intensive livestock operations; Marvin Horton from Nashville,

North Carolina, who spoke against locating an I.B.P. slaughterhouse in Edgecombe

County; Frank Tyndall, a consulting engineer for Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc.,

who presented the report on the swine industry requested and paid for by Murphy

Famiiy Farms; and William Mosher, Chief Engineer and Assistant Vice President for

Law Engineering and Environmental Services, lnc., who presented the Law

Engineering Report requested and paid for by the North Carolina Pork Producers'

Association.

Members of the public made remarks from the floor.

Februarv 7 and Februarv 8. 1996

The full day, February 7, was spent in separate meetings by each of the four

subcommittees designated by the Cochairmen at the last meeting. On February 8, the

full Commission *"t, uttd the Chair of each subcommittee presented its report to the

full Commission. In its report, a subcommittee addressed each issue it had been

assigned. A subcommittee had been directed to take some action on each issue as

foil6ws: (1) make a recommendation (2) decide to take no action, or (3) decide

more information was needed and defer action until the information was obtained.

The Commission took up one recommendation at a time. A recommendation was

presented for discussion by the Commission. The Commission then voted on

whether to adopt a recommendation for approval by the Commission. Cochairman

Tim Valentine emphasized that a vote of approval by the Commission was not a final

action on any ,".o**"ndation. The Commission approved some recommendations

as presented, approved several as amended by the full Commission, and tabled others

for later action by the subcommittee that had considered the issue. Senator

Albertson's Subcommittee I deferred action on two issues: local zoning and a rewrite

of Senate Bill 1080 of the 1995 Session (enacted as Chapter 420 oI the 1995 Session

Laws) until more data was obtained.. Dr. Barker's Subcommittee II decided it needed

more information before it could address the role of local health departments in

regulating intensive livestock operations. The Commission approved a

recommendation made by Subcommittee IV chaired by Robert lvey to replace the
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deemed permitted approach to regulation of intensive livestock operations with a

system oi grn.tul permits based on the animal waste management plans currently

rlquired ond"t the .0200 rules, but tabled the following recommendations of that

same Subcommittee: that the costs of the inspection and enforcement program

should be borne by the State, all recommendation's concerning changes to the

application training requirements, the issue of integrator liability, and that a public

comment period should be incorporated into the permit process for intensive

livestock operations. The later recommendation was the recommendation contained

in a minority report from the Ivey Subcommittee.

Members of the public made remarks from the floor-

Februarv 20. 1996

Steve Tedder, Chief, Water Quality Section, DEM, DEHNR, presented the Draft
Interim Plan for the Neuse River Basin. The document has been presented to the

Environmental Management Commission (EMC) at its February meeting, is subject to

written comments, and provides the basis for proposed rules. The interim plan

establishes a thirty percent reduction of the nitrogen levels in the Neuse River over a

five-year period as a goal, requires cities to elicit "a connections program for
stormwater sewers, recommends a tiered permit program for intensive livestock

operations, and requires 50 feet buffers for intermittent and perennial streams.

Dennis Loflin, Commission member and member of the EMC, expressed his

objections to the interim plan, saying that, in his opinion, the buffer requirements
represent a flagrant violation of private property rights.

Mr. Tedder reminded the Commission that DEM is flexible and presents the interim
plan as embodying a concept that is subject to refinement. DEM staff considers that

ihe most important component of the plan for the Neuse is general permits.

Dick Gallo, Commission member appearing in his capacity as State Director, Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), introduced the report to the Commission

regarding the revision of NRCS standards as related to animal waste. Jim

Cinterberry, State Resource Conservationist, NRCS, gave the Commission

background information. NRCS is a federal agency under the United States

Department of Agriculture that was created in 1935 to provide on site technical

assistance to farmers. NRCS works with local Soil and Water Conservation Districts

through a memorandum of agreement. NRCS contends the main problem with
respect to intensive livestock operations is improper management. Starting

November 1995, NRCS convened a series of three subcommittees consisting oT a

broad range of interested parties to improve the NRCS technical standards and to
attempt to strengthen lagoon technology. Harry Gibson, State Engineer, NRCS,

related the key revisions to the waste treatment lagoon technical standards. A new
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Standard addresses closure of abandoned lagoons or ponds. Emergency action plans

will be required for every lagoon. Approximately 15 years' worth of sludge storage is

now required rather than the five years worth currently required. Odor control

measures will be required, which include precharging lagoons with water before

ioading, the use of inlet pipes, and installation of windbreaks, if applicable.

Emergency spillways are mandated to allow effluent to escape. More comprehensive

site evaluations will be required pursuant to the revised standards. Liners will be

required where conditions may present limestone deposits. The lagoon bottorn and

site must be scarified and compacted to standard.

Bill Harrell, Resource Conservationist, NRCS, presented the key revisions with
respect to waste utilization standards. The major revisions address the nutrient
management standards. The object of the nutrient management plan is to assure that

the nutrients, including nitrogen, are removed through crop harvest. Nitrogen is the

limiting nutrient. Phosphorous is immobite in the soil; phosphorous leaves through
erosion. Erosion is controlled through the use of best management practices.

Nitrogen goes into solution readily and leaves through runoff or volatilization.
Copper and zinc are toxic to plants. Crops vary in sensitivity to these heavy metals.

Thelrevised nutrient management plans will inform farmers of concerns regarding

heavy metal loading. Irrigation plans will be a required component of a waste

utilization plan. For five years, operators will be required to maintain records

indicating the date and amount of waste applied to crops. Soils where waste is
applied must be tested every two years. Agronomic rates will be based on realistic

yield expectations rather than maximum yields used previously. Agronomic rates for
grasslands are based upon an assumption of a fifty percent N reduction, whereas the

previous assumption was for a twenty-five percent N reduction. The direct result of
these revisions is that more land will be needed on which to land apply animal waste.

The revised NRCS technical standards become effective March 1', t996.

During the afternoon session, Dick Gallo, speaking in his capacity as Chair of the

Commission subcommittee established in Statesville at the December 14, 1995

Commission meeting, gave the subcommittee's report. That subcommittee was

charged to consider the current slow pace of certification of animal waste

management systems under the .0200 rules. The Commission took up each

recommendation in turn for discussion and voted on whether to adopt the

recommendation.

Members of the public made remarks from the floor.

March 6. 1996

Sen. Albertson, Chair of Subcommittee I, reported progress by that group on the t',Iio
issues remaining before it. The subcommittee had met on three occasions to review

GIS maps of portions of certain counties for the purpose of determining the impact of
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the siting limitations enacted by the 1995 General Assembly under Senate Bill 1080.

On the first two occasions, sufficient gaps in the data existed to make any judgments

on the potential impact of Senate Bill 1080 inconclusive. Sufficient data was

available for only Pitt County and, on the third occasion, the subcommittee studied

maps for Pitt County. Tim Johnson, Technical Services Manager, and Jeff Brown,
Project Developer, both with the Center for Geographic information and Analysis,

Office of the Governor, brought these maps of Pitt County to the full Commission.

The first sets of maps showed all of Pitt County, and the second showed a

southeastern portion of Pitt County. Areas restricted for siting new swine farms

pursuant to the siting limitations contained in enacted Senate Bill 1080 (Chaptet 420

of the 1995 Session Lays) were shaded. Property boundaries were shown as well.
The subcommittee concluded that Senate Bill 1080 substantially limited the siting of
new swine farms and, accordingly, operated as a statewide zoning law. The
subcommittee's recommendations to not broaden the authority of counties to adopt

ordinances that affect swine operations and to rewrite Senate Bill 1080 to clarify
ambiguous language and add an enforcement provision were adopted by the

Commission. A working group to consist of representatives for the Farm Bureau,

DEHNR, NCDA, the Attorney General's Office, and an environmental group was

appointed the task of working with Commission staff and providing a draft rewrite of
Senate 8il1 1080.

The Commission broke into its Subcommittees I - IV, which met to review a

compilation of the tentative recommendations of the Commission and to consider any

issues before them. The Commission reconvened after lunch to receive further
reports from the subcommittees. Robert lvey's Subcommittee IV presented its
recommendations on their issues remaining before it. As to the issue of applicator
training, the subcommittee recommended placing a 16-hour cap on the required
training class. Current law (G.S. t43-2I5.748) enacted by the 1995 General

Assembly, Chapter 544 of the 1995 Session Laws, requires a person who performs the

land application of animal waste from swine production to be certified and, in order
to be certi{ied, that person must have a six-hour training program and pass an

examination: Ron Ferrell, DEM, DEHNR, explained that a training manual had

been developed since August 1995, following the enactment of Senate Bill974 of the

1995 Session (enacted as Chapter 544 of the 1995 Session Laws), the legislation
requiring srvine waste applications to be certified. The training manual was

developed with input from NRCS, N. C. State Cooperative Extension Service, the

Farm Bureau, the New River Foundation, the North Carolina Pork Producers'

Association, and others. It is a good and thorough manual. Applicators must be able

to perform iertain mathematical calculations to complete the training and pass the

examination. In order to protect water quality, it is critical that the land application
of waste is performed correctly. Sen. Albertson pointed out that farmers who apply
their own pesticides are only required to take a three-hour course or pass an

examination, not both. After full discussion, the Commission voted to raise the
current training cap of six hours to twelve hours. Eight hours of training is to be in
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the classroom; four hours is to be in the field. The Commission voted to amend the

recommendation to add that alternate instruction and testing methods will be made

available for those with reading or learning difficulties. The subcommittee's

recommendation that the fees for certification be $75.00 for the examination and

certification and $30.00 for an annual renewal fee failed. The other

recommendations of the subcommittee were approved, including the

recommendations that the costs of the inspection and enforcement program be borne

by the State and that responsibility for violations of environmental statutes and rules

should remain with the permittee.

Members of the public made remarks from the floor.

Aoril 10. 1996

Dr. Carl brought up the issue of public notice for reconsideration for the

Commission. Dr. Carl stated that the previous vote by the Commission against

requiring operators to give public notice of a new operation was addressed as a
requiremetti fot a public hearing. The Commission discussed providing notice by

puUtirtting notice in a newspaper of general circulation. After voting against a notice

iequiremint in concept, Dr. Carl appointed a subcommittee cgnsisting of
Representative John Brown (Chairman), Jeff Turner, Cleveland Simpson, and David
Harris to discuss a notice requirement.

The Commission considered for the first time the issue of insect control and voted to
include in the final report a requirement to establish odor control best management

practices which would be a mandatory component of an animal waste management

plan.

The Commission turned its attention to a thorough review of the draft and final
report to the General Assembly, proceeding page by page. The Commission directed

th; rewrite of the introduction to the report end voted to modify several

recommendations as they appeared in the draft report:

The Cochairmen directed the Division of Environmental Management, DEHNR, to

present the Commission with its proposals in writing.for a general permit system for
inimal operations, one general permit for each species of animals: swine, dairy, cattle,

and poultry.

The Commission received comments from the public.:

.A,pril 24. 1996

Dick Gallo, Commission member
Commission regarding the revision

and State Director, NRCS, updated the

of the NRCS technical standards related to
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animal waste. After receiving comments, the group working on revising the standards

made a number of changes to the revisions. The next stop in the process is to submit

the revised NRCS standards to the Soil and Water Conservation Commission for

adoption. If the Soil and Water Conservation Commission takes no action, the

stan-dards are adopted. automatically. The effective date for the revised standards was

changed from March 1 to June 1,1996-

The Commission broke into subcommittees so that the subcommittees could address

any outstanding issues and later reconvened with subcommittee reports. The newest

subcommittee consisting of Representative Brown (Chair), Jeff Turner, Cleveland

Simpson, and David Harris returned with a motion regarding public notice to post a

sign at the property on which an animal operation is proposed, stating pertinent

information whereby tt " public could submit written comments to DEHNR. After

full discussion and amendments to the motion the Commission voted to adopt the

motion.

Senator Albertson's subcommittee and Dr. Barker's subcommittee jointly

recommended a rewriting of the Commission's Recommendation 8-6 in the draft

report on waste utilizatibn plan and record keeping. The commission adopted

aliernate language, which rtui". the recommended requirements for waste and soils

testing with fuller, more accurate scientific language.

After lunch, the Commission reconsidered its motion regarding public notice and

passed a motion in lieu of that motion. The Commission adopted a form of notice

whereby the person intending to site a new swine farm or to expand an animal waste

management sysrem beyond its design capacity is required to attempt to notify all

adjoining property owners by certified mail at the address for the adjoining property

owner on file at the property tax office. The motion specified the contents of the

notice, including information that the adjoining property owners may submit written

comments to DEM. Adjoining property owners will not be able to block the siting of
an operation that complies with all applicable laws and rules; however, the adjoining

property owners *uy it fot- DEM of information that indicates the proposed

bpeiutiot fails to comply with an applicable law or rule. The Commission seemed in
aicord on wanting to establish a dialogue between operators and neighbors and to

remove the possibitity of neighbors being caught unaware thrt a hog farm was coming

next door or substantially increasing its size.

The Commission turned its attention to reviewing and revising three proposed types

of general permits for animal waste management systems prepared by DEM: one for
swi-ne, one for dairy cattle, and one for poultry. Then the Commission considered

and adopted additional language submitted by David Harris regarding

recommerrdation C-4 in the draft report regarding annual inspections of animal waste

management systems by DEM. Noting the success of cooperative efforts of staff from

varioris agencies in the Sedimentation Control Program in DEHNR, the Commission
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considered a similar approach with respect to monitoring and reviewing animal waste

management sysrems. David Harris stated it was his intent to spread the work among

the agenci.r, ull of whom have trained, qualified staff to do the work so that the work

g.t, don.. Dr. Barker and Mr. Gallo urged the Commission to preserve the nature of

ihe relationship between Cooperative Extension agents and NRCS staff with farmers.

After modifying the language to the satisfaction of Dr. Barker and Mr. Gallo, the new

language was adopted.

The Commission discussed imposing fees on the operators for the cost of an

inspection and enforcement program for animal waste management systems- .Unable
to iscertain the projected cost of such a program from DEHNR, the Commission

delayed discussion on this subject.

The Commission sought comments from members of the public.

May 1. 1996

Senator Albertson's subcommittee gave its final report on the rewriting of Senate

Bill 1080, the Swine Farm Siting Act, and submitted a draft bill to be included in the

Commission's final report as part of an omnibus legislative proposal. The

Commission adopted the draft bill, then turned its attention to the last issue

outstanding befori the Commission: What level of funding is needed for permitting,

inspections, and enforcement programs within DEM and how to fund these programs'

tnrbugh the General Fund or by imposing fees upon producers or a combination of

the two. DEHNR provided the members of the Commission with a chart indicating

the Department's pioposal on funding. Steve Tedder, Chief, Water Quality Section,

DEM, fiEHNR, ."ni"*"d these figures and responded to questions. According to Mr.

Tedder, the cost of permitting inspections, compliance inspections, and enforcement

activities is one miilion one hundred eighty-three thousand twenty-three dollars

($1,183,023) for the 7996-97 fiscal year. This would provide for 18 new staff

positions. The cost of permit application analysis, compliance and enforcement

activities, and training, certification, and technical assistance is six hundred thirty-
three thousand one hundred fourteen dollars ($633,114) for the L996-97 fiscal year.

This total includes funding for 10 new staff positions. The total for both the

permitting program and the inspection and enforcement program is one million eight

hundred sixteen thousand one hundred thirty-seven dollars ($1,816,137) for 28 other

positions. DEHNR proposed imposing fees to raise at least thirty percent (30%) ot
ih" tot"l costs to DEHNR of the water quality programs with the balance to come

from appropriations from the General Fund. Under G.S. 143-2t5.3, water quality

ptogtu*i aie funded in this way. EMC develops a fee schedule, which goes through

it " 
.ol.-*aking process. These figures do not take inspections of dry poultry litter

operations, ur i"io*mended by the Commission, into account. Dr. Cook reminded

the Commission that DEM had received funding for the t995-96 fiscal year for eight

new positions. Mr. Tedder stated that before last session, DEM had had no
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inspectors and currently has four dedicated to animal operations funded last summer,

all of whom are located in the regional offices. Steve Levitas, Deputy Secretary,

DEHNR, noted that when the General Assembly recognized the need to have fees for

air permits, it imposed an interim fee to get the program up and running until a

permanent fee stiucture could be developed. He suggested a similar approach for

animal waste management system fees. The Commission noted that Lynn Muchmore,

fiscal staff to the Cbmmission, estimated the cost of the total program of permitting,

inspection, and enforcement to be eight hundred forty-four thousand dollars

i$S++,OOO; and called for 10 new positions to conduct inspections. The Commission

appeared to reach a consensus that the program had to be adequately funded but

wanted to hear an explanation regarding the discrepancies in the projected cost of the

total program.

Robert Ivey's subcommittee convened to attempt to reconcile the two projections for

the cost of the program.

After lunch, the Commission reviewed the latest draft final report of the Commission.

The Robert Ivey subcommittee reported to the fu1l Commission and explained the

differences between the two cost projections. DEM estimated one inspection per day

for 150 working days per year. Lynn Muchmore, fiscal staff, estimated three

inspections per day for 150 working days. DEM took into account additional time for

writing up a report of the inspection, travel time, and time for follow-up compliance.

DEM relied on 4,434 as the number of lagoons; Lynn Muchmore used 3,800 for the

total number of lagoons. The subcommittee recommended imposing one combined

annual fee for bottr ttre inspections' and permit applications' fees, that this fee be

tiered for different sizes oi operations based on the steady state live weight of

animals, that the fees generate fifty percent (50%) or less of the cost of the combined

programs. The Commission voted to recommend one annual fee for both the

permitting and inspection programs and estimated the cost of the program to be one

million four hundred fifty thousand dollars ($1,450,000), voted to recommend

imposing fees (o raise forty percent @TVo) of the total cost of the combined programs'

and voteO to recommend a ihree-tiered fee structure based on steady state live weight

such that the fees for the lowest tier would not be less than fifty dollars ($50.00) and

the fees for the highest tier would not exceed two hundred dollars ($200.00). The

Commission directed the Robert Ivey's subcommittee to present specifics next week.

The Commisbion reviewed the omnibus draft bill containing most of the

Commission's recommendations. The Commission voted to raise the cap further for

agriculture cost-share funds to recipients to seventy-five thousand dollars ($75,000)

and to allow these funds to be used for insect control best management practices.

The Commission adopted the bilt in concept pending further review by members

prior to the next meeting. The Commission began to review the second draft bill that

iontains all the Commission's recommendations regarding appropriations'
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Merv 8. 1996

The only new business remaining before the Commission v/as to agree upon'a
specific fee structure for annual animal waste management systems. Robert Ivey

riported to the Commission that he had contacted the Veterinary Division,
Dipartment of Agriculture, whose database indicated that there are 3,313 swine,

poultry, and cattle operations in the State. He stated that this figure is more reliable
than the count of lagoons provided by DEM, because, according to the Veterinary
Division, DEM's data had some duplication and errors. Further, 1,600 of the 2'743

swine farms were under contract with the five major producers in the State' Mr. Ivey

estimated that five or more of these 1,600 operations could be inspected in one day.

Accordingly, the original estimate for the cost of a permitting and inspection program

of eight hundred forty-four thousand dollars ($844,000) was a better estimate than the

one million four hundred fifty thousand dollars ($1,450,000) estimate and a fifty
dollar ($50.00) annual fee for farms with at least 38,500 and less than 100,000 pounds

steady state live weight, a one hundred dollar ($100.00) annual fee for farms with at

least 100,000 and less than 800,000 pounds steady state live weight, and a two

hundred dollar ($200.00) annual fee for farms with at least 800,000 pounds steady

state live weight would generate approximately three hundred sixty thousand dollars

($360,000) or roughly forty perc ent (40Vo) of the cost of the combined program. The

dommission adopted this fee schedule for inclusion in its recommendations and

legislative proposals. This fee schedule assumes each inspection will take an average

of two hours to conduct.
After discussing, further reviewing, and amending the two draft pieces of

Iegislation, the Commission voted to include the bills in its final report to the

Governor and the General Assembly. This concluded the work of the Commission.

Cochairman Ernie Carl thanked the Commission for moving swiftly and for setting

the industry up for growth in an environmentally sound manner. Cochairman Tim
Valentine extended his personal appreciation to a group of men that had done an

outstanding job.
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IV. FISCAL CONSIDERATIONS

The Commission reviewed fiscal information presented by State and federal agencies

to estimate the cost of improving system performance to meet the .0200 certification
deadline. Three items account for the bulk of these costs. They are (1) the cost of
expanding DEM operations to perform additional inspections, issue additional
permits, and train animal waste management system operators (2) the cost of
increasing technical assistance services from NRCS, the Cooperative Extension

Service, and Soil and Water Conservation, and (3) the cost of expanded Agricultural
Cost Share funding.

Estimates rely heavily upon a survey of Soil and Water Districts completed in
January t996. The surveyors counted livestock operations subject to .0200 rules and

classified those operations based upon progress toward the certification that is to be

completed December 31, 1997. Of the 3,832 operations enumerated, 3,375 are

expected to remain in business. Of those, roughly 2,60A remain uncertified. Thus the
Division of Environmental Management must accommodate a permanent increase in
regulated clientele of 3,375. This will occasion ongoing enforcement costs as well as

certain start-up expenses. Programs geared to help farmers with compliance, either
through technical assistance or cost-sharing, will face nonrecurring outlays to serve

some 2,6AA operators. These costs will be spread across all or portions of three fiscal
years.

The research budget, unrelated to certification, supports four specific research tasks'

There are (1) odor control research (2) studies to determine nitrogen source profiles
in watersheds (3) evaluation of alternative treatment technologies (4) assessment of
the potential for groundwater contamination in areas around lagoons. All of these

are to be administered by the Department of Environment, Health, and Natural
Resources, though the actual research may be carried out under contract between

that department and other parties. The Commission noted that, contrary to public
perception, very little of the animal waste research currently being conducted by
North Carolina universities is underwritten by agricultural industry.
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APPENDIX A

PART IV.-----BLUE zuBBON STUDY COMMISSION ON AGzuCULTURAL
WASTE (S.8. 695 - Albertson; H.B. 524 -H. Hunter).

Sec. 4.1. The Blue Ribbon Study Commission on Agriculture Waste is
created in the General Assembly. The Commission shall study the following issues:

currently in use in this State.
(3) Methods of disposing of and managing agriculture waste that
have fewer adverse impacts than those methods curently in use in this
State, including positive commercial and noncommercial uses of agriculture
waste.
(4) The economic impact of agriculture waste in areas in this
State where there is a high concentration of agriculture waste, including, but
not limited to, the impact on property values of land adjacent to agriculture
sites and on water treatment costs.

(5) Implementation of the recommendations contained in the
Swine Odor Task Force reports by the Swine Farm Odor Abatement Study
authorized by Section 45 of Chapter 561 of the 1993 Session Laws and any
recommendations that result from the federally funded study of the potential
for groundwater contamination from animal waste lagoons currently being
conducted by the Groundwater Section of the Department of Environment,
Health. and Natural Resources.

(1)
water, and
waste.
(2)

(6)

(1)
Senate.
(2)
(3)

The effect of agriculture waste on groundwater, drinking
air quality and any other environmental impacts of agriculture

Methods of disposing of and managing agriculture waste

Six members appointed by the President Pro Tempore of the

Six members appointed by the Govemor.
Six members appointed by the Speaker of the House of

General economic impact of agriculture industries on areas

of the State with a hish concentration of asriculture waste.
(7) Coordination of regulatory activities and any other activities
between federal, State, and local government agencies with jurisdiction over
any aspect of agriculture industries.
(8) Identification of beneficial uses of asriculture waste.

Sec. 4.2. The Blue Ribbon Study Commission on Agriculture Waste shall
consist of 18 members to be appointed as follows:

Representatives.
The President Pro Tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of

Representatives each shall select a cochair. A majority of the Commission shall
constitute a quonrm for the transaction of business.



Sec. 4.3. The Commission shall submit a final report of its findings and

recornmendations to the 1996 Regular Session of the 1995 General Assembly by filing
the report with the President Pro Tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House

of Representatives prior to the convening of the 1996 Regular Session of the 1995

General Assembly. The final report shall contain the findings, recoflrmendations, and

any legislative proposals of the Commission. The finai report shall identi$' areas in
the State where there is a significant concentration of agriculture waste; include
recommendations on reducing agriculture waste in areas where there is an identified
and significant harmful impact on groundwater or drinking water; and include
recommendations on implementing any of the recommendations contained in the
Swine Odor Study or the Groundwater Study considered by the Commission under
this Part. If at any time during its deliberations, the Commission identifies a

recommendation that can be implemented through the Administrative Procedure Act,
Chapter 1508 of the General Statutes, the Commission shall forward that

recommendation with the proposed rule change to the responsible State agency for
immediate consideration.

Sec. 4.4. Members appointed to the Commission shall serve until the

Commission makes its final report. Vacancies on the Commission shall be filled by
the same appointing offrcer who made the original appointments. The Commission
shall terminate upon the filing of its final report.

Sec. 4.5. The Commission may contract for consuitant services as provided
by G.S. 120-32.02. The Commission may obtain assistance from North Carolina State

University, particularly from those university resources associated with the ongoing
studies conducted by the Swine Odor Task Force. Upon approval of the Legislative
Services Commission, the Legisiative Administrative Officer shall assign professional
and clerical staff to assist in the work of the Commission. Clerical staff shall be
furnished to the Commission through the offices of House and Senate supervisors of
clerks. The Commission may meet in the Legislative Building or the Legislative
Office Building upon the approval of the Legislative Services Commission. The
Commission, while in the discharge of official duties, may exercise all the powers
provided under the provisions of G. S. 120-19 through G.S. 1 20- 1 9.4.

Sec. 4.6. Members of the Commission shall receive per diem, subsistence,
and travel allowances as follows:

(1) Commission members who are also General Assembly
rnembers. at the rate established in G.S. 120-3.1.
(2) Commission members who are officials or employees of the
State or local govemment agencies, at the rate established in G.S. 138-6.
(3) All other Commission members, at the rate established in
G.S. 138-5.
Sec. 4.7. From funds appropriated to the General Assembly, the Legislative

Services Commission mav allocate funds for the expenses of the Commission under
this Part.
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Governor's Appointments

Mr. Tim Valentine (Chairman)
PObox727
Nashville, NC 28756
(9r9)4se-2s26 (h)
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Mr. Richard A. Gallo
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4405 Bland Road, Suite 205

Raleigh, NC 27609

Mr. David H. Harris, Jr.

Land Loss Prevention Proiect
PO Box 179
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Mr. Dennis C. Loflin
1007 SkeenRoad
Denton, NC 27239

Mr. Jeffery B. Turner
PO Box 38

Pink Hill, NC 28572

Dr. C. Michale Williams
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President Pro Tempore Appointments

Mr. John Q. Adams
Adams Swine Farm
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Dr. Ernest A. Carl (Chairman)
6230 Pigfish Lane
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A BILL TO BE ENTITLED
AN ACT TO IMPLEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE BLUE RIBBON

STUDY COMMISSION ON AGRICULTURAL WASTE.
The General Assembly of North Carolina enacts:
PART I. PERMITS/INSPECTIONS/FEES FOR ANIMAL WASTE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS.

Section 1. G.S. 143-215.1(a) reads as rewritten:
"(a) Activities for Which Permits Required. - No person shall do any of the

following things or carry out any of the fotlowing activities rue+i}'or unless su€h that
person has received a germit from the
Commission *a+re and has complied with sttehcnditio*q
i all conditions set forth in the permit:

(1) Make any outlets into the waters of the S+nfet State.
(2) Construct or operate any sewer system, treatment works, or

disposal system within the S,tafe; State.
(3) Alter, extend, or change the construction or method of operation

of any sewer system, treatment worksn or disposal system within the
Statq State.

(4) Increase the quantity of waste discharged throirgh any outlet or
processed in any treatment works or disposal system to any extent
iai€h that would result in any violation of the effluent standards
or limitations established for any point source or y,*ieh g!g3 would
adversely aff€ct the condition of the receiving waters to the extent
of violating any
applicable standards.
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(5) change the nature of the waste discharged through any disposal
system in any way *hieh that would exceed the effluent standards
or limitations established for any point source or r*ieh that would
adversely affect the condition of the receiving waters in relation to
anY applicable
standards.

(6) Cause or permit any waste, directly or indirectly, to be discharged
to or in any manner intermixed srith the waters of the State in
violation of the water quality standards applicable to the assigned
classifications or in violation of any effluent standards or
limitations established for any point source, unless allowed as a
condition of any permit, special order or other appropriate
instmment issued or entered into by the Commission under the
provisions of this frd*iel€t Article.

(7) cause or permit any wastes for which pretreatment is required by
pretreatment standards to be discharged, directly or indirectly,
from a pretreatment facility to any disposal system or to alter,
extend or change the construction or method of operation or
increase the quantity or change the nature of the waste discharged
from or processed in sueHre;+ity; that facility,

(8) Enter into a contract for the construction and installation of any
outlet, sewer system, treatment yorks, pretreatment facility or
disposal system or for the alteration or extension of any such
taeltities; facilities.

(9) Dispose of sludge resulting from the operation of a treatment
works, including the removal of in-place sewage sludge from one'location and its 'deposit at another location, consistent with the
requirement of the Resource Conservatibn and Recovery Act and
regulations promulgated pursuant therete; thereto_

(10) cause or permit any pollutant to enter into a defined managed
area of the State's waters for the maintenance or production of' harvestable freshwater, estuarine, or marine plants or aninla*s;
animals.

(11) Cause or permit discharges regulated under G.S. 143-214.2 r,ffi

an animal waste mana&ement system.
In the event that both effluent standards or limitations and classifications and water

quality standards are applicable to any point source or sources and to the waters to
w,hich they discharge, the more stringent among the standards established by the
Commission shall be applicable and senusiling.

In connection with the above, no such permit shall be granted for the disposal of
waste in waters classified as sources of public water supply where the head of the
agency which sdminislgls the public water supply program pursuant to Article 10 of

{A
that result in water pollution.
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Chapter 1304 of the General Statutes, after review of the plans and specifications for
the proposed disposal facility, determines and advises the Commission that such
disposal is sufficiently close to the intake works or proposed intake works of a public
water supply as to have an adverse eff.ect on the public health.

In any case where the Commission denies a permit, it shall state in writing the
reason for such denial and shall also state the Commission's estimate of the changes
in the applicant's proposed activities or plans which will be required in order that the
applicant may obtain a permit."

Sec. 2. (a) Part 1 of Article 27 of Chapter 143 of the General Statutes is
amended by adding two new sections to read:
"$ 143-215.18. Animal waste manaeement svstems: permit reouirements.

(a) No person shall construct or operate an animal waste management svstem that
satisfies any one of the follo@g unless that person has aBplied for and obtained a
permit from the Department:

G) The system is designed for or actually serves at least 100 head_gf
cattle-

@ The system is designed for or actually serves at least 75 horses.
(Q The system is designed for or actually serves at least 250 swine.
g) The system is designed for or actually serves at least 1.000 sheep.
€) The system is designed for or actually serves at least 30.000 birds

with a liquid animal waste management system.
(b) Thg- Department shall not issue a permit for an animaLwaste mana&ment

sJrstem under subsection (a) of this section unless lbe applicant has obtained an
animal waste management plan that a technical specialist fias certified_meets the
applicable minimum standards and specificatioE

A checklist of potential odor sources and a choice _of site-specific.
cost-effective remedigl best management practices to minimize
those sources.
A checklist of potential insect sources and a choice of site-specific.
cost-effective best management practices to minimize insect
problems.
Provisions that set forth acceptable methods of disposing of
mortalities.
Provisions regarding best mana&ement practices for riparian buffers
or equivalent controls. particularly along perennial streams,
Provisions regarding the use of emergency spillwa),s and site-
specific emergency mana&ement plans that set forth operating
procedures to follow during emergencies in order to minimize the
risk of environmental damage.
Provisions regarding periodic teiting of waste products used as
nutrient sources as close to the time of application as practical and

G)

@

(a

(!)

G)

(a
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i
2
J
4
)
6

7

8

9
10

{J)

products are applied. Nitrogen shall be the rate-determining
element. Zinc and copper levels in the soils shall be monitored.
and alternative crop sites sh4ll be used when these metals approach
excess levels,
Provisions regarding waste utilization plans that assure a balance
between nitrogen application rates and nitrogen crop requirements.
that assure that lime is applied to maintain pH in the optimum
range for crop production. and that include corrective 4ction.
including revisions !o the waste utilization plan based on data of
crop yields and crops analysis. that will be taken if this balance is
not achieyed as determined by testing conducted oursuant to
subdivision (6) of this subsection.
Provisions regarding the completion and maintenance of records
on forms developed by the Department. which records shall
include information addressed in subdivisions (6) and (7) of this
subsection. including the dates and rates that waste products are
applied to soils at crop sites. and shall be made available upon

G)

11

72

73
74
15
16

77
18
79
20
27
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
4L
42
43
44

request by the Department.

Review Commission.
(h) As used in this section:
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G)

g)

(5)

1

2
J
4
5

6

7

8

9
10
11

72
73

74
15
16
t7
18

79
20
2l
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23
24
25
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27
28
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34
35
36
37
38
39
40
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(]) 'Animal waste' means livestock or pgultrv excreta or a mixture of
excreta with feed. bedding. litter. or other materials.

@ 'Animal waste management system' means a combination of
structural and nonstructural practices that provide for the proper
collection. treatment. storage. or apolication of animal waste to the
land such that no discharge of pollutants occurs to surface waters
of the State by any means excep! as a result of chronic rainfall or a
storm event more severe than the 25-year. 24-hour storm.

€) 'Deemed permitted' means that a facility is considered as having a
permit under this section and being in compliance with the
permitting requirements of G.S. 143-215.1(a) even though it has
not received a general or an individual permit for its construction
or ogeration.

{!) 'Technical specialist' means an individual designated by the Soil
and Water Conservation Commission. pursuant to rules adopted by
that Commission. to certilv animal waste management plans.

"Q 143-215.1C. Written notice of swine farms.
(a) Any person who intends to construct a swine farm whose animal waste

management system is subject to a permit under G.S. 143-215.18(a) shall. after
comPleting a site evaluation and before the farm site is modified. attempt to notif.v all
adioining propert)t owners and all property owners who own property located across
a Public road. street. or highway from the swine farm of that person's intent to
construct the swine farm. This notice shall be by certified mail sent to the address on
record at the property tax office in the countv in which the land is located. The
written notice shall include all of the following:

G) The name and address of the person intending to construct a swine
farm.

@ The type of swine farm and the design capacitv of the animal waste
manageme4t system.

waste mana&ement plan.
The address of the local soil and water conservation District
office.

propertJr owners who own property located across a public road.
street. or highway from the swine farm that the:r may submit
written qomments to the Division of Environmental Management.
Department of Environment. Health. and Natural iiiources.

(b) Subsection (a) of this section does not repeal any rules that do not
conflict with the provisions of that section.

Sec. 3. Part 1 of Article 27 of. Chapter 743 of. the General Statutes is
arnended by adding a new section to read:

44 "s 143-2153D. Fees for animal waste manapement svstems.
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(1) For each animal waste management system with a3esign capacit],
of at least 38.500 pounds steady state live weight and less than

dollars ,($50.00).

of at least 100.000 pounds steadl' state live weight and less than
800.000 Erunds steady state live weight. anjrnnual fee of one

of Eeater than or egual to 800.000 pounds steady state live weighi.

PART II. DUTIES OF STATE AGENCIES.
Sec. 4. (a) The Department of Environment, Health, and Natural

Resources shall design and, no later than October 1, 1996, begrn to implement a
system of permits for animal waste management systems, as d-fined in G.S. 143-
275.18, as enacted by Section 2 of this act. This system of permits shall be consistent
u/ith the provisions of Section 2 of this act. This syste* oi permits shall provide for
the issuance of one type of general permit for each type of splcies: swine, dairy cattle,
poultry.

(b) ttri Department of Environment, Health, and Natural Resources
shall develop a systematic monitoring and inspection program for animal waste
management systems. This program shall include technical assistance provided by the
Division of Soil and Water Conservation, Department of Environment, Health, and
Natural Resources; the Agronomic Division, Department of Agriculture; and the
Cooperative Extension Service, urith the Division of Environmlntal Management,
Department of Environment, Health, and Natural Resources, providing insfectioni
required by G.S. 143-2L5.18(g), as enacted by Section 2 of this act. The Natural
Resources Consenation Service is encouraged to provide technical assistance to this
monitoring and inspection progra.m. Each it i*at waste management system shall be
subjected to an nnnual operations review to assure full comp-liance with applicable
laws and rules- Qualified staff from Soil and Water Coniervation Distri"t, *.y
conduct the annual operations review, shall inform operators of animal waste
management systems of any deficiency determined by the staff to be minor so that the
oPerator has a reasonable opportunity to correct the deficiency before enforcement
action is initiated, and shall inform the Division of Environmlntal Management of
any deficiency determined by the staff to be a major deficiency that poses a threat to
the environment or of any less serious deficiency that thi op"r"to. exhibits an
unwillingness to correct.

Q\

(3)
10

11

72
13
74
15

16

77
18
19
20
27

22
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hundred dollars ($100.00).

an annual fee of two hundred dollars ($200.00).
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1 Sec. 5. No later than October 1, 1996, the Environmental Management
2 Commission shall implement the provisions of G.S. 143-215.18(c)(t) through (8), as
3 enacted by Section 2 of this act and define the term "chronic rainfall" as used in G.S.
4 t43-2I5.LB(h)(2), as enacted by Section 2 of this act. No later than October L, 7996,
5 the Environmental Management Commission shall review the meaning of "no
6 discharge of pollutants" as used in G.S. L43-215.1B(hX2), as enacted by Section 2 of
7 this act; determine whether this no discharge requirement is a performance standard
8 or a technology standard; and clarify the meaning of "no discharge" such that the no
9 discharge requirement for animal waste management systems is economically

10 practical and technologically achieveable.
11 Sec. 6. No later than September 1, t996, the Soil and Water
72 Conservation Commission shall specify odor control best management practices,
13 insect control best management practices, and best management practices for riparian
74 buffers or equivalent controls consistent udth the provisions of G.S. 143-215.18(c)(1),
15 (2), and (4), as enacted by Section 2 of this act.
16 Sec. 7. No later than October 1, 1996, the Environmental Management
l7 Commission and the Soil and Water Conservation Commission, with technical
18 assistance from the Cooperative Extension Service, shall establish the record-keeping
19 requirements under G.S. 143-215.18(c)(8), as enacted by Section 2 of this act. The
20 Natural Resources Conservation Service is encouraged to cooperate fully with
2l establishing these requirements.
22 Sec. 8. (u) An interagency group is created to:

?3 (1) Address questions from technical specialists and provide uniform
24 interpretations to technical specialists regarding the requiremen$
25 of the animal waste management rules.

?6 (2) Publish its decisions on these questions on a regular and recurring
27 basis.
28 (3) Provide uniform strategies for operators of intensive livestock
29 operations to meet the December 31, !997, deadline to obtain an30 approved animal waste management plan.
3I (4) Develop, no later than August 1, tgg6, a standard for the use of32 riparian buffers or equivalent controls as best management
33 practices, particularly along perennial streams; decide whJther a34 uniform State standard, a uniform basinwide standard, or a site-35 specific standard best protects water quatity; and submit the36 standard that the group decides opo., io the Soil and Water37 Conservation Commission for ad-option in developing best38 management practices for riparian bu*ers and equivalent controls39 under Section 6 of this act.
40 (b) The interagency group shall consist of two representatives from each
47 of the following State agencies: the Division of Soil and Water Conservation,
42 Department of Environment, Health, and Natural Resources; the Division of
43 Environmental Management, Department of Environment, Health, and Natural
44- BgqgF$gs; thg Department of Agriculture; and the Cooperative Exrension Service.
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The General Assembly encourages the Natural Resources Conservation Service,
United States Department of Agriculture, to provide two representatives from its
agency to participate fully as members of the interagency group. The interagency
group shall remain in existence until such time after December 31, 7997, that the
Secretary of Environment, Health, and Natural Resources determines the interagency
group is no longer needed to resolve issues related to certifying animal waste
management plans.
PART III. ADDITIONAL ENFORCEMENT PROVISIONS.

Sec. 9. G.S. 143-275.2(a) reads as rewritten:
"(a) Issuance. - The Commission is hereby empowered, after the effective date of

classifications, standards and limitations adopted pursuant to G.S. 743-214.7 or G.S.
I43-2t5, or a water supply watershed management requirement adopted pursuant to
G.S. 143-214.5, to issue (and from time to time to modify or revoke) a special order,
'or other appropriate instrument, to any person whom it finds responsible for causing
or contributing to any pollution of the waters of the State within the area for which
standards have been established. Such an order or instrument may direct such person
to take, or refrain from taking such action, or to achieve such results, within a period
of time specified by such special order, as the Commission deems necessary and
feasible in order to alleviate or eliminate such pollution. The Commission is
authorized to enter into consent special orders, assurances of voluntary compliance or
other similar documents by agreement with the person responsible for pollution of
the water, subject to the provisions of subsection (a1) of this section regarding
proposed orders, and such consent order, when entered into by the Commission after
public review, shall have the same force and effect as a special order of the
Commission issued pursuant to hearing.

agrieE turat- eperat

tt

Sec. 10. G.S. 143-215(e) reads as rewrirten:
"(e) Except as required by federal law or regulations, the Commission may not

adopt effluent standards or limitations applicable to animal and poultry feeding
operations. Notwithstanding the foregoing, where manmade pipes, ditches, or other
conveyances have been constructed for the puqpose of willfully discharging pollutants
to the waters of the State, the Secretary shall have the authority to assess fines and
penalties not to exceed ten thousand dollars ($10.000)
for the first offense. The definitions and provisions of 40 Code of Federal Regulations
E 722.23 (Juty 1, 1990 Edition) shall apply to this subsection.',
PART IV. TRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE LAND APPLICATION OF
WASTE.

Sec. 11. Part 9A of Article 21 of. Chapter I43 of. the General Statutes is
repealed.

Sec, 12. G.S. 1438-301(a) reads as rewritten:
Pollution control system operators certification Commission"(a) The Water

shall consist of
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industry and shall be appointed blr the Commissioner of Agriculture. nine Nine
members shall be appointed by the Secretary of Environment, Health, and Natural
Resources with the approval of the Environmental Management Commission with the
following qualifi cations:

(1) Two members shall be currently employed as water pollution
control facility operators, water pollution control system
superintendents or directors, water and sewer superintendents or
directors, or equivalent positions with a North Carolina
municipality;

(2) One member shall be manager of a North Carolina municipality
having a population of more than 10,000 as of the most recent
federal census;

(3) One member shall be manager of a North Carolina municipality
having a population of less than 10,000 as of the most recent
federal census;

(4) One member shall be employed by a private industry and shall be
responsible for supervising the treatment or pretreatment of
industrial wastewater;

(5) One member who is a faculty member of a four-year college or
university and whose major field is related to wastewater
treatment;

(6) One member who is employed by the Department of Environment,
Health, and Natural Resources and works in the field of water
pollution control, who shall serve as chairman of the commission;

(7) One member who is employed by a commercial water pollution
control system operating firm; and

(8) One member shall be currently employed as a water pollution
control system collection operator, superintendent, director, or
equivalent position with a North Carolina municipality."

Sec. 13. Existing Article 3 of Chapter 90A of the General Statutes shall
be designated Part 1 of that Ar:ticle, to be entitled "Certification of Water Pollution
control System operators", and is amended by adding a new part 2 to read:

"Part 2. Certification of Animal Waste Management S]rstem Operators.
"8 90A-47. Puroose.

resources. to encoursge the development and improvement of the State's agricultural

competency to operate or supervise the operation of those systems.
"Q 90d-47.1. Defrnitions.

As used in this Part:
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g)

{A
(3)

(4\

6)

(a

'Animal waste' means liquid residuals resulting from the raising of
sq/ine that are collected. treated. stored. or applied to the land
through an animal waste management system.
'Animal waste management system' is defined in G.S. 143-215.18.
'Application' means laying. spreading on. irrigating. or injecting
animal waste onto land.
'Owner' means the person who owns or controls the land used for
agricultural purposes or the person's lessee or designee.
'Operator in charge' means a person who holds a currently valid
certificate to operate an animal waste management system and who
has primary responsibility for the operation of the system.
'Swine production facility' means a facility for the housing and
raising of swine designed to sene. and actually serving. more than
250 swine.

9
10

11

72
13
74

76
15 "Q 90A-47.2. Certified olrcrator required: qualifications for certification.

t7 PrQduction facilit]'having an animal waste management s)'stem shall allow the system
18 to be operated by a person who does not hold a valid certificate as an animal wiiie
79 management s]rstem operator issued by the Commission. After December 31. 1997. no
20 Derson shall nerform the- rlrrfies nf an snivrrql urqcfF ynqnq.ramanr crrcra,- A^aro+n,
2L without being certified under the provisions of this Part. Certifications thit were
22 issued for animal waste management system operators under Part 9A of Article 21 of
23 ChaPter 143 of the General Statutes shall. subject to the provisions of this part.
24 continue in full force and effecl

26 contract'with a certified animal waste management s.trstem operator to provide for
27 thg ODefatiOn of the animal qzeste rnrnioFneprnr cwcrFrrn ^t rhor fanitir., T"t -

29 system operator contracting with one or more owpers or other persons in cont6l of a
30 swine production , facilitl' file an annual report with the Commission as to the
3I oDerations of each svsfem et srhich *lre nnprarnrt
32 "S 90A-47.3. Oualifications for certification: trainins: examinalion.
33 (a) The Commission in nnnnerqrinn srirh +ho hi.*oi^-
34
35
36
37
38
39 level of the applicang
40
4L
42
43
44 request of the applicant.
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1 (c) The Commission shall issue a certificate as an operator in charge for eag.h
2 person who cpmpletes the training program, established in subsection (a) of this
3 section and demonstrates the operatolls competence in the operation of animal waste
4 management systems by passing an appropriate exam.
5 "Q 90A-47.4. Fees: certificate renewals.
6 (a) An applicant for ceftification under this Part shall pay a fee of ten dollars
7 ($10.00.) for the examination and the certificate.
8 (b) The certificate shall be renewed annually upon payment of a renewal fee of
9 ten dollars ($10.00). A certificate holder jglho fails to renew the certificate and pay

10 the renewal fee within 30 days gf its expiration shall be required to take and pass the
11 examination for cgtification in order to renew the certificate.
tZ "$ 90A-47.5. Suspension: revocation of certificate.
13 The Commission. in accordance with the provisions of Qhapter 1508 of the
74 General Statutes. may suspend or revoke the certificate of any operator found to:
15 (!) Have practiced fraud or decepjion in obtaining certification:
16 (A Have failed to exercise reasonable care. judgement. or the
77 application of the operator's knowledge and ability in the
18 performance of the duties of an operator in charge: or
19 (!) Is incompete,nt or otherwise unable to properly perform the duties
20 of an ogerator in chafge.
2t In addition to revocation of a certificate. the Commission may lev.v a civil penalty.
22 not to exceed one thousand dollars ($1.000) per violation. for willful violation of the
23 requirements of this Part.
24 "S 90A-47.6. Rules.
25 The Conimission shall adopt rules to implement the provisions of this Part."
26 Sec. 14. The title of Article 3 of Chapter 90A of the General Statutes
27 reads as rewritten:
2g " Certifications Issued by
29 the Water Pollution Control System Operators Certification Cornmission." -
30 PART V. CLARIFICATION OF THE SWINE FARM SITING ACT.
31 Sec. 15. Article 67 of. Chapter 106 of the General Statutes reads as
32 rewritten:
33 "ARTICLE 67.
34 ,'svrine Farms.
35 "S 106-800. Title.
36 This Article shall be known as the'Swine Farm siting Act'.
37 "$ 106-801. Purpose.
38 The General Assembly finds that certain limitations on the siting of sqrine houses
39 and lagoons for la'r€er swine farms can assist in the development of pork prraduetion
40 ffirte production. which contributes to the economic development of the
41 S'tate-tf*e*rinlslnfany State. by lessening the interference with the use and
42 enjoyment of adjoining property
43 .'$ 106-E02. Definitions.
44 As used in this Article, unless the context clearly requires otherwise:
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1 (1) 'Lagoon' means a confined body of water to hold animal2 lYproducts including bodily waste from animals or a mixture of3 waste with feed, bedding,- Iitter or other agricultural na+eria;34 witltout diseharge ts rurfaee waters ef the StatJ exeept in the eve,r5 materials.
9Q)7 lgg*Reneyation e8 e*i
? (3) 'Occupied residence' means a dwelling actually inhabited by a10 person on a contiyluous basis as exemplified by a person living in11 his or her home.

!? (4) +itinfor'*ite 'Site evaluation' means an investigation ro13 determine if a site meets all federal and State standards as74 evidenced by the Waste Management Facility Site Evaluation15 Report on file with the ieeL6 Soil and Water Conservation District office or a comparable report17 certified by a professional e"gindei or a complrable ,"port18 certified by a technical speciatisiapproved by the North Carolina19 Soil and Water Conservation
20 t.,^"ra* .r-^_-jl^- rL^ 1-^^j^ I_ ^^-+jci^_r.!^_ L-- aL, ^: 

. .

27 T-,nr-i

22 ;tve €ode goyerri23 Commission.
4 (5) 'Sqdne farm' means a tract o] hnd devoted to raising 250 or more25 animals of the porcine species.

?9 (6) 'Swine house' means a'building that shelters poicine animals on a27 continuous basis.
28 "$ 106-803. Reqtrhrn€n*e Sitins reouirements for siting swine @29 houses. laeoo4s. and land areas onto which waste is auplied at swine farms.30 (a) A swine house or a lagoon that is a-omponent of a swine farm shall be31 located at least 1,500 feet from,any occupied residince; at least 2,500 feet from any3? school, hospital, or church; and "i l"ast i00 t""t from any property boundary. The
11 :::":^p-":T::"r of the land area-9lro which waste is appula from a lagoon that is a34componentofaswinefarmshallbeatleast50feethomany@
1l uoungary boundarY of propertv on which an occupied residence is located and from36 any perennial stream or river, ottt"r trr"o *@adon ditch or canal.37 (b) A swine house, or a lagoon that is a component of a swine farm may be sited38 located closer to a residence, ich-ool, hospital, church, or a property boundary than is39 allowed under subsection (a) of this settion if written permission is given by the
19 9g:l9f the properry and recorded vdth the Register of Deeds.47 "$ 106-804. Enforcement.
42
43

Commission.
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1 a swine farmer who has violated G.S. 106-803 and may seek any one or more of the
2 following:
3 (]) Injunctive relielt
4 @ An order enforcing-the siting requirements under G.S. 106-803.
5 Ca) Damags:s qaused by the violation.
6 (b) A person is directly affected by the siting reouirements of G.S. 106-803 only if
7 the person owns:
8 (U An occupied residence located less than 1.500 feet from a swine
t house or lagoon in violation of G.S. 106-803.

10 (a A school. hospltal. or church located less than 2.500 feet from a
11 swine house or lagoon in violation of G.S. 106-803.
72 (O Propertv whose boundary is located less than 100 feet from a swine
13 house or lagoon in violation of G.S. 106-803.
14 ({) Property on which an occupied residence is located and whose
15 boundary is less than 50 feet from the outer Berimeter of the land
16 area onto which waste is applied from a lagoon that is a
17 component of a swine farm in violation of G.S. 106-803.
18 (5) Property that abuts a perennial stream or river. or on which a
19 perennial stream or river is located. and that oroperty and that
20 perennial stream or river are less than 50 feet from the outer
2l perimeter of the land area onto which waste is applied from a
22 lagoon that is a comuonent of a swine farm in violation of G.S.
23 106-803.
24 (c) If the court determines it is apEopriate. the court may award court costs.
25 including reasonable attorneys' fees and expert witness' fees. to an)' party. If a
26 temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction is sought. the court may require
27 the filing of a bond or equivalent security. The court shall determine the amount of
28 the bond or securitlr.
29 (d) Nothing in this section shall restrict any other right that a$y person may have
30 under any statute or common law to seek injunctive or other relief."
31 Sec. 16. Section 2 of Chapter 420 of the 1995 Session Laws reads as
32 rewritten:
33 "Sec. 2. This act becomes effective October 1,:199# @ine34 1995. This act
35 applies to the construction or enlargement. on or after October 1. 1995. of swine
36 houses. Iagoons. and land areas onto which waste is applied from a lagoon that are
37 comPonents of a swine farm. This act does not apply under each of the following
38 circumstances:
39 (U When the construction or enlargement occurs on or after October
40 1. 1995. for the purpose of increasing the swine population to that
4L set forth as the projected population in a registration of the swine
42 operation filed with the Department of Environment. Health. and
43 Natural Resources before October 1. 1995.
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1 (A When the construction or enlargeme4t occurs on or after October
2 1. 1995. for the purpose of increasing the swine population to the
3 population that the animal waste management system is designed
4 to accommodate as that system is set forth in a registration of the
5 swine operation filed with the Department of Environment. Health.
6 and Natural Resources before October 1. 1995. or as that system is
7 set forth in an animal waste management plan 4pproved before
8 Ocrober 1. 1995.
9 ($ When the construction or enlargement occurs on or after October

10 1. 1995. for the purpose of complying with applicable animal waste
11 management rules and not for the purpose of increasing the swine
12 pgpslaliglt."
13 Sec. 17. It is the intent of the General Assembly that Sections 15 and 16
74 of this act, other than new G.S. 106-804, as enacted in Section 15 of this act, clarify
15 ambiguous language in the Sc/ine Farm Siting Act, as enacted by Chapter 420 of the
t6 1995 Session Laws, and do not change the intent of that act.
77 PART VI. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
18 Sec. 18. G.S. 143-215.74(b)(5) reads as rewrirten:
79 "(5) Funding may be provided to assist practices including conservation
20 tillage, diversions, filter strips, field borders, critical area plantings,
2l sediment control structures, sod-based rotations, grassed waterways,
22 strip-cropping, terraces, cropland conversion to permanent
23 vegetation, grade control structures, water control structures,
24 emergency spillways. riparian buffers or equivalent controls. odor
25 control best management practices. insect control best management
26 practices. and animal waste managements systems and application.
27 Funding for animal waste management shall be allocated for
28 practices in river basins such that the funds will have the greatest
29 impact in improving water quality.,,
30 Sec. 19. G.S. 143-215.24(bX6) reads as rewriuen:
3I "(6) State funding shall be limited to seventy-five percent (75Vo) of the
32 average cost for each practice with the assisted farmer providing
33 twenty-five percent (25Vo) of the cost (which may include in-kind
34 support) with a maximum of
35 ye{r sevenry-five thousand dollars (375.000) total io eactr
36 aPPlicant'"
37 Sec. 2A. (a) By September 1, 7996, all operators of animal waste
38 management systems, as defined in G.S. 143-215.18(h), as enacted by Section 2 of
39 this act, shall contact their local Soil and Water Conservation District office and
40 initiate the process to obtain an approvsd animal waste management plan pursuant to
41 15A N.C.A.C. ZIJ.A2V. Operators who meet this September 1, L996, deidline shatl
42 be placed on a list to receive high priority for technical assistance. Operators who do
43 not meet this deadline are not assured of receiving technical aisistance before
44 December 31,7997.
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1 (b) The Environmental Management Commission may enter into special
2 agreements or contracts with operators who register by the September 1, 1996
3 deadline under subsection (a) of this section and make a good faith effort to obtain
4 an approved animal waste management plan by December 31, t997. The
5 Environmental Management Commission shall not issue a notice of violation of 15A
6 N.C.A.C. 2H.0217 to these operators. The special agreement or contract shall set
7 forth a schedule for an operator to follow to obtain an approved animal waste
8 management plan by December 31, 1997.
9 (c) The Environmental Management Commission shall strictly enforce

10 the penalties available against those operators who fail to comply with subsection (a)
11 of this section or otherwise fail to make a good faith effort to obtain an approved
72 animal waste management plan by December 31, 1997.
13 (d) The board of each Soil and Water Conservation District shall
14 develop a strategy to help the operators of animal waste management systems in its
15 district obtain approved animal waste management plans by December 31, 7997.
t6 Sec. 21. The Division of Environmental Management, Department of
17 Environment, Health, and Natural Resources, shall, as a matter of State policy,
18 encourage the development of alternative animal waste treatment and disposal
19 technologies, shall provide incentives to operators of animal waste management
20 systems to participate in the evaluation of new and innovative waste management
21 technologies, and shall ensure that the regulatory process does not limit the use of
22 innovative technologies and that the evaluation of these technologies is made in a
23 timely manner.
24 PART VII. EFFECTIVE DATES.
25 Sec.22. (a) Section 1 of this act becomes effective January 1, 1998.
26 (b) G.S. 143-215.18(h), as enacted by Section 2 of this act, is effective
27 upon ratification. G.S. 143-215.1B(c)(I), (2), (3), (6), (7), and (8), as enacted by
28 Section 2 of this act, become effective September 7, L996, and apply to all animal
29 waste management systems for which an approved animal waste management plan is
30 obtained on or after that date and apply to all other animal waste management
31 systems as of January 1, 1998. G.S. 143-215.1B(c)(a) and (5), as enacted by Section 2
32 of this act, become effective September L, 1996, and apply to all animal waste
33 management systems ttrat are constructed or expanded beyond their design capacity
34 on or after that date. G.S. 143-215.18(e), as enacted by Section 2 of this act, becomes
35 effective December 31, t997, except the last sentence of that subsection becomes
36 effective October 1, L996. G.S. 143-215.1B(9) and G.S. 143-2t*1C, as enacted by
37 Section 2 of this act, and Section 3 of this act become effective October 1, 1996, and
38 G.S. 143-215.1C applies to any new swine farm constructed on or after that date and
39 to any existing swine farm that expands its animal waste management system beyond
40 design capacity on or after that date. The remainder of Section 2 of this act becomes
41 effective January 1, 1998, and applies to all animal waste management systems.
42 (") Section 18 of this act becomes effective July 1, t996. The remaining
43 sections of this act are effective upon ratification. Sections 9 and 10 of this act apply
44 to violations that occur on or after the date of ratification.
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A BILL TO BE FNTTTLED
AN ACT TO APPROPRIATE FUNDS TO SUPPORT CERTAIN

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE BLUE RIBBON STUDY COMMISSION ON
AGRICULTURAL WASTE.

The General Assembly of North Carolina enacts:
Section 1. (a) There is appropriated from the General Fund to the

Division of Soil and Water Conservation, Department of Environment, Health, and
Natural Resources, the sum of three million eight hundred thousand dollars
($3,800,000) for the 1996-97 fiscal year for the Agriculture Cost Share Program for
Nonpoint Source Pollution Control to be used for the costs associated with obtaining
an approved animal waste management plan.

(b) c.S. 143-215.74(bX5) reads as rewritten:
"(5) Funding may be provided to assist practices including conservation

tillage, diversions, filter strips, field borders, critical area plantings,
sediment control structures, sod-based rotations, grassed waterways,
strip-cropping, terraces, cropland conversion to permanent
vegetation, grade control structures, water control structures,
emergency sgillwaLs. riparian buffers or equivalent controls. odor
control best management practices. insect control best managgment
practices. and animal waste managements systems and application.
Funding for animal waste management shall be allocated foE
projects in river basins such that the funds will have the greatest
impact in improving water ouality."

(c) G.S. 143-215.74(bX6) reads as rewritten:
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1 "(6) State funding shall be limited to seventy-five percent (75%) of the
2 average cost for each practice with the assisted farmer providing
3 twenty-five percent (25Vo) of the cost (which may include in-kind
4 support) with a maximum of
5 year seventy-five thousand dollars ($75.000) total to each
6 applicant."
7 Sec. 2. There is appropriated from the General Fund to the Division of
8 Soil and Water Conservation, Department of Environment, Health, and Natural
9 Resources, the sum of one million four hundred seventeen thousand five hundred

10 dollars ($1,417,500) for the 7996-97 fiscal year to support the Division to provide
77 technical assistance to operators of animal operations that are in the process of
12 obtaining an approved animal waste management plan pursuant to the animal waste
13 management rules.
74 .: tec. 3. There is appropriated from the General Fund to the Division of
15 Environmental Management, Department of Environment, Heaith, and Natural
t6 Resources, the sum of four hundred eighty-four thousand dollars ($484,000) for the
17 1996-97 fiscal yeiu to establish and support positions in the Division to conduct
18 permitting, inspection, and enforcement activities for animal waste management
19 systems.
20 Sec. 4. There is appropriated from the General Fund to the Department
2L of Agriculture the sum of six hundred seventy-two thousand eight hundred dollars
22 ($672,800) for the 1.996-97 fiscal year to establish and support seven positions in the
23 Department to conduct tests of animal waste and of soils of crops onto which the
24 waste has been applied at animal operations.
25 Sec. 5. There is appropriated from the General Fund to the Department
26 of Environment, Health, and Natural Resources the sum of two hundred eighty-six
27 thousand dollars ($286,000) for the 1996-97 fiscal year for the Department to enter
28 into a contract with a research institution to design and imptement a scientifically
29 valid study that uses available technology for the purpose of identifying the nonpoint
30 sources of .nitrogen in the surface waters of the State. The results of this study shall
31 be reported to the Department and to the Environmental Review Commission no
32 later than January 1, 1999.
33 Sec. 6. (a) There is appropriated from the General Fund to the
34 Department of Environment, Health, and Natural Resources the sum of four hundred
35 thousand dollars ($400,000) for the 1996-97 fiscal year for the Department to enter
36 into a contract with a research institution to design and implement a scientifically
37 based study for the purpose of determining the extent to which lagoons pose a threat,
38 if any, to the groundwater of this State. Lagoons that are representativC of soil types
39 and hydrologic conditions in North Carolina shall be selected for this study.
40 (b) For purposes of this study, a lagoon is posing a threat to groundwater
4L if nitrate levels exceed 10 parts per million in a location beyond 250 feet of the
42 boundary of the lagoon.
43 (.) An environmental interest group, a regulatory agency, and a
44 commodity group representing the pork industry shall participate in this study.
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1 (d) The results of this study shall be reported to the Department and to
2 the Environmental Review Commission no later than January 1,1999.
3 Sec. 7. There is appropriated from the General Fund to the Board of
4 Governors of The University of North Carolina the sum of five hundred thousand
5 dollars ($500,000) for the 1.996-97 fiscal year for the North Carolina Agricultural
6 Research Service at North Carolina State University to serve as a focal point for
7 experimentation with and testing of alternative animal waste disposal technologies for
8 use in agriculture.
9 Sec. 8. There is appropriated from the General Fund to the Division of

10 Soil and Water Conservation, Department of Environment, Health, and Natural
1J Resources, the sum of six hundred thousand dollars ($600,000) for the t996-97 fiscal
t2 year to enter into a contract to conduct research into economically feasible odor
13 control technology and to provide detailed economic analysis of odor management
14 alternatives; provided these funds are matched with an equal sum from private
15 sources. Accurate information regarding the identity of research funding sources
76 under this section shall be published and made available to the general public.
17 Sec. 9. This act becomes effective July 1, 7996.
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NONDISCHARGE RULE FORANIMAL WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
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RULES FOR ANIMAL WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

(15A NCAC 6F)
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;

denoonskates tbat the DEM approved site has adeguate capacity to
accept the residuals.

(9) A constructim sequence plan must be submitted with applica-
tions fcr an Authorizatica to Constuct for modification of existing
wastewater treatment facilities. The plen must cutline the ccnstuction
sequence to e.Dsure ccntiouous operation of the treatment system.

(c) Fees for Authorization to Construct Permits

(1) For every applicatio for anew or modified cmstruction permiq

for facilities with a permitted flow of grearcr than 100,000 gallons per
day, a nonrefundable application processing fee of two bundred dollars
($200.00) must be submitted.

(2) For every application for a new or modified costruction permiq

fq facilities with a permitted flow of equal to or less than 100,000 gal-
lcas per day but greater than 1,000 gallms Wr day, a nonrefirndable
application processing fee of one hundred and fifty dollars
($150.00) must be submitted.

(3) For every application for a new or modified ccastruction permiq

for facilities with a permitted flow of equal to or less than 1,000 gallons
per day, a nonrefundable application processing fee of one hundred
dollars ($100.00) must be submitted. .

Htsrony Nom
Statrttry Aulhaity G.S. 14F215.l(c)(l);
Eff. October 1, 1987;
Amcnded Eff. Mardr 1, 1993; August 3, 192.

.0I39 MINIMUM DESIGN REOUIREMENTS

All facilities requiring a permit pursuant to this Section sball be

desiped following good engineering practice and comply with the
mininum design requirements specified in Rule 2H .0219 of this Sub-
clapter. The plans and specifications must be stamped and sealed by
a hofessional Engineer licensed in Nor& Carolina unless all three of
the following cmditims are met

(1) lhe plans and specifications are for domestic waste from a single
family dwelling with flows of 1000 gallons per day or less, and

(2) the plans and specifications are prepared by the homeowner, and
contain cmplete information needed to evaluate the proposed facility,
and

(3) the effluent limi6fiqs are for *cg6,dary trea&nent.

Hrsrony Notr
Staubry /.$fiority G.S. t41-215.1(c)(1);
Eff. October 1, 1987.

.0140 CERTIFICATION OF COMPLETION
Prior to operation of any treatment works o disposal system per-

Ddtted iD accordance witb this Section, a certificaticn must be received
from a professional engineer certifying that the teatment works cr dis-
posal system has been installed in accordance with tbe approved plans
and specificaticns. Fq facilities with phased construction or where
there is a need to operate certain equipment under achal operating
conditions prior to certificaticn, additional certification may be needed
as follow-tps to the initial, pre-operation, certification. In cases where
tbe treatment works or disposal system was designed by a bomeowner
rather ihan a professional engineer, either the permittee or a profes-
sional engineer must zubmit this certificaticn

Htsronv Nors
Stautory Authority c.S. 143-215. I (cxl);
Eff. Octo,ber l. 1987.

.0141 OPERATIONAL AGREEMENTS
Prior to iszuance or reissuance of a permit prrsuant to this Section

fcr a wastewater facility as specified in G.S. 143-215.1(dl), tbe appli-
cant must eitber provide evidence to show that the applicant has been

desipated as a prblic utilityby the State Utilities Commissiq o enter

into a properly executed operational agreement witb the Division of
Envirmmental Managemenl The requirement for assurance of finan-
cial solvency will be made on a case by case determinatim.

Hrsronv Nom
Sunrtory Authoity G.S. l4!215.f (dl);
Etr Ocober I, 1987.

.0142 USE/WASTEWATER TRTMT WORKS EMGCY
MAIN: OPER/REPAIR FUND

(a) In cases in which water quality standards are violated or an envi-
rmmentalbealtb tbreat exists, monies from the Wastewater Treahent
Works Emergency Maintenance, Operaticn and Repair Frmd may be

used at ihe discretion of the Director to correct the cause of zuch cmdi-
tions.

(b) In this, the Director shall:

(l) Ensure the fiscal integrity of the fimd;

(2) Use the fund only as a measure of last resort to Protrect waler

quality or public health when all other compliance and enforcem€nt
procedures have failed;

(3) Limit the use of the fund to wastewater treaheot works with
desip flow capacities of less than or equal 0o one huttdred thousand

gallons per day (100,000 GPD);

(4) Notify tbe permittee by certified mail of the intentior to tale
emergency conective action and to recouP monies sp€Dq

(5) lvlake every effort to recoup fund expendiurres, including collec-

tion costs, from the parties respmsible;

(5) Coofiiora- use of tbe ftnd with the program of the Public Utili-
ties C.ommission when a permittee is also a regulated utility; and

(?) hovide a quarierly accouoting of the fund to the Commissicn.

H$ronvNote
Srat^rtory Audrcity G.s. 14!215.3(t\; 143-21538(c); 143*21538(e);
Eff. Augrst 1, 1988.

SECTION .O2OO - WASTE NOT
DISCHARGED TO SURFACE WATERS

.0201 PURPOSE
The nrles b this Section set forth the requirements and procedures for

application and issuance of permits for the following sysems wbich do
not discbarge to zurface waters of the stale:

(1) sewer systems;
(2) disposal systems;
(3) treatment works; and
(4) residual and residue disposaVutilizatim systems;
(5) animal waste maDagement systems;
(6) teatsent of petroleum cmtaminated soils; anc
(?) stormwater management systems pursuant to l5A NCAC 2H

.1000.

Hnronv Nom
Statrrtory Authtrity G.S. 141-215.3(a)(l); 143-2l5.li
Eff. February I, 1976;
Amended Eff. September I, 1995; February 1, 1993; November I, 1987.

.0202 scoPE
The rules in this Secticn apply to all persons proposing to constnitct,

alter, exten4 or operale any sewer system, treatment works, disposal
system, petroleum contaminates soil treatment system, animal waste

management system, siormwater management system or residual dis-
posaVutilization system which does uot discharge to surface waters of
the state, including systems which discharge wasle onto or below land

surface. However, these Rules do not apply to sanitary sewage systems

or solid waste men,gement facilities which are permitted under the
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authcity of lhe Commission for Health Services. The provisions for
strormwater maDagement systems can be found in l5A NCAC 2H .1000.

Hrsronv Nore
St0urory Authqity G.S. l30A-335; 143-215.1; 141-215.3(a)(l);

Eff. February I, 1976;

Amended Eff. September 1, 1995; Fcbruary l, 1993; November I' 1987.

.0203 DEFINITION OF TERMS
The terms used in this Secticn shall be as defrned in G.S. 143-213

except for G.S. 143-213(15) and (18)a. and as follows:
(l) "Agronomist" means an individral who is a Certified Professicnal

Agronomist by ARCPACS (American Registry of Certifred Profession-
als in Agronomy, Crops and Soil) or an individual with a demonstrated

howledge in agrcnromy.
(2) "Animal waste" means livestock or poultry excreta or a mix[rre

of excreta with feed, bedding, litter q other materials.
(3) "Animal wastJe management system" means a combination of

sEuc[rral and non-stnchrral practices which will properly collect, treat,

store or apply animal waste to the land such that no discharge of pollut-
ants occurs to surface waten of the state by any means except as a result
of a storm event more severe than the 25-year, 24-&cnrr storm.

(4)'Approved animal wastemanagementplan" means aplan toProP-

erly collec! store, treat or apply animal waste to the land in an environ-
meutally s4fe 6annev and approved according to the procedures estab-

lished in lsA NCAC 2H .0217(aXlXH).
(5) "Bedrock" means any consolidated or coherent and relatively

hard, naturally-formed mass of mineral matter which cannot be readily
excavated withqrt the use of explosives or power equipment.

(6) "Building" means any stucture or Part of a stnrctrre built for the

separate shelter or enclozure of persos, animals, sfoa11sls, or p,roperty of
any kind and which has enclosing walls for at least 50 percent of its
perimeter. Each unit separated from otber unis by a fcnrr hour fire wall
shall be considered as a separate building.

(7) "Building drin " meatrS that part of the lowest piping of a drainage
system which receives waste from inside tbe building and conveys it to
tbe building sewer which begins 10 feet outside the building waU.

(8) "Building sewer" means that part of tbe horizontal piping of a

drainage system which receives the discharge from a single building
drain and conveys itdirectly to a public sewer, private sewer, or ou-site
sewage disposal system. Pipelines or con&tits, pumping stations and

appliances apprrtenant tbereto willnotbe considered tobe buildiag sew-
ers ifthey traverse adjoining propertyunder separate ownership or travel
along any highway rigbt of way.

(9) "C horizcar" means the unccnsolidated material underlying the soil
solum, which may or may not be tbe same as the parent material from
which the solum is formed but is below the zones of major biological
activity and exhibits characteristics more similar to rock than to soil.

(10) "Directcr" means the Director of the Division of Envircnmental
Managemen! Departrnent of Environment, Health, and Natural
Resources or his delegate.

(11) "Dedicated site" means a site:
(a) to which residuals are applied at rates or frequencies greater than

agronomically justifiable, or where the primary use of the land is for
residual disposal and crop or ground cover production is of secondary

importance,

@) any residual disposal site desipated by the Director, or
(c) where tbe primary use of the land is for the repetitive treatment of

soils containing petroleum products or petroleum contaminated residues

and crop or gror.rnd cover production is of secondary importance.
(1 2) "Deemed permitted" means that a facility is considered as haviag

a needed permit and being compliant with the permitting requirements
of G.S. 14F215.1(a) even though ithas not received an indivifual per-

mit for its ccnstruction or operaticar.
(13) "Division" or "(DEM)" means the Division of Envirmlrental

Management, Deparhent of Environment" Health, and Narural

Resources.

(14) "Existing animal waste management system" means any animal
waste management system which:

(a) was completed and was being operated on the effective date of this
Rule,

(b) serves a feedlot stocked with animals after the effective date of this
Rule and has been deemed permitted pusuant to l5A NCAC 2H
.0217(a)(l), or

(c) serves a feedlot that has been abandoned or unused for a period of
less than four years.

(15) 'Expanded animal waste mao.agemeDt system" means animal
waste treatmeDt and storage facilities which require an increase over the

existing animal waste desip. treatment and storage capacity due to an
increase in animal population_ at the feedlol

(16) "Feedlot" means a lot or building or combination of los and
buildings intended for the cmfmed feeding, breeding, raising orholding
of aaimals and specifically desip.ed as a ccnfrnement area in which ani-
mal waste may accumulate q where tbe concenftation of animals is nrqh
that an established vegetative cover cannotbe maintained. The confine-
meutperiodmustbe for at least 45 days outof a 12 month period andnot
necessarily consecutive days. Pas[rres shall not be considered feedlots
under this Rule.

(17) "General Permit" means a permit issued rmder G.S.

14121s.1(bX3) and (a).
(18) "Grorndwaters" means those waters in the sanrated zcacof the

earth as defmed in 15A NCAC 2L.
(19) "Indusuial wastewater" means all wastowater other &an sewage

and includes:
(a) wastewater resulting from any process of industry or manufactrre,

or from the development ofany natural resource;

@) wastewater resulting from processes of trade or business, includ-
ing wastewater from laundromats and vehicle/equipment washes, but
Dot wastrewater from restaurants:

(c) stmmwater will not be considered to be an industrial wastewater
unless it is contaminated with an industrial wastewater;

(d) any cmbination of sewage and infustrial wastewater;
(e) muicipal wastewater willbe considered tobe indtstial wastewa-

ter unless it can be demoustated to the satisfactio of lhe Division that
the wastewater cotains no indrstial wastewater;

(f) Petoleum contaminated groundwater extracted as part of an

approved gloundwater remediation system.

@) "Infiltration Systems" ineans a zubsurface ground absorption
system expressly desiped for the introduction of previously treated
petroleum cotaminated water into the subswface envirmment.

(21) "New animal waste management system" means animal waste

managemeut systems which are consFucted and operated at a site where
no feedlot eristed previously or where a system serving a feedlot has
been abandoned or unused for a period of four years or more and is then
put back into service.

(22) "Process to Further Reduce Pathogens" or "PFRP" means a
residuals stabilization process that reduces pathogens to below detection
levels. The procedures that may be utilized to meet this requirement are

ccntained h 40 CFR 57, Appendix tr which is hereby incorporated by
reference including any zubsequent amendments and editions. Copies
of this prblication are available from the Govemment trastitutes, Inc., 4
Research Place, Suite 2@, Roclville, MD 2085f fiL4 for a cost of
thirty-six dollars ($36.@) each plus four dollars ($4.001 shipping and

handling. Copies are also available for review at the Divisicn of Envi-
rmmental Management, Archdale Building, 512 N. Salisbury Streel P.

O. Box 29535, Raleigh, North Carolina276264535.
Q3) "Process to Sipificantly Redrce Patbogens" or "PSRP" means

a residuals stabilizaticn process that provides fis minimal acceptable

lever of pathogen and vector attraction reduction prior to land applica-

tion. The procedrres that may be utilized to meet this requirement are

ccntained in 40 Cm 257, Appendii tr which is hereby incorporated by
reference including any subsequent amendments and editions' Copies

of this prblication are available frm the Govemment Institutes, Inc., 4
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Research Place, Suite 200, Rockville, MD 20850-1714 for a cost of
thirty-six dollars ($36.00) each plus four dollars ($4.00) shipping and

handling. Copies are also available for review at the Divisicn of Envi-
rmmental lVlanagement, Archdale Building, 512 N. Salisbury Street,

P.O. Box 29535, Raleigh, North Carolina 276264535.
(24) "Petroleum cmtaminated soil" or "Soil containing petoleum

products" shall mean any soil that has been exposed to peholeum prod-

ucts because of any emission, spillage, leakage, pumping, pouring, emp-
tying, or dumping of petroleum products onto orbeneath the land surface
and that exhibits characteristics or conce,ntrations of typical petoleum
product constituetrts in zufficient quantities as to be detectable by com-
patible laboratory analytical procedures.

(25) "Petroleum product" means all petroleum products as defmed by
G.S. 143-215.94A(7) and includes motor gasoline, aviation gasoline,
gasohol, jet fuels, kerosene, diesel fuel, fuel oils (#1-#6), and motor oils
(new andused).

(26) "Pollutant" means waste as defined in G.S. 14!213(18).
(27) "hivate sewer" means any part of a sewer system which collects

wastewater from more than one building, is privately owned and is not
directly ccntrolled by a public autbority.

(28) "Professional engineer" means a person who is preseutly regis-
tered and licenqed as a prrofessional engineer by the North Carolina State
Board ofRegistration For Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors.

(29) "Public or community sewage system" means a single system of
sewage collection, heahenE or disposal owned and operated by a sani-

tary distict, a metropolitan sewage districl a water and sewer authority,
a couuty, a municipality, or a public utility.

(30) "Public sewer" means a sewer located in a dedicated prblic
steet" roadway, or dedicated public right-of-way or easement which is
owned or operatedby any municipality, county, water or sewer disEicl
or any other political slMivision of the state authorized tro constnrct or
operate a sewer system.

(31) 'Rapid infiltration system" meatrs rotary distributor systems or
other similar systems thatdispose of tertiary treated waste athigb surface
area loading rates of greater than 1.5 Cpdtte.

(32) "Resi&rals" means any solid or semisolid waste, other tban resi-
dues from agricultwal products and processing generated from a waste-

water txeatment facility, water supply treatnent facility or air pollution
control facility permitted under the authority of the Environmental lv{an-

agement Commission.
(33) "Residues from agricultural p'roducts and processing" means scil-

ids, semi-solids or liquid residues from food and beverage processing

and handling; silviculu.rre; agriculture; and aquaculbrre operations per-
mitted under the authority of tbe Environmental lvlanagement Commis-
sion that are nm-toxic, nm-hazardous and contain no domestic waste-
Watrer.

(34) "Sewage" me4ns the liquid and solid human waste, and liquid
waste generatedby domestic water-using fixfures and appliances, from
anyresidence, place ofbusiness, or place ofpublic assembly. Sewage
does not include wastewater that is totally or partially in&tstrial waste-
watrer, or any other wastrewater not considered to be domestic wasle.

(35) "Sewer system" means pipelioes or ccarduits, pmping stations,

specialized mode of conveyance and appliances aPpurtienant thereto,

used for conducting wasties to a point of ultimate disposal.
(36) "Soil remediation at conventicnal rates" means the utilization of

soils containing petroleum products by land application methods, at an

evenly distributed thickness not to exceed six inches.
(37) "Soil remediation atminimum rates"means the treatment of soils

containing petroleum products by land application methods, at an evenly
distributed applicatiou tbickness not to exceed an average of one inch.

(3S) "Soil scientist" means an individual who is a Certified Profes-

sional in Soils through tbe NCRCPS (N.C. Registry of Certifred hofes-
sionals in Soils) or a Certified Professional Soil Scientist or Soil Special-

ist by ARCPACS (American Registry of Certified Professicmals in
Agronomy, Crops and Soils) or a Registered Professional Soil Scientist
by NSCSS (the Naticnal Society of Conzulting Soil Scientist) or can pro-

vide documentation that helshe 6sets the m in imum education and expe-
rience requirements for certification or registraticn by one or more of the
organizations named in this Subparagraph or upon approval by the
Director, an individual with a demonstrated knowledge of Soil Science.

(39) "Staff' means the staff of the Division of Environme,ntal lvtao-
agement, Department of Environment, Health, and Nanrral Resorrces.

(40) "Stormwater" is defined in G.S. 143, Article 21.
(41) "Subsurface glound absorpticn sewage disposal system" means

a waste disposal method which distibutes waste boneath &e grannd sur-
face and relies primarily on the soil for leaching and removal of dis-
solved and suspended organic or mineral wastes. Included are systems

for prblic or community sewage systems and systems which are

desiped for the disposal of industrial wastes. Land application systems

utilizing subzurface residual injectim ar€ not included.
(42) "surface waters" means all waters of the state as defmed in G.S.

L 43-2L2 except undergrqrnd waters.
(43) "Toxicity test" means a test for toxicity conducted using lhe pro-

cedures contained in 40 CFR 261, Appendix tr which is hereby incorpo-
rated by reference including any subsequent amendments and editions.
Copies of this prblication are available from the Govemment Institutes,
Ioc., 4Research Place, Suite 200, Rockville, MD 2085O-1714 for acost
of thirty*six dollars ($36.00) each plus four dollars ($4.00) shipping and

handling. Copies are also available for review at the Divisicn of Envi-
ronmental lvlanagement, Archdale Building, 512 N. Salisbury Streef
P.O. Box 29535, Raleigb, Nor& Carolina 27624535.

(44) "Treatrnent works or disposal system which does not discharge

to surface watprs" means any ueatme'lrt works, facility or disposal sys-

tem which is desiped to:
(a) operate as closed system with no discharge to waters of the state,

or
(b) disposefutilize of wastes, including residuals, residres, cmtami-

nat€d soils and animal waste, to the zurface of the lan4 or
(c) dispose of wastres through a subsurface absorption syst€m.
(45) "Waste oil" means any used nonhazardqrs petroleum p'roduct

other than crankcase oil. Crankcase oil mixed with otber used nonhaz-
ardous petroleum prodrcts will be considered as waste oil.

Hrsronv Note

s aarrory Authority G.S. 130AJ3 5; 1 43-213 ; I 43-2 15.3 (a)(l );
Eff February l,1916;
Amcnded Eff. September l, 1995; February l,1993; August l, 1988; November
r. r987.

.0204 ACTIVITIESWHICH REQUIRE A PERMIT
No perscn shall do any of the things or carry out any of the activities

contained in N.C.G.S. l4T2l5.l(a)(l) thru (11) rmdl orunless the per-

son shall have applied for and received a permit from the Director (or if
appropriate an approved local sewer system program) and shall have

complied with the conditions prescribed in the permit.

Hrsrpnv Nore

S ts$tory Authority G.S. 130A-335; | 43-215.1; I 43-21 5.3 (aXl );
Eff. February L,19'76;
AmendedEff. September 1, 1995; Oclober I' 1987; February 1' 1986.

.0205 APPLICATTON: FEES:SUPPORTING
INFORMATION: REQUIREMENTS

(a) Jurisdictior. Applications for sewer system extensions under the

jurisdicticn of a local sewer system program shall be made il accor-
rl"nce with applicable local laws and ordinances. Applications fq per-

mits from the Division shall be made in accordance with this Rule as

follows.

(b) Applications. Application fc'r a permit must be made in triplicate
on official forms completely filled ou! where applicable, and fully
executed in the sxennsl ss! f6rth in Rule .0206 of this Section. A proces-

sing feo as described herein must be submitted with each application
in the form of a check or money order made payable to N.C. DePartment

of Envircnment, Health, and Naurral Rescurces. Applications may be
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.0213 MODIFICATION AND REVOCATION OF PERMITS 100 head of catle

Any pennit issued by the Division pursuant to these Rules is zubject 75 hones
to revocatim, or modification upoa 60 days notice by the Director in 250 swine
whole or part for good cause including but not limited to:

(1) violation of any tems or ccarditions of the permit;

(2) obtaining a pennit by misrepresentation or failure to disclose
fully all relevant facts;

(3) refusal of the permittee to allow authorized employees of the

Department of Environment, Health, and Nahral Resourpes uPcn pre-

sentation of credentials:

(a) to enter upon pemiftee's premises on which a system is located
in which any records are required to be kept rmder terms and conditions
of the permiq

(b) to have access to any copy and records requird to be kept tmd€r

torms and conditions of the pemit
(c) to inspect any monitoring equipm.ent or method required in the

pemit; or
(d) to sample any discharge of pollutants.

(4) failure to pay the annual fee for administering and compliance
mmitoring.

Hrsronv Nors
stltlrory Aurhorify G.s. r 43-2 15.3(a) (D; U3-21 5.1 (b)Q);
Eff.Fcbruary l, 196;
ArrEnd€d Eff. Febmry 1, 1993; August I, 1988; October I' l9B7; November I'
1978.

.0214 INVESTIGATIONS: MONITORING AND
REPORTING

Hsronv Nors
srstutory Aurhqity G.s. 141-215.3(a); la|2l5.lo);
Eff.February I, 196;
Amded Eff. Novenber I, 198;
Repealed Eff. Oc{ober I, 1987.

.0215 DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY
For pemits iszued by the Divisicn, the Director is authorized !o dele-

gata my ot a7l of the fimcticns coatained in these Rules except the fol-
lowing:

(l) denial of a permit application;

(2) revocation of a permit not requested by the pemittee;

(3) modificatim of a permit not requested by the permittee.

Hrsronv Nsrs
srrbto,ry Aurhqity G.s. 143-215.3(a)(l); l4L2l53(aX4);
Eff. February I, 196;
Arrended Eff. Febnrary I, 1993; Oc'tcber I, 1987; Februsy l, 1986.

.0216 LIMITATION ON DELEGATION
Hsronv Ncrre

Stfiilory Authaity G.S. 141-215.3(a)(l); la$-215.9(d); 14T2l5.3(t\(4);
Eff.February I, 196;
Repealed Etr February I, 1986.

.0217 PERMITTING BY REGULATION
(a) The followingnondischarge facilities are deemed tobe pennitred

punuant to G.S. 143-215. 1(d) aud it shall not be necessary for the Divi-
sim to iszue individral permits for consbuction or operation of the fol-
Iowing facilities:

(l) Animal waste managoment systems for which waste does trot
rpach the zurface waten by runoff, drift, direct application or direct

discharge drring operatim or land applicatioo and which meet the fol-
lowing criteria:

(A) Systems which are desiped for, and achrally serve, less than
tbe following number of aoimals and all otber systems not specifically
mentioned in this Rule:

1,000 sheep

30,000 bfuds with a liquid waste system

Althougb these systems are uot reguired to obrrin an approved ani-
mal waste management plan, animal waste tpahent and storage facili:
ties such as, but not linited to, lagoons, ponds, and drystacks which
are desiped and cc'rlshrcted to serve Dew, upgrrded or expanded facili-
ties under these size criteria are encouraged to meet the sarne minimum
standards and specifications as required for an approved animnl v4s[e
m.nagement plan. Systems that are determircd to have o adverse

impact on water quality may be rcquired to obtain an approved animal

waste management plan or !o apply for and rpceive an individual non-
discharge permit from DEM.

(B) Poultry operations whicb use a dry liuer system if records are
mainfainsd forone yearwhich include the dates the litterwas remove{
the estimated amount of litter rcmoved and the location of the sites

wbere the litter was land applied by the poultry operation, the waste

is applied at no grcater than agronomic rates and if liuer is stockpiled
not closed than 100 feet from perennial waters as indicated on the moct

recent published versio of U.S.G.S. 1:24.000 (75 minute) scale topo
graphic maps od other waters as detemined by the local soil and water

conservation district If a third party applicators is used, records must
be maintained of the name, address and phone number of the third party
applicator.

(C) t and application sites under separat€ ownership from the waste

generator, receiving nnimal qtasle ftom feedlots which is applied by
either the generator or a third party applicator, whe'lr all the following
cmditions ar€ meg

G) the waste is applied at no grcater than agrcnomic rates;

(ii) a vegetative buffer (separation) of at least 25 fer't is maintained
ftom perennial waters as indicated on the most rcceNrt published version

of U.S.G.S. L;24,NO p.5 minute) scale lopographic mapc and other
wat€rs as determined by tbe Iocal soil and water conservatioo district,
if a wet waste applicaticn system is used.

- (D) Existing rnimal wasto maDageNnetrt systems serving equal to or
g€ater than the number qf enimrls as listed in Part (a)(l[A) of this

Rule until December 31, Lgn. Ia addition, a registration form for the

system must be zubmiued to DEM o forms supplied c approved by
DEM pursuant to Paragraph (c) of this Rule. Systems that arc det€r.

mined to have an advene impact on water quality may b rcqufued to
6ftrin 6s approved animel waste m2a6gejaL5a;t plaa ot [ro apply for and

rcceive an individral nondischaxge permit ftom DEM.

(E) Existing animal waste mtnageme4t systems serving equal to or
greaterthan ths au6b€16f animal aslistedinPafi (aXlXA)of this Rule,
which have an approved animal waste maaagem€nt plan by December
3L, 19D7. Systems that do not have an approved animel wrutte lxmage-
ment plan or are determined to have an adverse impact on water quality
may be r€qufued to apply for and rpceive an individml nodischarge
pemit ftomDEM.

(F) New and expanded animel waste manageme'lrt systems serving

equal to or greator than the nu6|61 ef animals listed in Part (aXlXA) of
this Rule which are placed in operation dring the period from the effec-

tive date e1 this Rule though December 31, 1993 and which submitted

a registration form for the system to DEM otr forms suPPli€d or , :.
approved by DEM. Systems that are determined to have an adverte i ':

impact on water quality may be reguired to obtain an app,roved nnimtl Ls';

waste management plan cr to apply for and rcceive an individual nca-
discharge permit lfrom DEM.
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(G) New and expanded animal waste management systems serving

equal to or greater than the number of auimals listed h Part (a)(l)(A) of

,..:.:.:;;:.n this Rule, which have an approved animal waste management plan after

,ii:ir,ii.'.i December 31, 1993.

GI) For the purpose of this Rule, the procedures for the developrm.ent

of an approved animal waste menagemeat plan shall be as follows:

(i) Tbe animal warte 'n^nagement practices or combination of prac-

tices which are selected to comprise a plan fcn a specific feedlot must

meert the minimum standards and specifications of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture - Soil Conservation Service contained in the Field Office
Tecbnical Guide or the standard of practices adopted by the Soil and

Water commission or standards for any combination of practices which
plovide water qualify protection and are appnrved by one of these two
agencies.

(ii) Plans must be certified by any technical specialist designated pur-

zuant to nrles adopted by the Soil and Water Ccnservation Coomission
and the certificate submitted to the DEM central office on forms
approved or zupplied by DEM. The technical specialist must certify
that the best management practices which comprise the plan meet the

applicable minimup gtaadards and specifications. Should the Soil and

Water Cmservation Commission fail to adopt rules to implement the

provisiors of fhis Rule within 12 mcnths of its effective date, all anim.l

waste maoag€ment systems tbat would have beelr rcquirrcd tro obrain

an approved animal waste mauagement plan must apply for and receive

an indivi&ral nondischarge permit fro'm the Division of Envirnmental
Manageme,nt.

(iii) The land application buffers must meet the conditicms estab-

lished in Subpart (a)(l)(CXii) of this Rule.

(iv) Tho waste shall not be applied at Steater than agronomic rates.

i ttl For new or expanded animtl qr4516 management systems requir-

ing a plan, plan approval must include an m-site inspection to confirm
that rnimel waste storage and frahent structut€s zuch as but not lim-
ited to lagocns and pmds have been designed and constucted to meet

the appropriate minialn standards and specificaticns.

(vi) New and expanded animal qr3sfs stqage and treatment facilities
such as but not limited to lagoons and ponds shall be located at least

100 feet foom perennial waters as indicated otr the most recent published
versim of U.S.G.S. L:24,OOO (7.5 minute) scale topographie mnps and

otler waters as determined by the local soil and water conservaticn
district. This buffer requirement shall also apply to areas where an

established vegetative cover will not be maintained because of tbe co-
ce,ntraticn ef animal5, with the exception of stream crossings. Animal
waste storage/@afuent facilities and animal concenb:ation areas will
be exempt from the minimum buffer requirements if it can be docu-

me,ntod that no p'ra.cticable altemative exists and that equivalent con-
tnols are used as approved by the Soil and Water Consenratim Commis-
sio.

(vii) For new facilities, an animal waste management plan must be

approved before animals are initially stocked" For an expanded facility,
an animal waste management plan must be approved before the addi-
tional animal$ are stocked. New and expanded systems may be
constucted in phases as long as each phase meets the minimum criteria

established in Subpart (a)(l)GIXi) of this Rule.

(viii) For existing animal waste managegre\t systems, the nnimal

waste menagementplan shall include only operational andmaintenance

standards and specificatims in effect on the date of plan approval .

i Meeting mi'irnum desiga and coustruction standards and specifications
for existing animal waste storage and beatme'nt struchlrcs, zuch as but
not limited to lagoons and ponds, shall not be required for plan
approval.

(ix) An approved plan for an existing animal waste manags6*1 ttt-
Emmaybe aaended at any time without submis,ing a new certification
to DEM if the revisicnr 6eefs minimum standards and specifications

and is approved by any technical specialist designated pursuant to Sub-

part (a)(l)($@) of tbis Rule.

(x) For animxl q'351e uuuregement systems which use tbfud party

applicators, the plan must rcqufu€ a cufisdt record to be maintained

for a period of one year whicb includes the name, address and phone

numbor of tle thild party applicator, the date of removal of the enimal

waste and the amount of waste removed.

(xi) An apprcved plan is not required to be approved again when

revisions are made to the minimum standards and specifications, but
zuch revision, a.s applicable, will be encorraged to be incorporated into
the plan.

(xii) For each change in ownership of the feedlot" the new ovmer

must uotify DEM in writing within 60 days of tnansfer of ownership

that the approved plao has been rpad and is rm&rstood aod that all pno-

visims of the plan will be implemented.

(riii) A copy of the apprcvad plan, the siped certification form and

any approved rcvisions to the plan shall be maintained by the operator.

(2)Trcatment wor}s and dispocal systems for solid wasto disposal
sites and composting facilities for solid waste, residrals or rcsidros

approved in accordance with the nrles of tho Commissim for Health
Sen ices if the Commission for Health Services has received the wriuen

concurrence of the Director. The term solid waste is used as defined

in G.S. L3OA-29A and includes hazardous waste.

(3) Any building sewer docume,nted by the local building iuPector
to be in compliance with the N.C. State Plumbing Code.

(4) Sites pemitted under the authority of the Commissim for Health

Services for the disposaVutilization of residralVseptage.

(5) Iudividual land application sites receiving cmpoct or other stabi-

lized residuals that are demonstrated as being nonhazardous and no-
0oxic, meet EPA's criteria for PFRP or Class A residtals as defined

in ,lO CFR 503, are registered by the North C.arolina Depax6€nt of
Agriculture as a commercial fertilizer/soil amendmeot" are utilizpd at

agronomic rates and are sold and used exclusively in bag fcm. No
distinction will be made as to whether the material is bagged in North
Carolina or shipped into the state aheady b,igged

(6) Storage sites for petroleum contaminated soils that are utilized
for less than 45 days, storage is on l0 mil or thicker plastic, Fovisims
are made for containing potential leachate and nrnoff and approval of
the activity has been receiving ftom ihe appropriate DEM Regimal
Supervisor or his designee.

(7) Land application sites forpetroleum contaminated soils with vol-
umes of soil from each source of less than or equal to 50 cubic yards

and approval of the activity has been received from the app,ropriate

DEM Regional Supervisor or his desipee.

(8) Swimm;ng Pool filter backwash md pool drainage that is dis-

charged to the laad nrrface.

(9) Driiling muds, cuftings and well water from the developm,ent of
wells.

(10) Composting facilities for dead animals, if the facilities are

constnrcted and operated in accordance with guidelines appoved by
the Ncrth Carolina Department of Agriculnrre, ale constnrcted on an

impervious, weigfut-bearing formdation, operated under a roof and arp

approved by the State Veterinarian.

(11) Operations that involve routiae maintenaace or the rehabilita-

tion of existing sewer lines. In situations where existing sewer lines

are undergoing rcutine maintenance, the existing sewer lines arc being

rehabilitated by coastnrcting or installing replacement sewers, or the

existing sewer lines are being refurbished by the installation of some
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type of sealant or sleeve inside the existing sewer line, a specific nondis-
charge permit is uot required. These operations will be deemed to be

permitted as lmg as all co.strnctionr and installation coaforms to tbe

design criteria of the Division pursuaat to Rule .O2L9 of this Section,

as long as new sources of wastewater flow are not being connected

to the rehabilitated sewers, and as long as all replacements or newly
constructed s€wers are located in the same prcximity (same geoeral

horizontal and vertical alignment) as the existing sewers. If any of the

criteria in this Paragraph are not being adhered to, a site specific permit
must be requested by the applicaat. Additionally, once the maintenanc€

orrehabilitation activities are completed a North Carolina Professional
Eugineer's certificaticrn (form provided by the Division) must be zub-

mitted to the appropriate Regional Supervisor for the completed wodc

(b) The Director however may on a case by case basis determine

&at a faciliry should not be deemed eo be permitted in accordance with
this Rule and be reguired to obtain individual nondischarge pernits.
This determinatiou will be made based on existing orprojected e'nviron-

me,ntal impacts.

(c) All existing, new or expanding animnl waste management sys-

tems sewing equal to or grcater than the number of animals as listed
in Part (aX1XA) of this Rule must zubmit a registration form for the

system to DEM. Failure to rcgister on or before December 31, 1993,
shall result in an appropriate enforcement action being initiated or the

facility being r€quird to apply for and rpceive an indivi&al nondis-
c[arge permit. Penalties assessed may be based on any one or a com-
bination of the factors as established in G.S. I43V282.L@) and com-
mensurate with acural or potential e,uvirmmental damage.

(d) Failure tro obtain approval of x man6ge6eaf plau as required by
the dates specified in Paragraph (aXl) of this Rule or failurp to follow
an approved enimal waste rrFnagement Plan shall rezult in appropriate
enforcement actions being initiated or the facility being reguired to
aply for and receive an individual nondischarge pemit. Penalties

assessed may be based on any one or a combination of the faclon as

established in G.S. 1438-282.1@) and commensur:ate witb apfitd. or
potelrtial environmental drmn ge.

(e) The Secretary of Environment" Health, and Naurral Resources

is delegated the arthority to assess fines and pemlties for the willful
discharge ef rnirnel waste from enimal 61 poultry feeding operations

Flrsuaat to N.C. Genenal Stahrtes 143-215(e).

(f) Nothing in this Rule shall b€ deemed to allow the violation of
any assiped surface water, grcundwater, or 

"ir 
qoality standards, aod

in addition any such violation shall be considered a violation of a codi-
tim of a permit. Furtler, nothing in this Rule shall be deemed to apply
to or pernit activities for which a state/NPDES permit is otherwise
qufu€d The t€rm NPDES means Natimal Pollutant Discharge Flimi-
natim System.

Hrsronv Nora
Staurtory Audrcity G.S. l30A-300; l4!2r5.1(rxl); 14!-215.3(a),(d);
Eff. February I, 1976;
Anrcnded Eff. February I, 193; December l, l9&4.

.0218 LOCAL PROGRAMS FOR SEWER SYSTEIT'S

(a) Jurisdiction. Mrmicipalities, counties, local boards or conunis-
sions, water and sewor authorities, or groups of municipalities and

cormties may apply to the Commission for approval of programs for
permitting constnrction, modification, and operaticn of public and pn-
vate sewer systems in their utility sewice areas. Permits iszued by
approved local programs serve in place of permits iszued by the Divi-
sim.

(b) Applicatims. Applications for approval of local sewer syst€m

prcgraors must provide adequate infsmation to assure complianco with
the requirements of G.S. 143-215.1(f) aad the following reguirements:

(1) Applications for local sewer system programs shall be submiued
to the Director, Division of Environmental M.negement Depadment
of Environment Health, and Natural Resources, P. O. Box 29535,
Ral"rgh, North Carolina, 2162q$5.

Q) The grogram application shall include copies of permit applica-
tion forms, permit forms, minimum design criteria, and other relevot
documents to be used in administering the local program.

(3) An attcney representing the local rmit of govetuneDt subuitting
the application must certify that the local authorities for processing per-

mit applications, sefiing permit requircments, enforcenent, ard penal-

ties are compatible with those for permits iszued by the Divisioo

(4) If the tneatment and disposal system receiving the waste is under
the jurisdiction of another local unit of goveoment, then the program

application must contain a written statement fnrm that local unit of gov-

ernment that the proposed program complie$ with all its requiremeats

and that the applicant has e'ntered inio a satisfactory c@Eact which
aszures continued compliance.

(5) Any fuare ameirdments to tbe reguirements of this Section shall
be incoporated into tbe local sewer system prograa within 60 days

of the effective date of the amendments.

(6) A professional e,ngineer licensed to pra.ctice in this state shall be

on the staff of the local sewer system progmm or retained as a conzultant
to r,pviow unusual siurations or designs and to oswer guestions tbat
arise in the review of proposed projects.

(7) Each project permitted by the local sewer syst€rn pmgram sha[
be inspected for compliance with the requirements of the local program

at least once duing constnrction.

(8) A copy of each permit issued by the local sower system prograln
shall be sent to the regicrnal office of the Division and mother copy
sent to the cenb:al offrce of the Divisiou in Rateigb. Copies of the

approved plans must also be submiued upon Fquest by the Divisio.
(9) A semi-annually report shall be submitted to the Director with

a copy to tbe appopiate DEM Regional Office, Iist'ng for each local
pemit issued during the quarter the name of the persm rcceiving tho
pennit, the permit number, &e heatment facitty receiving the waste,

and the design flow and the type of waste for sewer system extensi@s
or changes. The report shall also provide a listing 6ad q1mmary of
all enforcement actions taken or pending during the quarter. The quar-

t€rs begin ou January I, April I, July I, and October I, and.the report
shall be submifred within 30 days after the end of eacb p€rid. :

(c) Approval of Local Programs. The staff of the division shall
acloowledge in writing receipt of ao application fa a local sew€r sys-

tem progma, review the application, notify the aptrtlicant of additional
informaticrn that oay be rcquired, and make a recommendatim to the

Commission on the acceptability of the proposed local program. Final
action on the proposed local program shall be made by the Commission

witlin 180 days of receiving a complete application.

(d) Adequacy of Receiving Facilities. Local sewer system prcgrams

shall not iszue a permit for a sewer project which would increase the

flow or change the characteristics of waste to a t€atm€ot wo*s or
sewer system unless the local pnogram has received a wri$eNr det€r-
minatiorn frrrm the Division thal pursuant to G.S. L4?-215.67(a), he
treabneot wo*s or sewer qNstem is adequate to receive the waste. The
Division staff roay, when appropriate, provide cne written determina-
tion that covers all local permits for domestic sewage sewer projects
with total increased flgw to a particular tratrn€nt wodcs less than a

specified amouut and which are issued within a specified period of time ,. '.

nottoexceed50days. InnocaseshallthelocalsewersystemProgram {.,
issue a permit for additional wastewator if the receiving wastowator \u''
treaheat is in noncompliance with ie Division iszued permit unless

tbe additional flow is allowed as part of a special order orjudicial order.
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SUBCHAPTER 6F - PROCEDURES AND
*::ii;j;i GUIDELINES TO IMPLEMENT THEi::iIiIJl NONDISCHARGE RULE FOR ANIMAL

WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

.OOOl PURPOSE

This Subchapter describes mles to implement the prrovisions of l5A
NCAC 2H .0200 - Waste Not Discharged To Surface Waters, hereinaf-

ter called the Nondischarge Rule for Animal Waste Management Sys-

tems. In agreemeut with the Environmental Management Commission

(EMC) and the Division of Environmental Management (DEM), the

Soil and Water Cooservation Commission sets forth these Rules in
accordance with 15A NCAC 2H .0217. Altematively, and in lieu of
these Rules, the requirements of 15A NCAC 2H .0200 may be satisfted

also by receivlog an individral nondischarge permit from the Division
of Envirmnental Manageme,nt in accordance with 15A NCAC 2H
.021?(d). An owner must either obtain certification under tbese Rules

or Beet DEM rcquiremeats for an indivi&ral uondischarge permit' Tbe

review process of the Disuict does not abrogate the responsibilities of
tbe ocner to either obtain a certification or to meet DEM rcguiremeirts

for an individral nondischarge pormit.

Hrsronv Nore

Filed as a Terrpcary Moption Eff. Decembe 9, 1993 fa a Paiod of 180 Daln a
Until the PermarentRule Becornes Effective, Whidrever is Sooru;
Statutdy Audrority G.S. 139-2; 139-4; l43B-294;
Eff. lYlar€h l, 1994.

.ooo2 DEFINITfoNS

The teros used in this Subchapter shall be as defined in G.S. 139-3;

143-215.74; l43B-294; l5A NCAC 2H .O2O3; 15A NCAC 6E .0002;

and as follows:

(1) 'Agrcnromic rates" means those amormts of animal waste orcom-
post to be applied to lands as contained in the nutrient maoagemeirt

standard of the USDA Soil C-onservatim Service Technical Gui& Sec-

ticn IV or as recormrended by the North Carolina Department of Agri-
culturc and the North Canrlina Cooperative Extensicn Service at tbe

time of certification of the enimel waste management plu'

(2) "Certifrcation" meaDs the certificatica resufted in the Ncndis-

charge Rule for Animal Waste Management Systems (l5A NCAC 2H
.a2n).

(3)'DEM" means the Division of Environmeatal Management,

Depadment of Euvironment, Health, and Natural Resources, and the

sgency to rpceive the certification forms and responsible for enforce-

ment of l5A NCAC 2H .A)N.

(4) "Desrgn approval authority" means that authority granted by the

Commission to desipated indivifuals or grouPs of individrals to cer-

tify that a BMP or tbe system of BMPs for waste management has bee'n

designed to meet tbe standards and sperifications of practices adopted

by the C-ommissim.

(5) "Installation approval attbority" means tbat autbority grantedby
the Commission to desipated individuals or Sroups of individrals to

certify a BMP or system of BMPs forr waste management has be€'u

installd to meet tbe standard of practices adopted by the C-ommissim.

(6) "Technical Specialist" meaos individuals or grorps of individt-
als designated by the Commission at 15A NCAC 6F .0005 to certify
an e,ntire or portion 9f 4a enimrl waste manageme'ut plan.

llrsronv Nore
Frled as a Tenrpaary Adoption Eff. Decernber 9, 1993 for a Period of 180 Days c
Until tlre Permanent Rlle Beoonps Effective, Whidrever is Socrpr;
St8nrtory Authcit/ G.S. 13f4; 143-215 :l 4; | 438-29 4;
Eff. March 1, 1994.

.OOO3 REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFICATION OF
WASTE MANAGEMENT PLANS

(a) In accordance with 15A NCAC2H .0217(a)(l), ovmers of oimal
waste m^nrgement systems are reguired to:

(1) obtain certificaticn tbat the system will ProPerly collect, trcat,

store, or apply animal qr4ste [e the land such that no discharge of pollut-

ants occurs to surface waters of the state by any means except as a rcsult
of a storm event mor€ severe than the 25-year, 24-hcnrr storm as

reSuired in 15A NCAC 2H .@03(3); or
(2) receive an indivi&ral nondischarge permit from the Divisim of

Environmeutal Management in accordance with 15A NCAC 2H
.021?(d).

O) The certification is to be made by a Technical Specialist desig-

nated pursuant to this Subchapter, and will cmfirm that the best nan-
agoment practices (BIes) contained in the animal waste managellent
plan meet applicable minimrrm standards and specificatims. BMPs

L an existing system are not rcguired to meet cur€Nrt standards md
specifications as established by the Comnrission as long as the system

is certified to be nondischarging as reguired in 15A NCAC 2H .0203(3).

(c) More than c'ne Technical Specidist may be consulted for the

design of BMPs md installation of BMPs. A Tecbnical Specialist must

certify the erntire nnimal waste naJugement plan as install€d.

(d) Upm receiving a certifrcation from a Technical Specialist, the

owner must zubmit a copy of the certification to DEM and a copy of
both tbe certificado and the walite nunagem€lrt plan to the District
in which the system is or is to be located

(e) The Dishict shall review the waste management plan od' within

30 days of receipt of the plan, notify the owu€r, the certifying Technicd

Specialist, DEM and the Division if the District does not cocu! that

tbe certification was signed by an approved Technical Specialist md
that the wast€ managem€nt plan satisfies the purpose of p'rcper cca-

servation and utilization of fam ge,nerated animnl fy-p16fr1cts' If the

District, upcrn review, concurs with the certificatim, no fur&er acticn

is required.

(f) The District shall maintain a copy of all aninal waste meage-
ment plans and the accompanying cettilication fom.

(g) If the District does not concur that the certification was siped
by a Technical Speciafist" or that tbe waste management plm is accept-

able, and if either the owner or the DEM requests that the District recm-
sider its decision, the Disbict shall rpview is decisic'n and within 45

days of the r€guest, notify the owner, &e certifying Tecbnical Special-

ist DEM, and the Division of the District's fmal decision. The Disnict
is eucouraged to utili"e other technical specialists, local agriotlural
agencies and disinterested agriculhual prcdrcen in reconsidering its

initial decision. If the District fails to act within 45 days on a rcquest

for recmsideraticar, the District's initial decision shall becme linal
(h) Aa owner uot receiving concurrence from the District may

request that the Commission mediate a disPute over concu[ence. Noth-

ing in this Rule creates an administrative remedy which must be

exhausted prior to exercising permit appeal rights Pursuant to the nrles

of the Environmeutal Management Commission.

(i) An owner who does not obtain a cefiifrcation is not deemed per-

mitted pursuant to G.S. 143-215.1(d) and must apply for an individral'
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permit from tbe Division of Environmental Mauagement. Nothing in
these Rules prrohibits prmit app.al rights punuant to &e mles of tbe
Envircnme,lrtal Management Commissim.

(j) Anyproposed modification of au animnt waste menagement plan
reguips approval by a Technical Specialisl

(k) Any modifrcations made in the system as a result of changes in
the operation zuch as types and numbers of animals, equipmenl or
crops, mustbe in accordance with the BMp standards and specifrcatioas
approved by tbe Commission and in effect at the time of the modifica-
tion.

O A change in the cropping pattem as a rezult of weather-+aused
delays after applicatioa sf arlimrl waste shall not require the owner
1e 6ftqin a tr€w certification as long as the owner followed the certified
waste mansgsme,nt plan application rates and no discharge occurs to
zurface wat€rs.

(m) The ceftifying Technical Specialist and tbe District ar€ Dot
rcquired to spot check or otherwise assure proper mninleaalss and
operation of an animal wast€ management system installed to meet the
DEM certification reguirements. Enforceme.nt of the Nmdischarge
Rule for Animal Waste Mauagement Systems (15A NCAC 2H
.0217) shall lBmain fte responsibilify of DEM.

Hrsrony No,rs
Frlcd as a'Te,nrpcary Adopticr Eff. December 9, 1993 fa a period of lg0 Darn c
Unt{ tbe Permillent F.ule Becors Effectivg Whichever is Soorrcq
lqqEry 4urh6ity G.s. 139-4; r4t-2r5.7 4i r43B-i294
Ett.MudrL194,4.

are acceptable if uo practical altemative erists and the BMp installed
as an equivaletrt cotrtrol meets the requirements for Nondischarge
except as e r€sult of a storm event more sev€re than the 25_yei.
24-hour storm. e

Hrsrony Ncnr tr*' .'-:
Filed as a'Ternporary_Adoptian Eff._December 9, 1993 fr a period of tg0 Da1a cUntil the Pernarpnt Rule Becorrps Effective, Wilichever is Soreq
99gqy 4gdr-ity G.S. t394; 14T215.74; 1438-294;
Eff. March I, 1994.

.OOO5 TECHNICALSPECIALIST DESTGNATION
(a) As rquired in l5A NCAC 2H .V2l7,the Commissim designates

the following individrals or groupr of individrals as Technical Spe4ial_
ists, to assist olilners in animal woate man6ge4ent plan developoeirt
and certification. No rights are afforded to Tecbnical Specialists by
this desipation. Technical Specialists are defiued as:

(l) Indivi&als who havo been assiped desip approval authcity
or installation approval authorityby the USDA Soil Cosewation Ser_
vice, the NC Cooperative Extension Service or the NC Department of
Agriculare;

(2) Professional e,ngiueers zubject to .,The North Carolina Engineer_
ing and l,and Surveying Acf' as rewritten by Session laws 1925, c.
681, s. I, aud rBcodifred; and

(3) Indivi&als with demoustrated sHll od experience in the desip
or installation of animal y65fe man4gs6€nt system BMPs.

(1) Meet the minimum gualifications established by the Commission
for each BMP or system of BMPs;

(2) Provide to the NPS Section of the Division an..Applicatim for
Desipation as a Technical Specialist" and evide,nco of demostrated
sloll 6a4 ur* 'ence reguirsd for a BMP or syst€m of BMps for which
they are requesting Technical Specialist designation. This documenta-
tiou must be received by the secod Wednesday of the first moth of
the quarter in order to have the applicatio reviewed fc desipatim
that quart€E aod

(3) The indivi&ral may provide additional infqmatim and requcst
that their apprroval autbority be updated based oE trew evid€Dce ofskill
and experie,lrce.

.0004 AppROVED BEST MANAGEMENT O) Design approval authority or installatim apprroval autbority of
pRAcncEs (BMps) ;?T$:ffiffi,tr'_T'n'fr*J#fiilffi;'"'#:

(a) The commission will approve a list of BMps that arc acceptable agemeirt plan.
as part of an approved animnl qr4s19 mrnage[Ftrt system. The list of /-\
BMPs will be aiproved annually oyAugust rl -a'r""tia;;; a#ffi?r"ff*als 

not desipated in Subparagraphs (a)(l) or
&ring the year by the Commission.

(b) As rcauired by DEM in 15A NCAC 2H .V2L7, a BMp or sysrem
of BMPs designed and installed for an animnl waste DqaoagemeDt plan
must either:

(l) meet ths minimilm standards and specifications of the US Depart-
ment of Agriculu:re Soil Conservaticn Service Technical Gui&, Sec-
tion IV e1 minimun standards and specifications as otherwise deter-
mined by the Commission; or

(2) tbe onaermust receive an approved indivi&ral uondischarge per-
mit as required for the animal wast€, m2nagement system.

(c) BMPs approved fq use in the Agricultur€ Coct Share program
for Nonpoint Source Pollution Crntnol are hereby approved for these

FrrPoses.

#

(d) Land application BMPs following the nutrie,nt m'nagem€nt stan- .-!d) 
A copy of the minimum rpquirements for skill and experience

dard contaiued in the Sectim fV of the SCS Technicd Guib or as ,'c- will be available at tle Dstrict field office. The NPS Section of fte
ommended by the Noah Carolina Departuent of Agriculurre (Soil Test Division will prrovide a list of &signated Tecbnical Specialists to all
Report and Waste Analysis, Form eD l0) and the-Coopenatirre Exte,u- Di"Y.o' after each Commission meeting where action was taken co-
sion Service (ACF4394) (AG-439-5) (AG-439-28)'are acceptable. cemingTechnicalSpecialists. ThelistwillspecifytheBMPsorsystom
In cases where agrono'mic rates are not specified in the agtrisal minage- 9f _f 

Ufs which the Technical Specialist has desiped or installed. The
ment standard for a spocific crop or vegetative t1pe, applicatioo ""L, 

indivi&al will be notified of the Commissim action.
may be detemined using the best judgement of the certifying Technical }Itsrony Ncyrs
Specialist after consultation with NCDA or CES. Filed as a,Teryorary_Adqtio Eff.Deember9, 1993 fa a period of tBO Days c

(e) Exemptions from the minimum bufferresuirements fel enim4t ,',H#T#ffitdyr3frffig#1?rH#fft**"waste storage and teahent facilities and nnimal ccnceutration areas ff. f,frirf, f . fs9i.

f:t*
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APPENDIX F

Proccdutc for Adopting
Aninal Waste Standards in ilorth Carolina

The failure of seven animal waste structures in eastern North Carolina, during heavy rains in
the summer of 1995 and the ensuing public response, prompted the NRCS to examine the
standards from which many of these struchrres were built. Because the state of North Carolina
used the NRCS standards for compliance with the state's Agricultural Cost-Share Program and
the state's .0200 animal waste regulatory law, all future animal waste structures in the state
would conform to NRCS standards. NRCS recognized the need to provide a diverse spectrum
of opinions to be heard in the formulation process.

Slcp Onc
The creation of State Technical Committees, in all states, was directed by the Secretary of

. Agriculture under authority provided in the 1990 Farm Bill. The question of examining North
Carolina,sanimatwastestandardswasbroughtbeforethisbodyinNovembet,1995.

The State Technical Committee created subcommittees to examine the structural aspect, the
waste utilization aspect, and policy changes that might be needed. In order to provide a
diverse opinion the membership on these subcommittees was expanded to include almost 40

people representing university research, agriculture and the animal waste industry,
environmental organizattons, state regulatory agencies, and natural resource conservation
parblers.

Step Turo
The NRCS conducted engineering investigations and developed final reports for all the failed
structures the agency assisted in designing. In the case of the Oceanview Farm accident, a
team consisting of both state and regional engiheers investigated the structure. A National
Engineering Consequence Team with specialist from across the country was created to look at
NRCS animal waste responsibilities nationally. The first state they visited was North Carolina.
In all of these investigations the standards were examined.

Stcp Threc
The subcommittees met many times over the next four months. In the subcommittees
deliberations many sources of information were considered. Both the NRCS investigations
and the findings of the National Engineering Consequence Team were considered. So were
the findings of two independent engineering firms hired by the swine industry to examine
NRCS standards. The findings of NC State University and those from the DEM's inventory of
all the state's animal waste lagoons also provided the subcommittees with new information.

Stcp Four
In March, \996, the subcommittees submitted their draft recorunendations to the state
coruervationist. The subcommittees'reconunendafions were then presented to the Governor's
Blue Ribbon Commission on Animal Waste. In addition, separate meetings were set up with



the leaders of the livestock production industry and the environmental organizations. The
NCDA and the NCDEHNR leadership were also updated on the proposed changes.

Slcp Five
Draft standards were then developed using the recommendations of the subcommittees and
the feedback from the targeted interest groups. The draft standards were then sent to a
broader representation of the various interests involved. The draft standards were also sent to
the regional engineering team and the national office for their information. At the same time
the NRCS in North Carolina polled the neighboring states to see how the new standards
conformed with other states.

Step Six
Final standards were developed in late April with plans to put them in effectJune'l-,1996. The

NC Soil & Water Conservation Commission will decide on May 7,1996 if these new standards
should be adopted for .0200 regulations.



CIIANGES IN WASTE TREATMENT LAGOON STANDARD
CODE 359

1. Additional 25-yea r,24-hour storm for periods of excessive (heavy)
rains. - Applies only to Iagoons that do not have an outside drainage
area.

2, Five years of sludge storage required. Current standard only
recommends sludge storage

3. Excess fresh water as recommended by NCSU.

There will be some increase in the size of a typical lagoon:

. Feeder to finish - 35-40"

. Farrow to feed - 25"

These increase sizes are due to sludge, "heavy.rainfall" and excess

fresh water

4. All embankments will have 3:l side slopes. Current standard
requires a combination (back and front) of 5:l with no slope steeper
than 2:1.

5. Odor control measures:

. Pipes must discharge below the surface

. Recycle and irrigation pumps in aerobic layer

. Precharge lagoons with half the treatment volume

6. Inspection/testing required for clay liners

7. Emergency Acfion PIan required

8. Irrigation design/plan required as part of Waste Utilizafion PIan

9. Requires soil investigation at embankment site. Depth equal to
height of embankment.

10. Requires that observation trench be dug the entire Iength of
embankment on site where tile drains may be present.

L1. Lagoons without an outside drainage area do not need emergency
spillways until they reach I million cu. ft. of waste treafment
volume.

12. Changes mandated by.0200 Regulations and Senate Bill 1080.



WASTE HOLDTNG PONDS (PRIMARILY FOR DAIRIES) 42s

l. No major changes except things mandated by the .0200 regulations
and Senate Bill 1080

2. Emergency Action Plan
3. fnspection/testing required for clay liners
4. Requires soil investigation at embankment site. Depth equal to height

of embankment.
5. Requires that observation trench be dug the enfire length of

embankment on site where tile drains may be present.

WASTE IJTTLIZATION STANDARD 633

1.. Rate of nitrogen for grazed grass will be 50" of that used for hay.
Current standard is 25o/o reduction.

2. Requires notarized agreement for using Iand for animal waste
application that is not owned by the producer of the animal waste.
This can be a one-year agreement.

Current Standard - Requires written agreement for life of facilify.

3. Setbacks required per.0200 and Senate Bill 1080. 25 feet or 50 feet
from perennial streams.

4. Requires soil test every 2 yearsr liquid waste analysis twice a year,' and dry waste analysis before application.

5. Requires that records be kept 5 years.

6, Emergency Action Plan required.

7. Highly visible markers for start and stop pumping.

8. Requires that animal waste be applied to land that is eroding at less

than 5 tons per acre per year. Allows application if erosion is
befween 5-10 tons per acre annually providing that fiIter strips are
used.

Current Standard states less than 5 tons per acre annually or may be
applied on land that has an acceptable Alternative Cropping System
if the land has filter strips in addifion to the buffer required by
DEM.

New standard is more understandable.

9. Added table on Soil Values Indicating Potential Phytotoxic Problems
of Zinc and Copper per NCDA.



NUTRIENT NIANAGEMENT 590

1. Adds forest as suitable area for waste application

FILTER STRIP.393

1. fncrease width from 15 to 25 feet in cropland where rows are
perpendicular to stream and 5 to 15 feet where rows are parallel to
stream.

2. Deleted frlter strip for treating runoff from paved lots and milking
parlors, because DEM will not accept these for .0200 certification.
DEM considers these as point discharges.

3. Added 100-foot fiIter strip to address lounging areas that are normally
void of vegetation in the winter months.





APPENDIX G

SAMPLE GENERAL PERMITS FOR ANIMAL WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
(Swine, Cattle, PoultrY)





State of North Carolina
Department of Environment,
Health and Natural Resources
Division of Environmental Management

James B. Hunt, Jr., Governor
Jonathan B. Howes, Secretary
A. Preston Howard, Jr., P.E., Director

-t 

^

^lVl-f&o!-Ii
^dVrDEHT{FT

(Date)

(Name & Address of Applicant)

Subject Certificate of Coverage No. AW(COC #)
(Name of Farm)
Swine Waste Operation
Land Application of Animal Wastes
(County Name) County

Dear (Farm Owner);

In accordance with your application received on (date), we are forwarding-herewith Certificate of
Coverage (COC) No. AW(Perniit No.), dated (date) to (applicant's name) {ot $g.operation-of an

animal ivadte management iystem in accordance with the Siate's General Permit. This_approval shall
consist of the land applicationof animal waste from the (name of farm) Farm with.an aqrryal capacity of no
greater than (nuni6er and type of animal raised at these operations) and is approved for
Ipplication to approximately (number of acres) acres of land i,n (cou_nty rym9). County with no
disl,:harge of was:t6s to the suiface waters, and in conformity with the facility's Certified Animal Waste
Management Plan.

The COC shall be effective from the date of issuance until (expiration date) and shall be subject
to the conditions and limitations as specified in the General Permit, the Certified Animal Waste
Management Plan, and this COC. An-adequate system for collecting_ and maintaining the required
monit6ring data and operational information must 

-be 
established in order to avoid fgture compliance

problems. -Any increas6 in flow or increase in number of stocked animals above the number authorized by
itris COC will require a modification to the certified animal waste management plan and COC and shall be

completed prior to actual increase in either flow or number of animals.

This COC shall be voided:
f . if the animal waste applications is not properly managed in accordance with the

conditions of the geneial permit, the Certified Animal Waste Management Plan, and
in the manner approved by the Division; or

2. if the soils fail io adequately assimilate the wastes and if the sites are not maintained
and operated in a manner wtricn will protect the assigned water quality standards of
the surface waters and ground waters; or

3. (Delete this condition if the Permittee owns all application sites)unless
. the agreements between the Permittee and the landowners/lessees are in full force

and e-ffect. A copy of these agreements shall be maintained on site with a c.opy of
this COC and the general permit. A copy of the agreement should be provided to
the landowners.

The Permittee shall employ a certified animal waste application/residuals operator_to_be in
responsible charge (ORC) of the-animal waste application program- No waste shall be land applied after
January I, L997, unless supervised by the ORC.

P.O. Box 29535, Raleigh, North Carolina 27626-0535 Telephone 919-733-7015 FAX 919-733-2496

An Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer 50% recycled/ 107" post-consumer paper



DRAFT - Blue Ribbon Studv Commission
April24,1996

DRAFT

The Permittee, at least six (6) months prior to the expiration of this COC, shall request its
extension. Upon receipt of the request, the Commission will review the adequacy of the facilities
described therein, and if warranted, will extend the permit for such period of time and under such
conditions and limitations as it may deem appropriate.

This COC is not automatically transferable. A formal request must be submitted to the DEM prior
to a name change or change in ownership.

If any parts, requirements, or limitations contained in this COC are unacceptable, you have the
right to apply for an individual non-discharge permit by contacting the engineer listed below for
information on this process. Unless such a request is made within 30 days, this COC shall be final and
binding.

If you need additional information concerning this matter, please contact (engineer's name) at
(919) 733-5083 ext. (ext. number).

Sincerely,

A. Preston Howard, Jr., P.E,

en: (County name) County Health Department
(DEM Regional Office for farm's county) Regional Office, Water Quality Section
(DEM Regional Office for farm's county) Regional Office, Groundwater Section
Groundwater Section, Central Office
Training and Certification Unit
(Courity name) County Soil and Water District
Division of Soil and Water
Facilities Assessment Unit
(County Name) County Natural Resource Conservation Service

DRAFT 4IT7196



DRAFT - Blue Ribbon Study Commission
May 1, 1996

DRAFT

NORTII CAROLINA
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT COMMISSION

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH AND NATURAL RESOURCES

SWINE WASTE OPERATION GENERAL PERMIT

This permit shall be effective from the date of issuance until (date) and shall be subject to the
following specified conditions and limitations:

tr. PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

The animal waste application program shall be effectively maintained and operated as a

non-discharge systern to prevent ihe discharge of wastes to surface waters, wetlands, or
surface wat& diainage systems (except for siorm events exceeding the 25 yeag 24 hour
storm or the 3}-day chronic rainfall evbnt as defined by NRCS design standards).

The Certified Animal Waste Management Plan shall be considered a part of this Blnera1
permit. Any violation of the Plan shall be considered a violation of this.general permit and
iubject to alpropriate enforcement actions. Such a violation may require the Permittee to
cease applyrng animal waste to the sites and take any immediate comective actions as may
be requiied by the Division of Environmental Management (DEM).

For land application sites included in a plan certified prior to October t, L995, a vegetative
buffer of 25 feet from the banks of pErennial waters and intermittent streams must be

maintained for existing facilities. For sites included in a plan certified after October 1,

1995, avegetative buffer of 50 feet shall be maintained for existing facilities.

For new and expanding animal waste management systems, a ve€etative buffer of 100 feet
from the banks of perennial waters must be maintained from the following areas:

a. Lounging areas or animal concentration areas;

b. Waste management structures such as lagoons or ponds;

A copy of this permit and the Certified Animal Waste Management Plan shall be maintained
at thdfarm where animal waste management activities are being conducted for the life of
this permit.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE REOUIREMENTS

1. The treatment and storage facilities and application sites shall be properly maintained and
operated at all times.

2. A suitable vegetative cover shall be maintained in accordance with the Certified Animal
Waste Management Plan.

3. An acceptable pH of the soil shall be maintained on all land application sites to insure
optimum yield for the crop(s) being grown.

1.

)

3.

4.

5.

II.



DRAFT - Blue Ribbon Studv Commission
May t,1996

DRAFT

4. The Plant Available Nitrogen application rates identified in the Certified Animal Waste
Management Plan shall not be exteeded. When two crops are planted on the application

. site in the same year, a second application of the waste will be limited and must account for
the carryover nitrogen from the first crop.

5. Application of animal waste onto land which is used to grow crops for direct human
consumption (e.g., strawberries, melons, lettuce, cabbage, apples, etc...) shall not,occur
within 30 days prior to the planting of the crop or in the case of fruit bearing trees, 3-0 dgVs

. prior to breaking dormancy. For feed, fiber and food crops that undergo further
processing, appliCation of animal wastes shall not occur within 30 days of harvesting_. _If
waste is to be applied on soil where no cover crop is established, the waste shall be
incorporated into the soil within twenty-four (24) hours after application on the land.

6. Domestic andlor industrial wastewater from showers, toilets, sinks, etc. shall not be
discharged into the animal waste management system. Washdown of stock trailers will be
permisJible as long as system design accommbdates the additional flow and as long as
readily biodegradable detergents and disinfectants are utilized.

7 . Disposal of dead animals shall be done in accordance with the North Carolina Department
of Agriculture (NCDA) regulations.

8. Grazing animals on an application site shall be accomplished in accordance with Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) standards and the grazing shall be controlled.

9, No vehicular traffic or equipment shall be allowed on the waste disposal area except during
installation or while noimat planting, harvesting, irrigation, or maintenance is being
performed

10. All stormwater runoff from the sunounding property and buildings shall be diverted aqay 
'

from the animal waste lagoon to prevent any unnecessary addition to the liquid volume in

. the lagoon.

11. A protective vegetative cover will be established on all disturbed areqs (lagoon
embankments, beims, pipe runs, etc.) Vegetation such as trees, shrubs, and other woody
species shall not occui on the lagoon dikes or sideslopes. Lagoon areas should be ke^pt

mowed and accessible. Lagoonberms and structures should be inspected regularly for
evidence of erosion, leakage, animal damage or discharge and shall be repaired and
certified as necessary. No grazing shall occur on the lagoons or dikes.

12. When removal of sludge from the lagoon is necessary, provisions must be taken to prevent
damage to lagoon dikes and liners.

13. Solid materials such as bottles, light bulbs, gloves, syringes or any other solid waste from
the animal waste operation shall be minimized from entering the treatment/stonge lagoon
and should be properly disposed in an approved landfill.

III. MONITORING AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

1. Waste handling structures, piping, pumps, reels, etc., under the control of the
owner/operator shall be inspected regularly and a maintenance checklist shall be kept on site
or readily available.

2
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2.

3.

4.

Proper records shall be maintained for a minimum of five years by the Permittee on forms
provided by the DEM and shall be submitted to the DEM upon request.

A representative annual Standard Soil Fertility Analysis, as may be provided by the NCDA,
shall be conducted of each field receiving animal waste in the respective calendar year and
the results maintained on file by the Permittee for a minimum of five years.

An analysis of animal waste from the lagoon, as may be provided by the NCDA, shall be
conducted initially after permit issuance and thereafter as specified in the Certified Animal
Waste Management Plan. In no case shall this be less than once per permit term. The
results shall be maintained on file by the Permittee for a minimum of five years.

A lagoon level gauge shall be installed within 30 days of issuance of a certificate of
coverage under this general permit to monitor lagoon levels. This gauge shall have readily,
visible permanent markings indicating the maximum lagoon levels at which pump-out must
begin, end of pump-out, ahd freeboard elevations. Where multiple lagoons are utilized, ther

storage lagoon(s) shall only need a gauge with a visible permanent markings indicating the
pump-out begin and freeboard elevations. Caution must be taken not to damage the
integrity of the liner when installing the gauge.

Regional Notification:

The Permittee shall report by telephone to the appropriate Regional Office (see attached list)
as soon as possible, but in no case more than 24 hours or on the next working day
following the occurrence or first knowledge of the occurrence of any of the following:

a. Any failure of the animal waste treatment and disposal program resulting in a discharge
to surface waters.

b. Any time that the facllity has gone out of compliance with the conditions of this permit. ,

c. Any failure of the animal waste treatment and disposal program that renders the facility
incapable of adequately treating the animal waste and/or sludge.

d. Spillage or discharge from a vehicle or piping system transporting animal waste or
sludge to the application sites which results in, or may result in, a discharge to surface
waters.

Persons reporting such occurrences by telephone shall also file a written report in letter'
form within 5 days following first knowledge of the occurrence, if so directed by the
Regional Office. This report must outline the actions taken or proposed to be taken to
ensure that the problem does not recur.

5.

6.

Any duly authorized officer, employee, or representative of the DEM may, upon
presentation of credentials and in accordance with appropriate biosecurity measures, enter
and inspect any property, premises or place on or related to the application site or facility at
any reasonable time for the purpose of determining compliance with this permit; may
inspect or copy any records that must be kept under the terms and conditions of this permit;
and may obtain samples of the wastewater, groundwater, or surface water.

GENERAL CONDITIONS

1. The issuance of a Certificate of Coverage (COC) under this permit shall not relieve the
Permittee of the responsibility for damages to surface waters or ground waters resulting
from the operation of this program.

v.
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2. Lagoons and other uncovered waste containment structures must not exceed an operating
level that provides adequate storage to contain a25 year,24hour stom event or the 30-day
chronic rainfall event as defined by NRCS design standards. The maximum level of
lagoon liquid shall not exceed that specified in the Certified Animal Waste Management
Plan.

3. The Groundwater Compliance Boundary for the disposal system constructed after
Decernber 31, 1983, is established at either (1) 250 feet from the waste disposal area, or (2)
50 feet within the property boundary, whichever is closest to the waste disposal area. An
exceedance of Groundwater Quality Standards at or beyond the Compliance Boundary is
subject to immediate remediation action in addition to the penalty provisions applicable

. under the North Carolina General Statutes.

4. Failure to abide by the conditions and limitations contained in this permit and any COC
issued under this permit may subject the Permittee to an enforcement action by the DEM in
accordance with North Carolina General Statutes and may include the requirement to obtain
an individual animal waste operation permit, the addition of treatment or storage units, or
the addition of land application sites.

The issuance of a COC under this permit does not preclude the Permittee from complying
with any and all statutes, rules, regulations, or ordinances which may be imposed by this
and other government agencies (local, state, and federal) which have jurisdiction.

6. If animal production at the facility is to be suspended or terminated, the owner is
responsible for obtaining and implementing-a "closure plan" which will eliminate the
possibility of an illegal discharge, pollution and erosion, or the potential for injury and shall
include lagoon closure in accordance with NRCS standards in effect when the closure plan
is developed and implemented. Closure shall also include notifying the DEM so a site visit
can be conducted.

7 . The annual administering and compliance fee must be paid by the Permittee within thirty
(30) days after being billed by the Division. Failure to pay the fee accordingly may cause
the Division to initiate action to revoke this permit as specified by 15 NCAC 2H .0205
(cX4).

Permit issued this the (date) day of (month), (year).

NORTH CAROLINA ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT COMMISSION

A. Preston Howard, Jr., P.E., Director
Division of Environmental Management
By Authorify of the Environmental Management Commission

Animal Waste General Permit Number AWGL00000

5.

4
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DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT REGIONAL OFFICBS

Asheville Regional WQ Supervisor Washington Regional WQ Supervisor Raleigh Regional WQ Supervisor
59 Woodfin Place Post Office Box 1507 Post OffrceBox27687
Asheville, NC 28801 Washington, NC 27889 Raleigh, NC 27611
(7M)2sL-6208 (er9)946-tu8t (919) 57r-4700
Fax(704)251-6452 Fax (919) 975-3716 Fax (919) 571-4718

Avery Macon Beaufort Jones Chatham Nash

Buncombe Madison Bertie Lenoir Durham Northampton
Burke McDowell Camden Martin Rlgecombe Orange

Caldwell Mitchell Chowan Pamlico Franklin Person

Cherokee Polk Craven Pasquotank Granville Vance

Clay Rutherford Cunituck Perquimans Halifax Wake

Graham Swain Dare Pitt Johnston Wanen

Haywood Transylvania Gates Tyrell Lee Wilson
Henderson Yancy Greene Washington

Jackson Hertford Wayne
Hyde

Fayetteville Regional WQ Supervisor Mooresville Regional WQ Supervisor Wilmington Region. WQ Supervisor
Wachovia Building, Suite 714 919 North Main Street 127 Cardinal Ddve Extension

Fayetteville, NC 28301 Mooresville, NC 28115 Wilmington, NC 28405-3845
(e10)486-1s41 (704)663-1699 (910) 395-3900
Fax (910) 486-070'l Fax (704) 663-6M0 Fax (910) 350-2044

Anson Moore Alexander Lincoln Brunswick New Hanover

Bladen Robeson Cabanus Mecklenburg Carteret Onslow
Cumberland Richmond Catawba Rowan Columbus Pender

Harnett Sampson Cleveland Stanly Duplin
Hoke Scotland Gaston Union
Montgomery Iredell

Winston-Salem Regional WQ Supervisor
585 Waughtown Street
Winston-Salem, NC 27107
(910) 771-4600
Fax (910) 7'11-4631

Alamance Rockingham
Alleghany Randolph
Ashe Stokes
Caswell Surry
Davidson Watauga
Davie Wilkes
Forsyth Yadkin
Guilford
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State of North Carolina
Department of Environment,
Health and Natural Resources
Division of Environmental Management

James B. Hunt, Jr., Governor
Jonathan B. Howes, Secretary
A. Preston Howard, Jr., P.E., Director

DEHI\FT
(Date)

(Name & Address of Applicant)

' Subject: Certificate of Coverage No. AW(COC #)
(Name of Farm)
Cattle Waste Operations
Land Application of Animal Wastes

. (County Name) County

Dear (Farm Owner);

In accordance with your application received on (date), we are forwarding herewith Certificate of
Coverage (COC) No. AW(Permit No.), dated (date) to (applicant's name) for the operation of an
animal waste management system in accordance with the State's General Permit. This approval shall
consist of the land application of animai waste from the (name of farm) Farm with an animal capacity-of
no greater than (number and type of animal raised at these operations) and is approved for
application to approximately (number of acres) acres of land in (county name) County with no
discharge of wastes to the surface waters, and in conformity with the facility's Certified Animal Waste
Management Plan.

The COC shall be effective from the date of issuance until (expiration date) and shall be subject
to the conditions and limitations as specified in the General Permit, the Certified Animal Waste
Management Plan, and this COC. An-adequate system for collecting and maintaining the required
monitoring data and operational information must be established in order to avoid future compliance
problems. Any increase in flow or increase in number of stocked animals above the number authorized by
this COC will require a modification to the certified animal waste management plan and COC and shall be
completed prior to actual increase in either flow or number of animals.

This COC shall be voided:
f . if the animal waste applications is not properly managed in accordance with the

conditions of the general permit, the Certified Animal Waste Management Plan, and
in the manner approved by the Division; or

2. if the soils fail to adequately assimilate the wastes and if the sites are not maintained
and operated in a manner which will protect the assigned water quality standards of
the surface waters and ground waters; or

3. (Delete this condition if the Permittee owns all application sites)unless
the agreements between the Permittee and the landowners/lessees are in full force
and effect. A copy of these agreements shall be maintained on site with a copy of
this COC and the general permit. A copy of the agreement should be provided to
the landowners.

The Permittee, at least six (6) months prior to the expiration of this COC, shall request its
extension. Upon receipt of the request, the Commission will review the adequacy of the facilities
described therein, and if waruanted, will extend the permit for such period of time and under such
conditions and limitations as it may deem appropriate.

P.O. Box 29535, Raleigh, North Carolina 27626-0535 Telephone 919-733-70'15 FAX 919-733-2496

An Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer 50o/" recycled/ 1O% post-consurner paper
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This coc is not automatically transferable. A formal request must be submitted to the DEM
to a name change or change in ownership.

Sincerely,

A. Preston Howard, Jr', P.E.

(County name) County Health Department

fneM h.gronit Offici: for farm'sbounty) Regional Qf[.u,Water Quality Section

ipnVf Relional Office for farm's couniy) Re-gional Office, Groundwater Section

Groundwater Section, Central Office
Training and Certification Unit
(County name) County Soil and Water District
Division of Soil and Water
Facilities Assessment Unit
(County Name) County Natural Resource Conservation Service

If any parts, requirements, or limitations contained in this COC are unacceptabl", y.oy have the

right to apply foi'un individuat'non-discharge permit pv c.o.n1ac1ing the :lgrlgeJ tittg{ below for

inTormation on this pior"ir. Unless such a reqiedr: is made within 30 days, this CoC shall be final and

binding.

If you need additional information concerning this matter, please cont4ct (engineer's name) at

(919) 733-5083 ext. (ext. number).

prior

DRAFT 512196
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NORTH CAROLINA
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT COMMISSION

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH AND NATURAL RESOURCES

CATTLE WASTE OPERATION GENERAL PBRMIT

This permit shall be effective from the date of issuance until (date) arrd shall be subjectto the

followin g specifred conditions and limitations :

T. PERFORMANCE STANDARDP

1. The animal waste application program shall be effectively maintained and operated. as a

non-dischargr ryrt"il to prevent tlie discharge of pollutanti to surface waters, wetlands, or

surface wat6r diainage systems (except for storm events e19eg{i1g \he 25 yeu,.24 hour

storm or the 30-day cTuotiic rainfall event as defined by the NRCS design standards).

The Certified Animai Waste Management Plan shall be considered_ ? part of this general

p;hii Gy viotation of the Plan sliall be considered a violation of this.general permit and

iubject to appropriate enforcement actions. Such a violatioq may require the Permittee to

.roi" applyiig animal waste to the sites and tale any immediate corrective actions as may

be requirbd by the Division of Environmental Management (DEIvf).

For land application sites included in a plan certified prior to October I,Iggs,a vegetative

buffer of 25 feet from the banks of p^erennial wateis and intermittent streams must be

maintained for existing facilities. For sites included in a plan certified after October 1,

1995, avegetative buff6r of 50 feet shall be maintained for existing facilities.

For new and expanding animal waste management systems, a ve^getative buffer of 100 feet

fromthebanksilfpereinia1watersmustbemaintainedfromthefo11owingareas:

a. Lounging areas or animal concentration areas;

b. Waste management structures such as lagoons or ponds;

A copy of this permit and the Certified Animal Waste Managemeni PIan strall be maintained
- " atttt.'tur* wirer" anrmal waste management activities arc being con<iuctcd tor the iiie of

this permit

L. The treatment and storage facilities and application sites shall be properly maintained and

operated at all times.

A suitable vegetative cover shall be maintained in accordance with the Certified Aniinal
Waste Management Plan.

An acceptable pH of the soil shall be maintained on all land application sites to insure

optimum yield for the crop(s) being grown.

2.

a
J.

AT.

5.

II.

2.

J.



8.

9.

4.

5.

6.

10.

11.

t2.

i3.

DRAFT

The Plant Available Nitrogen application rates identified in the Certified Animal Waste
Management Plan shall not be exceeded. When two crops are planted on the applicati_on

site in-the same year, a second application of the waste will be limited and must account for
the carryover nitrogen from the first crop.

Application of animal waste onto land which is used to grow crops for_direct human
consumption (e.g., strawberries, melons, lettuce, cabbage, apples, etc...) shall nOt occur
within f0 days prior to the planting of the crop or in the case of fguit bearing trees, 3-0 dlVs
prior to breaking dormancy. For feed, fiber and food crops that undergo further
processing, application of animal wastes shall not occur within 30 dayq of harvesting. 

- 
If

waste is to be applied on soil where no cover crop is established, the waste shall be
incoqporated into the soil within twenfy-four (24) hours after application on the land.

Domestic and/or industrial wastewater from showers, toilets, sinks, etc. shall not be
discharged into the animal waste management system. Washdown of stock trailers will be
permisslble as long as system design accommodates the additional flow and as long as

readily biodegradable detergents and disinfectants are utilized.

Disposal of dead animals shall be done in accordance with the North Carolina Department
of Agriculture (NCDA) regulations.

Grazing of animals on an application site shall be accomplished in accordance with Natural
Resources Conservation Senice (NRCS) standards and the grazing shall be controlled.

No vehicular traffic or equipment shall be allowed on the waste disposal area except 4*ing
installation or while nolmal planting, harvesting, irrigation, or maintenance is being
performed.

A11 storniwater runoff from the surrounding property and buildings shall be diverted away 
'

from the animal waste storage ponds or lagoons whenever possible to prevent any
unnecessary liquid addition to them. Runoff from lounging areas to the waste storage
ponds or lagoons may be allowed if approved in the Certified Animal Waste Management
Plan.

A protective vegetative cover will be established on all disturbed areas (storage-ponds,
lagoons, embankments, berms, pipe runs, emergency spillways, erosion control areas,
etF") Vegetation such as trees, ihnltis, and othe-r viqlc'dy species shall not occriion fhe
dikes or sideslopes of the storage ponds or lagoons. These areas should be kept_mowed-
and accessible. Lagoon berms and structures should be inspected regularly for evidence of
erosion, leakage, animal damage or discharge and shall be repaired and certified as

necessary. No grazing shall occur on or neal the storage ponds, lagoons or dikes.

When removal of sludge from the lagoon is necessary, provisions must be taken to prevent
damage to lagoon dikes and liners.

Solid materials such as bottles, light bulbs, gloves, syringes or any other solid waste from
the animal waste operation is prohibited fiom entering the treatment/storage lagoon and

should be properly disposed in an approved landfill.
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III. MONITORING AND REPORTING REOUIREMENTS

INSPECTIONS

Waste handling Structures, piping, pumps, reels, etc., undel th9 _control of the
owner/operator Jhail be inspected iegutarty ana amaintenance checklist shall be kept on site

or readily available.

Proper records shall be maintained for a minimum of five years by the Permittee on forms
provided by the DEM and shall be submitted to the DEM upon request.

A representative annual Standard Soil Fertility Analysis, as may be provided bylhe NCDA,
shalf be conducted of each field receiving animal w-aste in the respective calendar year and

the results maintained on file by the Permittee for a minimum of five years.

An analysis of animal waste from the treatment system, as may be provlded.by.the NCDA?
shall be conducted initially after permit issuance and thereafter as specified in the Certified
Animal Waste Management Plan. In no case shall this be less thah once per permit term.
The results shall be maintained on file by the Permiffee for a minimum of five years.

A lagoon level gauge shall be installed within 30 days of issuance of a certificate of
coveiage under t[is leneral permit to monitor lagoon levels._ This gauge shall have readily
visible permanent markings indicating the maximum lagoon levels at which pump-out must
begin, end of pump-out, ind freeboard elevations. Where multiple lagoons are utilized, the

sto"rage lagoon(s) ihall only need a gaugo with a visible permanentmarkings indicating the
pumf-out-begin and freeboard elevations. Caution must be taken not to damage the

integrity of the liner when installing the gauge.

Regional Notification: 
l

The Permittee shall report by telephone to the appropriate Regional Offrce (see attached list)
as soon as possible,^but in no case more than 24 hours or on the next working day
following th6 occurrence or lrst knowledge of the occulrence of any of the following:

a. Any failure of the animal waste treatment and disposal progtaJn resulting in a discharge
to surface waters.

b. Any time that the facility has gone out of compliance with the conditions of this permit.

c. Any faiiure of rhe anirni{ wasle treatlnent and disposai pr'lgrafir thaf i'end-ers the fac.ility

incapable of adequately treating the animal waste and/or sludge'
d. Spiliage or disciarge-from a vehicle or piping system transportilg animal waste or

studgito the application sites which resufts in,br may result in, a discharge to surface
waters.

Persons reporting such occurrences by telephone shall also file a written report in letter
form within 5 cllys following first knowledge of the occurrence, if so directed by the
Regional Office. This report must outline the actions taken or proposed to be taken to
ensure that the problem does not recur.

1.

2.

3.

AL+.

).

6.

Any duly authorized officer, employee, or representative of the DEM may, upon
preientation of credentials and in accordance with appropriate biosecurity measures, enter
ind inspect any property, premises or place on or related to the application.site or facility at

any r"asonaUte iinie for ?he purpose of cletermining compliance with this pe-rmit; may
inspect or copy any records thlt must be kept under the terms and conditions of this permit;
and may obtain samples of the wastewater, groundwater. or surface water.

IV.
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V. GENERAL CONDITIONS

1. The issuance of a Certificate of Coverage (COC) under this permit shall not relieve the
Permittee of the responsibility for damages to surface waters or ground waters resulting
from the operation of this program.

2. Lagoons and other uncovered waste containment structures must not exceed an operating
level that provides adequate storage to contain a 25 year , 24 how storm event or the 30-day
chronic rainfall event as defined by NRCS design standards., The maximum level of
lagoon liquid shali not exceed that specified in the Certified Animal Waste Management
Plan.

3. The Groundwater Compliance Boundary for the disposal system constructed after
December 31, 1983, is established at either (l)250 feet from the waste disposal area, or (2)
50 feet within the property boundary, whichever is closest to the waste disposal area. An
exceedance of Groundwater Quality Standards at or beyond the Compliance Boundary is
subject to immediate remediation action in addition to the penalty provisions applicable
under the North Carolina General Statutes.

4. Failure to abide by the conditions and limitations contained in this permit and any COC
issued under this permit may subject the Permittee to an enforcement action by the DEM in
accordance with North Carolina General Statutes and may include the requirement to obtain
an individual animal waste operation permit, the addition of treatment or storage units, or
the addition of land application sites.

5. The issuance of a COC under this permit does not preclude the Permittee from complying
with any and all statutes, rules, regulations, or ordinances which may be imposed by this
and other government agencies (local, state, and federal) which have jurisdiction.

6. If animal production at the facility is to be suspendeci or terminated, the . owner is
responsible for obtaining and implementing a "closure plan" which will eliminate the
possibility of an illegal discharge, pollution and erosion, or the potential for injury and shall
include lagoon closure in accordance with NRCS standards in effect when the closure plan
is developed and implemented. Closure shall include notifying the DEM so a site visit can
be conducted.

7 . The annual administenng and compliance fee must be paid by the PermitJee within thirty
(30) days afirr'leing t;ilie'J b;' the Di:'isi'rrl- Failurc ic p:ry the fec :tc':rrclingtr;' irl:t)' {-:ause

the Division to initiate action to revoke this permit as specified by 15 NCAC 2H .0205
(cX4).

Permit issued this the (date) day of (month), (year).

NORTH CAROLINA ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT COMMISS ION

A. Preston Horvard, Jr., P.E., Director
Division of Environmental Management
By Authority of the Environmental Management Commission

Cattle Waste General Permit Number AWG200000
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Washington Regional WQ Supervisor Raleigh Regional WQ Supervisor .Asheville Regional WQ Supervisor

59 Woodfin Place

Asheville, NC 28801
(704)25r-6208
Fax (704) 251-6452

Avery
Buncombe

Burke
Caldwell
Cherokee

Clay
Graham
Haywood

Henderson

Jackson

Macon
Madison

McDowell
Mitchell
Polk
Rutherford

Swain
Transylvania

Yancy

Fayetteville Regional WQ Supervisr:r

Wachovia Building, Suite 714

Fayetteville, NC 28301
(910) 486-1541
Fax (910) 486-010't

Anson Moore
Bladen Robeson

Cumberland Richmond
Harnett Sampson
Hoke Scotland
Montgomery

Winston-Salem Regional WQ Supervisor

585 Waughtown Street

Winston-Salem, NC 27 107
(910) 771-4600
Fax (910) 711-4631

Alamance
Alleghany
Ashe

Caswell
Davidson
Davie
Forsyth
Guilford

Rockingham
Randolpir
Stokes

Surry
Watauga

Wilkes
Yadkin

Post Office Box 1507

Washington, NC 27889
(erg) 946-6481
Fax (919) 975-3116

Post Office Box276B7
Raleigh, NC 27611
(9r9) 571-41A0
Fax (919) 571-4718

Chatham Nash

Durham Northampton
Edgecombe Orange

Franklin Person

Granville Vance

Halifax Wake

Johnston Warren

I-er- Wilson

Wilmington Region. WQ SuPervisor
127 Cardinal Drive Extension
Wilmington, NC 28405-3845
(910) 39s-3900
Fax (910) 350-2W4

Beaufort
t

lJerue

Camden

Chowan
Craven
Currituck
Dare

Gates

Greene

Hertford
Hyde

Jones

Irnoir
Martin
Pamlico
Pasquotank

Perquimans
Pirt
Tyrell
Washington
Wayne

Mooresville Regional WQ Supervisor
919 North Main Street
Mooresvllle, NC 28115
(104) 663-1699
Fax (704) 663-6040

Alexander Lincoln
Cabamts Mecklenburg
Catawba Rowan
Cleveland Stanly
Gaston Union
Iredell

Brunswick
Carteret
Columbus
Duplin

New Hanover

Onslow
Pender





State of North Carolina
Department of Environment,
Health and Natural Resources
Division of Environmental Management

James B. Hunt, Jr., Governor
Jonathan B. Howes, Secretary
A. Preston Howard, Jr., P.E., Director

DEHI\FT
(Date) j

(Name & Address of Applicant)

' Subjecr Certificate of Coverage No. AW(COC #)
(Name of Farm)
Poultry Waste Operation
Land Application of Animal Wastes
(County Name) County

Dear (Farm Owner);

In accordance with your application received on (date), we are forwarding herewith Certificate of
Coverage (COC) No. AW(Permit No.), dated (date) to (applicant's name) for the operation of an
animal waste management system in accordance with the State's Gen'eral Permit. This approval shall
consist of the land application of animal waste from the (name of farm) Farm with an animal capacity of no
greiter than (number and type of animal raised at these operations) and is approved for
application to approximately (number of acres) acres of land in (county name) County with no
discharge of wastes to the surface waters, and in conformity with the facility's Certified Animal Waste
Management Plan.

The COC shall be effective from the date of issuance until (expiration date) and shall be subject
to the conditions and limitations as specified in the General Permit, the Certified Animal Waste
Management Plan, and this COC. An adequate system for collecting and maintaining the required
monitoring data and operational information must be established in order to avoid future compliance
problems. Any increase in flow or increase in number of stocked animals above the number authorized by
this COC will require a modifi.cation to the certified animal waste management plan and COC and shall be
completed prior to actual increase in either flow or number of animals.

Tirir COC siruii'rtc vuidpti.
I . if the animal waste applications is not properly managed in accordance. with the,. .

conditions of the general permit, the Certified Animal Waste Management Plan, and
in the manner approved by the Division; or

2. if the soils fail to adequately assimilate the wastes and if the sites are not maintained
and operated in a manner which will protect the assigned water quality standards of
the surface waters and ground waters; or

3. (Delete this condition if the Permittee owns all application sites)unless
the agreements between the Permittee and the landowners/lessees are in full force
and effect. A copy of these agreements shall be maintained on site with a copy of
this COC and the general permit. A copy of the agreement should be provided to
the landowners.

The Permittee shall employ a certified animal waste application/residuals operator to be in
responsible charge (ORC) of the animal waste application program. No waste shall be land applied after
January 1, 199J, unless supervised by the ORC.

P.O. Box 29535, Raleigh, North Carolina 27626-A535 Telephone 919-733-7015 FAX 919-733-2496

An Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer 50% recycled/ 10% post-consumer paper
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The Permittee, at least six (6) months prior to the expiration of this COC, shall request its
extension. Upon receipt of the request, the Commission will review the adequacy of the facilities
described therein, and if warranted, will extend the permit for such period of time and under such
conditions and limitations as it may deem appropriate.

This COC is not automatically transferable. A formal request must be submitted to the DEM prior
to a name change or change in ownership.

If any parts, requirements, or limitations contained in this COC are unacceptable, you have the
right to apply for an individual non-discharge permit by contacting the engineer listed below for
information on this process. Unless such a request is made within 30 days, this COC shall be final and
binding. ,

If you need additional information concerning this matter, please contact (engineer's name) at
(919) 7n-5A$ ext. (ext. number).

Sincerely,

A. Preston Howard, Jr., P.E.

(County name) County Health Department
(DEM Regional Office for farm's county) Regional Office, Water Quality Section
(DEM Regional Office for farm's county) Regional Office, Groundwater Section
Groundwater Section, Central Office
Training and Certification Unit
(County name) County Soil and Water District
Division of Soil and Water
Facilities Assessment Unit
(County Name) County Natural Resource Conservation Service

u9.

DRAFT 5/2/96
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NORTH CAROLINA
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT COMMISSION

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH AND NATURAL RESOURCES

POTILTRY WASTE OPERATION GENERAL PERMIT

This permit shall be effective from the date of issuance until (date) and shall be subject to the
following specifi ed conditions and limitations :

I.

2.

a
J.

A

5.

The animal waste application program shall be effectively maintained and operated as a
non-discharge system to prevent the discharge of wastes to surface waters, wetlands, or

. surface water drainage systems (except for storm events exceeding the 25 year, 24 hour
storm or the 30-day chronic rainfall event as defined by the NRCS design standards).

The Certified Animal Waste Management Plan shall be considered a part of this general
permit. Any violation of the Plan sliall be considered a violation of this.general_permit and
subject to appropriate enforcement actions. Such a violation may require the Permittee to
cease applying animal waste to the sites and take any immediate corrective actions as may
be required by the Division of Environmental Management (DEM).

For land application sites included in a plan certified prior to October 1, 1995, a vegetative
buffer of 25 feet from the banks of perennial waters and intermittent streams must be
maintained for existing facilities. Foi sites included in a plan certified after October 1,

1995, avegetative buffer of 50 feet shall be maintained for existing facilities.

For new and expanding animal waste management systems, a vegetative buffer of 100 feet
from the banks of perennial waters must be maintained from the following areas:

a. Lounging areas or animal concentration areas;

b. Waste management structures such as lagoons or ponds;

A copy oithis permit and the Certified Animal t'aste Management Plan shall be maintained
at the farm where animai waste rndnagutusnc activiiies urcbatn! uolduutcd iur ilis iilt ui'
this permit.

OPEBd\TION AND MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENT$

L. The treatment and storage facilities and application sites shall be properly maintained and
operated at all times,

2. A suitable vegetative cover shall be maintained in accordance with the Certified Animal
Waste Management Plan.

3. An acceptable pH of the soil shall be maintained on all land application sites to insure
optimum yield for the crop(s) being grown.

II.
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The Plant Available Nitrogen application rates identified in the Certified Animal Waste
Management Plan shall not be exteeded. When two crops are planted on the application
site in-the same year, a second application of the waste will be limited and must account for
the carryover nitrogen from the first crop.

Application of animal waste onto land which is used to grow crops for-direct human
consumption (e.g., strawberries, melons, lettuce, cabbage, apples, etc..) shall not occur
within 3b days prior to the planting of the crop or in the case of fguit bearing trees, 3O days
prior to breaking dormancy. For feed, fiber and food _crops that undergo {urthgl
processing, application of anjmal wastes shall not occur within 30 d_afg of harvesting-. If
waste is io be applied on soil where no cover crop is established, the waste shall be
incorporated into the soil within twenty-four Q$ hours after application on the land.

Domestic and/or industrial wastewater from showers, toilets, sinks, etc. shall not be
discharged into the animal waste management system. Washdown of stock trailers will be
permisslble as long as system design accommodates the additional flow and as long as

ieadily biodegradable detergents and disinfectants are utilized.

Disposal of dead animals shall be done in accordance with the North Carolina Department
of Agriculture (NCDA) regulation s.

Grazing animals on an application site shall be accomplished in accordance with Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) standards and the grazing shall be controlled.

No vehicular traffic or equipment shall be allowed on the waste disposal area except 4uqttg
installation or while normal planting, harvesting, irrigation, or maintenance is being
perfbrmed.

A11 stormwater runoff from the surrounding property and buildings shall be diverted away
from the animal waste lagoon to prevent any unnecessary addition to the liquid volume in
the lagoon.

A protective vegetative cover will be established on all disturbed area.s'(lagoon
embankments, beims, pipe runs, etc.) Vegetation such as trees, shrubs, and other_woody
species shall not occui on the iagoon dikes or sideslopes. L1goo1 areas should_be kgnt
mowed and accessible. Lagoon berms and structures should be inspected regularly for
evicle.nce fif crnsion, Ieakafe, animal rlamagr. or disi.hargr. and shall bc renaircd anC

certified as necessary. No grazing shall occur on or near the lagoons or djkes.

When removal of the sludge from the lagoon is necessaly, provisions must be taken to :

prevent damage to lagoon dikes and liners.

Solid materials such as boffles, light bulbs, gloves, syringes or any other solid waste from
the animal waste operation is prohibited from entering the treatment/storage lagoon and

should be properly disposed in an approved landfill.

III. MONITORING AND REPORTING_REQUIREMENTS

4.

5.

6.

10.

11.

12.

13.

7.

B.

9,

1. Waste handling structures, piping, pumps, reels, etc., under the control of the
owner/operator shall be inspected iegutarty and a maintenance checklist shall be kept on site
or readily available.
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2. Propgr records shall be maintained for a minimymllgye years by the Permittee on tbrms
provided by the DEM and shall be submitted to the DEM upon rsquest.

3. A representative annual Standard Soil Fertility Analysis,.as may be provided. by.the NCDA,
shaf be conducted of each field receiving animal waste in the respective calendar year and

the results maintained on file by the Permittee for a minimum of five years.

4, An analysis of animal waste from the lagoon, as may be provide{ 9V tft.ICPA, shall be

conducted initially after permit issuance and thereafter as specified in the Certified Animal
Waste Munug"*"nt Plair. In no case shall this be less tfan onbe,p_er permit term. The
results shall b-e maintained on file by the Permittee for a minimum of five years.

5. A lagoon level gauge shall,be installed within 30 days of issuance of a certificate of
coueiage under tfiis fenerai permit to monitor lagoon levels. This gauge shall have readily
visible permanent markings indicating the maximum lagoon lgu."lt at which pump-out must
begin, tind of pump-out, and freeboard elevations. Wrere multiple lagoons are utilized, the
srorage lagoon(s; ihall onty need a gaugs with a visible permanent markings indicating the
pumf-out-begin and freeboard elevations. Caution must be taken not to damage the
integrity of the liner when instailing the gauge.

6. Regional Notification:

The Permittee shall report by telephone to the appropriate Regional Office (see attached list)
as soon as possible,^but in no case more tian 2q hours or on the next -working day
following the occurrence or first knowledge of the occu{rence of any of the following:

a. Any failure of the animal waste treatment and disposal progrqn resulting in a discharge
to surface waters.

b . Any time that the facility has gone out of compliance with the conditions of this permit.

c. Any failure of the animil wasie treatment end disposal program that renders the facility
incapable of adequately treating the animal waste and/or sludge.

d. Spiliage or disciarge'from a vehicle or piping system transportir.rg animal waste or
sliAge-to the applicition sites which results in, or may result in, a discharge to surface
waters.

Persons reporting such occurrences by telephone shall also file a written -report 
in letter

form within 5 diys following first knowledge of the occuffence, if so directed 9y ttte
Regional Office. 

-This 
report must outli.ne the actions taken or orooosed to be taken tc

ensure that the problem does not recur.

IV. INSPECTIONS

Any duly authorized officer, employee, or representative of the DEM may, upon
presentation of credentials and in accordance with ?ppropriate biosecurity measures,-enter

ind inspect any property, prenrises or place on or related to the application_site or facility at

any reasonaUt-e tinie for ihe purpose of determining compliance with this permit; may
inspect or copy any records thit must be kept under the terms and conditions of this permit;
and may obtain sampies of the wastewater, groundwater, or surface water.

GENEBAL CONDITISNS

1. The issuance of a Certificate of Coverage (COC) under this permit'shall not relieve the

Pennittee of the responsibility for damages to surface watels or ground waters resulting
from the operation of this program.

V.
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2. Lagoons and other uncovered waste containment structures must not exceed an opgpting

lev-el that provides adequate storage to contain a 25 year, 24 hour storm event or the 30-day_

chronic riinfall event as defined by NRCS design standards. The maximum level of
lagoon liquid shall not exceed that specified in the Certified Animal Waste Management
Plan.

3. The Groundwater Compliance Boundary for the disposal system constructed after
December 31, 1983, is bstablished at eiiher (1) 250 feet from the waste disposal atea, ot (2)

50 feet within the property boundary, whichever is closest to the waste disposal area. An
exceedance of Groundwaier Quality Standards at or beyond the Compliance Boundary is
subject to immediate remediation action in addition to the penalty provisions applicable
under the North Carolina General Statutes.

4. Failure to abide by the conditions and limitations contained in this permit-and any-COC
issued under this permit may subject the Permittee to an enforcement action by the DEM in
accordance with North Carolina General Statutes and may include the requirement to obtain
an individual animal waste operation permit, the addition of treatment or storage units, or
the addition of land application sites.

5. The issuance of a COC under this permit does not preclude the Permittee from complying
with any and ail statutes, rules, re[ulations, or ordinances which m1f pe imposed by lftis
and other government agencies (loCal, state, and federal) which have jurisdiction.

6. If animal production at the facility is to be suspended or terminated, the owner is
responsible for obtaining and implementing.a "closure plan" which will eliminate the
possrbility of an illegal diicharge, pollution and erosion, or the P-otential for injury and shall
include ligoon clos[re in accoidance with NRCS standards in effect when the closure plan
is developid and implemented. Closure shall also include notifying the DEM so a site visit
can be conducted.

7 . The annual administering and compliance fee must be paid by the Permittee within thirty
(30) days after being bilEd by the Division. Failure to pay the fee accordingly_ry?y cause

the Division to initlate action to revoke this permit as-specified by 15 NCAC 2H .0205
(cXa).

Permit issued this the (date) day of (month), (year).

NORTH CAROI,{}.IA E}.]"\/TRO}.JI\4FNTAtr, h,TA]\TAGEME}'JT CO}II'{ISSIOI.I

A. Preston Howard, Jr., P.E., Director
Division of Environmental Management
By Authority of the Environmental Management Commission

Poultry Waste General Permit Number AWG300000
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DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT REGIONAL OFFICES

Asheville Regional WQ Supervisor

59 Woodfin Place

Asheville, NC 28801
(704) 2sr-6208
Fax (704) 251-6452

Post Office Box 1507

Washington, NC 27889
(9r9) 946-6481
Fax (919) 975-3116

Post Office Box27687
Raleigh, NC 27611
(919) 571-47,00

Fax (919) 511-4718

Chatham Nash

Durham Northampton
Edgecombe Orange

Franklin Person

Granville Vance

Halifax Wake

Johnston Warren

l€e Wilson

Wilmington Region. WQ Supervisor
121 Cwdinal Drive Extension
Wilmington, NC 28405-3845
(910) 395-3900
Fax (910) 350-2004

Brunsrvick New Hanover

Carteret Onslow
Columbus Pender

Duplin

Washington Regional WQ Supervisor Raleigh Regional WQ Supervisor

Avery
Buncombe
Burke
Caldwell
Cherokee
Clay
Graham
Hapvood
Henderson
Jackson

Fayetteville Regional WQ Supervisor

Wachovia Building, Suite 714
Fayetteville, NC 28301
(910) 486-1541
Fax (9i0) 486-0701

Anson Moore
Bladen Robeson

CumberlzLnd Richmond
Harnett Sampson

Hoke Scotland

Montgomery

Winston-Salem Regional WQ Supcrvisor
585 Waughtown Street

Winston-Salem, NC 27 107

(910)711-4600
Fax (910)'171-4631

Alamance

Alleghany
Ashe
Caswell
Davidson
Davie
Forsyth
Guilford

Rockingharn
Rardoiph
Stokes

Surrj,
Watauga

Wilkes
Yadkin

Mooresville Regional WQ Supervisor
919 North Main Street
Mooresville, NC 28115
(704) 663-1699
Fax (704) 663-6040

Alexander Lincoln
Cabamrs Mecklenburg
Catawba Rowan

Cleveland Stanly
Gaston Union
hedell

Macon
Madison

McDowell
Mitchell
Polk
Rutherford

Swain
Transylvania
Yancy

Beaufort
Bertie t

Camden

Chowan

Craven
Cunituck
Dare

Gates

Greene

Hertford
Hyde

Jones

Lenoir
Martin
Pamlico
Pasquotank
Perquimans

Pitt
Tyrell
Washington
Wayne


